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ABSTRACT

The objective of this program was to develop to a routine procedure
the capability for using a perfluorinated surfactant as an agent in bringingabout the dispersion of agglomerated or conglomerated particles smaller
than 5 micrometers in size. The dispersion would be of such a nature as
to allow subsequent analytical measurements to be made on the separatedparticles.

In order to deposit individual particles from an agglomerate or
conglomerate, it is necessary to first completely disperse the powder in ;k
solution of a fluorinated surfactant, Krytox 157, in a fluorinated liquid,
Freon 1'-3. The dispers3d solid particles in suspension are then partitioned
from th, liquid phase by filtering through an Amicon XM 1 OOA ultrafiltration
membrane, which has a pore size of about 0. 007)tm. The concentration of
particles in the dispersion is adjusted to yield a powder loading of less than
1. 0,Pg/crn2 of filter area. At this surface concentration level, re-agglomerationof the particles during washing is minimized. The deposited 

." ecles are
then washed sequenL.ally with two other fluoriiated liquids, FC 43 and
Freon C51-12, to remove'the dispersing mediun, and dried. The particles
adhere to the filter as a result of the same forces responsible for agglomerateformation.

The deposited particles can now be examined and analyzed by a varietyof methods, including the analysis of individual particles.
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SUMMARY

Technical Problem

Often the analysis of particles released to the environment from industrial
facilities is hindered because these particles are combined with others in
the form of agglomerates or conglomerates. If the particle(s) of interest
are small in comparison to the others as, is usually the case, useful and
necessary information will be lost due to a present lack of capability for
selectively analyzing single particles within an agglomerate/conglomerate.

The objective of this program was to develop to a routine procedure the
capability for using a perfluorinated surfactant as an agent in bringing about
the dispersion in fluorinated liquids of particles in an agglomerate/conglomerate.
The dispersion would be of such a nature as to allow subsequent analytical
measurements to be made on the separated particles. As a result of the
advent of new instrumentation which potentially permits chemical analysis
of particles much smaller than 1 micrometer in diameter, and because such
particles are usually present as agglomerates, emphasis was directed toward
developing a capability for dispersion of agglomerates/conglomerates
comprised of particles in the size range of 0. 005 to 5 micrometers relea'=ed
to the environment from industrial facilities.

The goals of the program were to develop a dispersion technique that
had the following desirable characteristic s:

1. No physical or chemical change in original particles due to

the dispersion p-:oceiss (mandatory).

Z. No sample loss.

3. Complete dispersion (100% efficiency).

4. No re-agglomeration of dispersed particIcs.

5. Final state of each individual dispersed particle
compatible with analysis by various techniques (electron
microprobe, scanning and transmission electron
microscopes, ion microprobe, mass spectrometer, atc.),

"TVe great ease with which fine powders can be dispersed in a liquid phase
as compared to theas s phase formed the basis of the approach to the problem.

The requirement that the suspension method developed niust digperse the
agglomerated materials into separate particles without h ical or chemical
changes, placed stringent limitations on the choice of l i at ciato Used
to disperse the particles. The component, of the candidate dispersing liquid

" mixtures must, therefore, not react nor combine irreversibly with any particle
in the matrix. For these riasons fluorinated liquids. which are stable,
chemically inert, and furthermore, not found i nature, were the dispersion media
Sof choice.

V



Technical Results

The following preparative procedure was developed. The agglomerated
powder sample, typically 50 mg or less, is first dispersed ultrasonically
in a 1% solution of Kryto~c 157, a fluorinated surfactant, in Freon E-3, a
fluorinated liquid. It is recomnmended that a high intensity ultrasonic probe,
be used to carry out the dispersion and that the dispersion process be
monitored with a nephelometer. In order to insure complete dispersion, the
sample should be sonolated until no further change in turbidity is observed.
An aliquot sample of the above dispersion is removed and diluted with
additional dispersing solution. The size of the aliquot is adjusted to obtain
a particle loading on the deposition filter of 0. 1 )lg/crnZ or less, depending
on the particle size.

This dilute dispersion is then filterecc through an Amicon XM-1 OOA
ultrafiltration membrane at an applied pressure of about I psig. The
dispersing liquid passes through membranes which retains particles larger
than 0. O07pmn in size. The deposited particles are then washed with a
second fluorinated liquid, FC 43, to remove the dispersing medium and
adsorbed surfactant. Finally a very volatile fluorinated liquid, Freon C-51 -1 Z,
is then added to remove the non-volatile FC 43. The Freon C-51-12 wet
filter is easily air dried. The product is an assembly of individual particles,
deposited on a flat laboratory filter,that could be reacily examined on this
filter by a variety of microanalytical tools.

DOD Implications

The major goals of the program have been met in that a preparative
procedure has been developed which will permit normally agglomerated or
conglomerated particles less than 1 um in size, down to at least 0. 02Um. in
size, (which is the limit of resolution of a scanning electron microscope) to
be analyzed individutay. The procedure was tested with four powders
representative of many classes of sub-miAcron partic)ls found in the atmosphere.

The method required that the agglomera es be initially well dispersed and
deposited at a low surface courontration. Just as the- analysis of' individual
pairticles, becomes iz~creasingly more difficult to performv with decreasing, particle
size, the mathod of preparati.-n becomes tmore difficult as the size of the.
particles decreases. A4s the size of particles decreases, the acoustic energy
required for dispersion i~ncrease,% and th* ýeianiisslble surfac Wo~etaio
of deposited particles detreases. With viery wrAU 07Opluz). L.. rtentio
of particles becomes a problem.

Recommnended Further Rosearch

The preparative procet~ure wag toited with known samples only. The
technique should now be applied to samtples of natural origin.. Withio the scope
of tho present program, it was not possible to Carrv out any, dettailed, indepib
analysis of the deposited samples. This should be porfoirn~ed t-:) obtain a sound
statittical basis of deposited -sample uaiforwity.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1. 1 Technical Objectives

Often the analysis of particles released to the environment from
industrial facilities is hindered because these particles are combined with
others in the form of agglomrnrates or conglomerates. If the particle(s) of
interest are small in comparison to the others, as is usually the case, useful
and necessary information will be lost because of a present lack of capability
for selectively analyzing single particles within an agglomerate/conglomerate.
The objective of this program was to develop to a routine procedure the
capability for using a perfluorinated surfactant as an agent in bringing about
the dispersion of particles in an agglomerate/conglomerate. The dispersion
would be of such a nature as to allow subsequent analytical measurements to
be made on the separated particles. As a result of the advent of new
instrumentation which potentially permits chemical analysis of partis les much
smaller than I micrometer in diameter, and because such particles are
usually present as agglomerates, emphasis was directed toward developing
a capability for dispersion of aggh. nerates/conglomerates comprised of
particles in the size range of 0.005 to 5 micrometers, (Jin) such as those
released to the environment from industrial facilities.

The goal-, of the program were to develop a dispersion technique
that had the following desirable characteristics:

a. No physical or chemical change in original particles due to
the dispersion process (mandatory).

b. No sample loss,

c. Complete dispersion (100% efficioncy).

d. No re-agglomaration of dispersed particles.

e. 'inaI state of #iach individtal iisps, rsed particle
compatible with analysis by, various tchniques

d(eectron rniertproa, scaywiNr and tvwremi•-ion
electron m-icroscopes. ion microprobe. niak
spectro'olater, etc. ).

a�. o�P. - An isAdivid•al pkrticlo in the s•n•e

phyOical an -micheat!ial stote 'M teich it was first released
to thoi eleromneul. This may include aggregtes.

b. Aggrogmegate - A colloction of particles bouAd together by
strong checnrc-l boads.

c. Agglgoerate - A collection of paV.tt 'ev or aggengates of
the s:ame element or iom pound bound tog-ether by physical
forces ao opposed to chemical bonds.



d. Conglomerate - Similar to an agglomerate but including
different elenients and/or compounds.

e. Dispersion - Separation of an agglomerate or conglomerate

into its individual component particles or aggregates.

1.3 Theoretical Background

. 3.1 Mechanisms of Powder AgglomerationlConglomeration in Air

-Ultrafine powders in air, with a particle size less than
10 Jim, exhibit cohesive characteristics, even in the dry state, which are not
exhibited by macroscopic objects. Microscopic examination of these powders
reveais that they consist of particles of characteristic geometry that adhere
to form firm assemblies. Two types of assemblies are observed: aggregates
and agglomerates. Groups of particles can be fused together to form aggregates
bonded by primary valence (chemical) bonds. There is no distinguishable
surface between the particles forming the primary aggregates. These aggregates
are usually formed daring the deposition of the ultimate particles.

These aggregates in turn are found to adhere by physical
forces (Van der Waals force,) to form agglornerat'.s. (The term conglomerate
is used in the case where all the particles in the agglomerate do not have the
same composition and origin. ) This agglomerate formation becomes increasingly
more apparent as the size of the ultimate particles or aggregates decreases.
Agglomeration of fine powders becomes especially significant when the particles
are smaller than 1 micrometer in diameter.

Agglomierates differ from aggregates in that there is a
discontinuous surface zone between the constituting particles or aggregates.
Actual contact of two adjacent particles is prevented by the presence of layers
of adsorbed molecules on the particle surfaces. Such layers will always be
present under atmospheric conditions, and they arise from either physical or
chemical adsorption. These adsorbed films can greatly alter the magnitude
of the interaction between fine particles since any interaction between two
solids decays rapidly with increasing distance of separation of their surfaces.

Different mechanisms which can lead to an afglomerated/
aggregated rnatrix have been recently reviewed by Davies et al( -l), Mechanisms
of particle agglomeration have also been discussed by Meissner et al(I-2) and
Rurnpf] -3, 1-4). Fine particle agglomneration is considered to result primarily from
secondary valence interaction between the particles. The oncept of an
attraction between two neutral atoms or molecules was introduced in 1873 by
Van der Waais(1- 5 ) in order to explain deviations of real gases from the perfect
gas law. In 1932, in order to take into account the coagulation of colloidal
dispersions, Kallmann and Willstatter(l- 6 ) suggested that secondary valence
forces or Van der Waals forces could also be an effective and universal force
of attraction Letween macroscopic solids. This idea has since been expanded,
developed and tested by various workers. At the present time, it is generally
considered that these forces are responsible for the so-called "spontaneous
adhesions of finely divided solids.

1-2
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General explanations for the nature of Van der Waals
forces were first proposed by London(l-7) in 1930 and more recently by
Lifschitz( 1 -8 ). These explanations were both based on quantum theory which
considers that all atoms, even in their ground state, possess rapidly
fluctuating dipole moments which lead to an attraction between these atoms.
The force between two solid objects, which are viewed as assemblies of many
atoms, is obtained from the summation of the individual interactions of all

* - the atoms in the two bodies with the force between any twvo atoms being
considered independent of the presence of other atoms. According to Lifschitz,
the secondary valence force, F, between two spheres of diameter, d, whose
surfaces are separated by a distance, a, can be expressed as follows:

i ~F = Bd(-)

In the above equation, B is a characteristic material constant whose value will
depend on composition of the particles and the surrounding phase. According
to Dejongh(l- 9), the value of B is approximately 10-9"ergs/cm for particles
of polar materials in a vacuum. It is to be noted that interaction decreases
as the cube of the separation distance.

In air, agglomerate formation occurs in fine particle
systems because the thickness of the adsorbed layers is small, of the order
of 10 X. Under these conditions, the Van der Waals interaction between two
particles separated by this distance is significantly higher than the potential
energy of disruptive mechanisms, namely thermal energy, kT, where k is
Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature, or inertial effects
which are proportional to the volume of the particles. Thus, although the
attractive force between two solids increases with diameter, the effect of
Van der Waals forces becomes insignificant with macroscopic objects (e.g.
particles greater than 10prm - 20 am) in air since inertial effects increase
with mass and are thus proportional to the third power of particle diameter.

Other factors may also lead to particle-particle interactions.
Electrostatic charges can be induced in many powders and can result in
significant transient forces. However, because of either bulk or surface
conductivity due to moisture, the electrostatic potential will leak away and
hence will have no lasting effect. An exception is the case of the electret,
such as aminoazobenzene, where there is a charge retention. In a similar
manner, magnetic dipole-dipole interaction is important only in materials
that have a significant magnetic coercitivity, such as magnetic iron oxide.
Mechanical interlocking occurs in systems which contain very irregularly
shaped particles. Liquid particle bridging due to surface tension forces may
also occur as a result of capillary condensation of a liquid (water). Solid
particle bridging is a reflection of the origin of the particles and is
representative of aggregation rather than agglomeration.

1.3. 2 Particle Dispersion Mechanisms in a Liquid Phase

As in the gas phase, solid particles in a liquid are also
subject to secondary valence forces which lead to agglomeration. While
there are no obvious techniques of dispersing sub-micron particles in the
gas phase, it is standard technology to disperse particles in the liquid phase.
It is possible to d.sperse sub-micron particles in liquid system first, by
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breaking the agglomerates through application of disruptive forces, and,
second, by subsequently generating repulsion forces which prevent close
approach. of two particles and therefore prevent or minimize re-agglomeration.

Two repulsive mechanisms exist which result in
stabilization of aliquid phase colloid:

a. Double layer electrostatic repulsion, and

b. entropic repulsion of interacting molecules
adsorbed on the particle surfaces(ll 1 0 ).

The first mechanism results from the adsorption of charged species on and
around the particle surfaces to form the well-'known electrostatic double-layer.
Stabilization occurs because of the electrostatic repulsion of two charged
particles. The stability of hydrosols (aqueous colloidal dispersions) is usually
due to electrostatic stabilization.

The second mechanism of entropic repulsion results from
the adsorption on the particle surface of large molecules that solvate with
the liquid(l-11). This results in the formation of thick film of essentially
)ound liquid. When two particles collide, the particle-particle interaction
becomes negligible in comparison to the thermal energy of these particles at
the distance of separation equal to about twice the solvated film thickness.
The mechanism of entropic repulsion predominates in colloid suspensions in
non-polar media which are poor electrical conductors. In these liquids, it
is possible to stably suspend solid particles by adding polar molecules wherein
one end can adsorb at the particle surfaces and the other end of the molecule
can be solvated by the carrier liquid. Carbon black is a typical example of
a finely divided solid material with a characteristic particle size of less than
1 Prm. The pa:'icles will iiol, disperse in the gas phase, but they can be made
to form stable suspensions in an immiscible liquid phase. Similar statements
can be made for many other materials of widely diverse chemical structure
and origin (titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, bentonite, organic dyes, etc.).

1.4 Proposed Method of Sample Preparation

The great ease with which fine powders can be dispersed in a
liquid phase, as compared to the gas phase formed the basis of Avco's approach
to the problem; this is outlined in Figure 1-1, The agglomerated matrix is
first dispersed in a fluorinated organic liquid which is unlikely to dissolve
or react irreversibly with any of the solid particles that form the matrix. The
dispersed solid particles in suspension are then partitioned from the liquid phase
by filtration, using a filtering membrane such as an ultrafilter, that has pores
smaller than the smallest particles in suspension. By making the concentration
of particles small enough and the area of the filter large enough for a given
volume of suspension, not only will the particles be separated from the liquid
phase, but the 'ndividual particles will also be separated from each other on
a statistical basis when deposited on the filter. After removing the residual
dispersing liquid adhering to the particles on the filter, by evaporation for
example, a system of dry, isolated solid particles is obtained on the filter
membrane. These particles can then be examined individually.
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!'"1. 51: Specific Problems Studied in this Investigation

.' -The p/urpose of the investigation was to develop and- demonstrate
•: the sample preparation technique described in Section 1. 4 and outlined in

4Figure 1-1. The goal was to develop to a routine procedure a method of
Rreparing agglomerated powders for analysis that made use only of commercially

4available ma-terials and laboratory equipment. The principal factors that
req~ui;ýed study we re:

1.5.1 Powder Dispersion

Define and determine the parameters which affect the
de-agglomeration and dispsrsion of various agglomerated powder samples
in a fluorinated liquid in order to specify processing conditions which will
result in a well dispersed samrple, irrespective of the initial degree of
-agglomeratio i of the powder sample to be treated.

1 --. 5.2 Solid/Liquid Interaction

-.Determine the extent -and reversibility of the interaction of
fluorinated chemical com pounds that could be used in the process with various
powder samples c. interest. While solid/liquid interaction is required in
order to disperse the powder, this interaction has to be reversible in order
to prevent contamination of the prepared particles by these fluorinated agents
which might interfere with their subsequent analysis.

1. 5.3 Ultrafiltration System

Determine which commercially available ultrafiltration
membranes and 'iltration systems can be used in this technique. As outlined
in more detail Jn Section 2. 5, desirable filter characteristics include retention
of the smallest particles of interest, inertness in fluorinated liquid media
used to prepare the powder samples, high permeability and stability, and lack
of interference with different methods of analysis.

"1.5.4 ')eposition and Characterization of Dispersed Particles

Utilizing the information obtained as described above,
d-termintw the conditions required to provide wel1-dispersed particles on
a stable substrate. Denionstrate the effectiveness of the method by suitable
comparati analyses of a variety of prepared samples and of the initial
powders.

1.6 Assignment of Project Responsibility

The particle dispersion program was conducted in the Chemical
Processei Department of Avco Systems Division, Lowell, Mass. 01851.
Dr. Robert Kaiser, Leader of the Ferrofluid Group at Avco, was the principal
investigator and Avco project manager. He reported to Dr. Val Krukonis,
Manager, Chemical Processes Dopartment. In addition the following Avco

* personnel contributed significantly to the technical effort:

Without the enthusiastic and diligent support of Mr. Richard Brown,
Ei.gineer'ing Aide, it would not have been possible to obtain experimental
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data of sufficient quality to develop :ileaningful conclusions. His special
contribution should not go unnoticed.

Dr. Clark K. Colton, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
at M. I. T. and Avco Consultant, provided guidance and expertise in the areas

.-of ultrafiltration and ultrasonic dispersion. Both Dr. Colton and Dr. Leon Mir,
Lii Senior Consulting Scientist, wh,: acted as in-house consultant, willingly

contributed their time to reviewi and co, ament on the technical reports pre!pared
during the course of the program.

Analytical measurements were performed by the Chermical Properties
Group headed by Mr. W. S. Port. Transmission electron micrographs were
taken by Mr. Charles Houck of the Ceramics R&D Section.

Examination of the deposited samples was sub-contracted to.Advanced Metals Research, Inc. (AMR) of Burlington, Mass. 01803. The work

at AMR was performed by Mr. George Bruno.

Through the courtesy of Mr. John K. Swift, of Joyce Loebl and
Company, Burlington, Mass. 01803, access to a Joyce Loebl Disc Centrifuge
MK III was obtained. Without Mr. Swift's cooperation, it would not have been
Spossible to carry out meaningful sedimentation measurements on some of -he
dispersions of interest.

1-T
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2.0 PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS USED IN STUDY

2. 1 Candidate Powders used in Experimertal Studies

The experimental work was performed with well characterized
powders considered to be representative of those normally found in an airborne
dust sample. The powders examined are listed in Table 2-1. These powders
varied widely in source of origin, chemical composition, and particle shape.
All had a characteristic size smaller than 1 pJm, they were normally agglomerated
in the dry state, and were insoluble in water. These powders were chosen to
simulate a variety of solid effluents, as well as dust of natural origin which
would also be present in a sample collected from the atmosphere.

A most common industrial effluent is soot which re sults from the
intensive use of coal, petroleum and natural gas by our energy intensive
technological society. Since soot is generated by myriads of industrial sources,
it is quite likely that any airborne sample collected for analysis will contain
some fine carbon particles. It was deemed imperative therefore that one of
the powders studied be a well characterized grade of carbon black, or commercially
produced soot. In order to minimize the effects of aggregation on the interpreta-
tion and evaluation of the data obtained, it was decided to study a thermal black.
Medallia and co-workers (2-1, 2-2) have extensively studied the morphology of
carbon black. The particles of commercial blacks consist of chains of fused
spheres of different chain lengths and degree of branching. Thermal blacks
have been found to be less aggregated than other types of commercial black.
Thermal blacks are prepared under conditions which favor the formation of
relatively discrete spherical particles, ranging from 0. 1 to 1 pm in diameter.
Through the courtesy of Dr. Medallia, experimental samples of two thermal
blacks, Sterling MT and Sterling FT were obtained from the Cabot Corporation
for further examination. Sterling MT was used as the carbon black of choice
for the program on the basis of the "esults of the extraction studies discussed
further below.

Metal oxides, as a class, are another common component of
airborne effluents from industrial complexes. Metal oxides smokes are vented
into the atmosphere, to varying degrees, not only by the metallurgical industry
in the course of winning a metal from its ore, but by other manufacturers that
make or use metal oxide powders for a variety of other conmnercial purposes:
pigments for paints, memory elements for magnetic tapes, the fabrication of
ceramic ware, etc. Because of the commercial importance of metal oxides,
there were many we.li cs,.racterized candidate materials that could have been
included in this study. A sinterable grade of natural uranium dioxide, U0 2
(Powder ENL-1 manufactured by Eldorado Nuclear Ltd. of Port Arthur, Canada)
was used as a candidate powder on the basis of the following factors: size
range, density, color, and the unlikely probability that uranium would be present
in any of the system components (e.g. tanks, filters, glassware, etc.). ENL-I
uranium dioxide was also one of the few commercially available metal oxide
powders that contained a significant number of particles smaller than 0, 1 pmu.
A combination of the small particle size, the rarity of uranium compounds in
commerciai laboratory ware or ultrafiltration membranes, and the deep
coloration of even very dilute uranium dioxide suspensions, made this powdcr an

2-I
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excellent test material with which to determine the retentivity of various ultra-
filtration membranes. As further discus3ed in the report, dispersions of ENL-1
uranium dioxide proved to be excellent tracer materials. The high density of
uranium dioxide (10.9 g.'/cm3 ) was another attractive property of this material,
because dispersions of this powder would be amenable to study by sedimentation
techniques in spite of the small particle size and the relatively high density of
the fluorinated liquids used in the program (Le = 1. 7 - 1. 9 gr/cm").

Any airborne effluent sample would also be contaminated with dust
of natural origin, such as silicates or aluminosilicates. A well characterized
grade of refined Kaolinite (Peerless No. Z Clay marketed by R. T. Vanderbilt
Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.), was included in the study program as
characteristic of this type of dust. This grade of Kaolinite has been subjected
to extensive prior study because of its common industrial use. A large sample
of Peerless No. Z Clay was obtained through the courtesy of R. T. Vanderbilt
and Company.

There is the possibility that the presence of fluorine in the dispersed
particles might not be detected if there is any significant residue on the
fluorinated carrier liquid or fluorinated dispersing agent on these particles or
on the filter substrate. Any residue of the dispersing medium would result in
a background signal for fluorine analysis. It was therefore decided to include
powdered calcium fluoride among the materials to be examined as a repre senta-
tive fluorine - containing material. The plarticular powder used was precipitated
reagent grade calcium fluoride sold by J. T, Baker Company, Inc.

2.2 Initial Characterization of Candidate Powders

Z. 2. 1 Introduction

The principal promerty of candidate powders of interest are
listed in Table 2-1. The great advantage of using powders of industrial interest
is that such materials are usually well characterized by their manufacturers.
The manufacturers' published values were used for chemical composition and
intrinsic physical propertits of the candidate powders. Additional information
was obtained at Avco related to the structure of the dry powder as received.
This characterization included measurement of surface area by nitvogen
adsorption, and of b,'1k density, as well as examination of the powder by trans-
mission and scanning electron nicroscopy. Agglomerated ,mixtures of powders
were also prepared. The solubility of the individual powders in the various
liquids of interest was also examlned.

2. Z. Z Powde r Structure

Specific surtace area of the different cAndidate powders was
treasured by nitrogon adsorption in a Perkin Elmer Sorptometer (Model It ZCG.
Duplicate single point surface area measurements were xade on powder s ples
previously dried to I OSC and stored in a dessicator. The resuks are presented
in Table Z-1. These measurements are accurate to within 15.

2-3
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The measurement of specific surface area by adsorption
is independent of the degree of powder agglomeration. It is one of the few
ways by which one can obtain an estimate of the ultimate particle size of an
agglomerated powder without having to disperse it. The equivalent spherical
average particle diameter, Fvs, is related to specific surface area, As, and
the density of the particles, e p, by the following equation:

S6 (2-1)S"~~dvs=As"

Values of 4v are also presented in Table d-1. This estimate is valid for all
powders where the particles are not porous. It is to be noted that T is less
than I pmn for all the candidate powders.

The void volume, which is one minus the ratio of bulk powder
density to particle density, is usually much higher for agglomerated powders
than for powder beds in which there are no interparticle forces. In the absence
of interparticle forces, the volume fraction void in a powder is usually less
than 0. 50. With agglomerated powder, void volumes in excess of 0.90 are not
uncommon. The bulk density of each candidate powder was measured by filling
a 25 ml graduate with a known weight of powder, and gently tapping the graduate
on a desk top until there was no further significant change in the bulk volume
(usually about 20 taps) of the powder. This value was then used to calculate
the bulk density. The void fraction in the powder bed iv, is derived from the
bulk density, tB, and the particle density,, e p, by the following equation-

'V = I (Z-2)

As shown in Table 2-1, the measured bed void fraction is 0. 70 or higher
for all the candidate powders. This is a good indication that these powdefrs
have a tendency to agglomerate.

The powder samples were also examined by transmission
and scanning electron mnicroscopy. Transmission electron micrographs were
obtained with Avco's 100 KV Saimens ElSliiskop 1. This microscope -has a
useful m•ngniicatiozi range of ZOO -ZOO,000X with a resolution of ICA. Avco's
standard preparation method was used to obtain micrographs such as the
ones shown in Figure 2-1 to 2-7. This method is described in more detail in
Appcýndi* A. No speciic instructions beyond the procedure described Wa the

-' Appendix were given as to the prete-ce ol aggi•o"m*atts in the original powder
or t•. degree of dispersion desired,

Scanning electroo microocopy (SEM) work was done tnder
%stb-tontract at Advanced Metals ReIsearch, Inc. (AMR) in Burlu gton, Mass.

Scannifg electron micrographs were obtained with an AJ.R Nt.det 400 high
resolution sea nxn lectroji microscope. This instrumnent has a resolution
of the order of ICOA to 1 50A with a useful magnification range of from about
10X up to about 50.00UX. Powder sample preparation conisted In sprinkling

i: • -4
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-some dry powder on a piece of transparent, double backed adhesive tape,
which was already placed on a SEM target knob, and then blowing away excess
powder. A thin gold-palladum coating estimated to be about 0. 01 u thick
was then deposited on the samples to make them conductive. Striking photo-
graphs of well agglomerated powders were obtained as shown in Figures 2-8
to 2-15.*

As can be seen from these pictures, the powders are not
well dispersed. In the SEM photographs, where there was no preliminary
preparation, there are very large agglomerates. The various powders all
look remarkably alike at 450X due to similarities in appearance of agglomerates.
It becomes possible to identify particles to a greater or lesser degree, depending
an the powder, at 4500X. Sterling MT appears to consist of bunches of grapes
haphazardly thrown together. Calcium fluoride and uranium dioxide are fuzzy
mosses. It is possible to identify individual particles of CaF and UO only
at the edges of the agglunmerates. It is possible to identify individual platelets
of Kaolin within the agglomerated jumble represented by Figure 1-15.

The powders in the transmission electromicrographs are
not as badly agglomerated because of their pretreatment. There is some degree
of particle separation, and at higher magnifications it is possible to obtain
some information on the geometry of primary particles, but these photographs
are not very useful for quantitative analytical measurements because of the
degree of agglomeration present. However, these photographs will serve as
a basis of comparison, characteristic of the existing state of the art, against
which electron micrographs of samples prepared by the proposed dispersion
technique can. be compared.

Z. Z. 3 "onglomerate Formation

Binary and quairtenary mixtures of the various pow-ders
required for deposition studies were prepared in a manner designed to promote
good n %ing and the formation of conglomerates. The technique involved small
quantities of material and was very simpleo As listed in Table Z-, equ4l
weights of various powders (60 mng total) were each added to a 0. m1 screwcap
polyeambonate centrifuge tube. The tubeas and their coatents were then agitated
for 6 hours wkith a standard laboratory wrist saker at about. I oscillation/isecond.
The various powdevrs became mixed and also started to peolit tizeo much in the
manner of a bed of zinc, oxide or carbon black when tut•bled in & cylindrical
vesel for a oug period of time (1-3). Smal samples of powder mixtures after
agitation were exAmined by SEM. Some ropresentative electron toicrograp-h
are shown in Figures Z-t16 to 2- ZM These samples wore prepared for microscopy

* inthe same -nAmr ata the- powder samples discussed in the previous, section.
As can beotoen si heriodal mtases air fomed which are significantly larger than
the i&Widd•tal particles. Eninmination of the wnicro"r&ph4 taken at higher
nag~tlication inlcato that• various particles appear to be well mWxd -ithin those

masses oW cottlorncrtes, The pattitles adhere to other type particles as
wei. as to their own kiAd. This result is a further indication Oat th - particles
adhere to each other by a nod-specifk mechanism as discussed in the introduction.

MIT'flotcrerapbs presented in this report ý&re 80OS, reductions of origial
photwonicrog rapbh. Quated enagniflcaziocs refer to original %alues.
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Figure 2-12 SEM REPRESENTATION OF STERLING MT CARBON Figure 2.13 SEM REPRESEi ITATION 01- F ERLING MAT CARBON
9*LACK POWDER AS RECEIVED BLACK PONDER AS RECEIVED

Air

Fiqur! 2 14 SEM REPRESENTATION OF PRECIPITATED Figure 2-15 SEM PRESENTAT ION OF PRECIPITATED
PFIRLESS NVO. 2 KAOLIN AS RECEIVED PEERLESS NO. 2 KAOLIN AS RECEIVED
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TA:RIE 2-2

COMPOSITIN OF CONGLONA•TD POWDER MDCJRES

Weight of Powders in Mixture, mg

Mixture No. U02 0aF2 Kaolin Sterling MT Total

BB-1 30 30 6o

BFB-2 30 30 60

BFB-3 30 30 6o

BFB-4 30 30 6o

BFB-5 30 30 60

BK-6 15 15 15 15 60

1I
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2. 3 Fluorinated Liquids

2. 3. 1 Description of Candidate Fluorocarbons

The requirement that the suspension method developed must
disperse the agglomerated materials into separate particles without physical
or chemical changes places stringent limitations on the choice of liquids that
can-'e--Tto disperse the particles. The components of the candidate
dispersing liquid mixtures must, therefore, not react nor combine irreversibly
with any particle in the matrix. Ideal candidate materials are the perfluorinated
hydrocarbon liquids. They are fluorocarbons which are an unusually stable
family of co•ipounds (viz., teflon). They show as a class a remarkable degree
of inertness and resistance to chemical attack. Furthermore, they are not

-found in nature so that the presence of any residual material is readily detectable.

A variety of perfluorinated or highly fluorinated organic liquids
are available from different chemical manufacturers (e.g. E.I. Dupont de Nemours
and Company, Inc. (Dupont), 3M Company, Inc., Allied Chemical Corporation,
and Peninsular Chem Research, Inc.). These liquids have found industrial
applications as heat transfer media, lubricants, electrical insulators, optical
media, etc. They are presently being investigated for many other purposes.
For example, a promising application is their use as a component of a synthetic
blood (2-4).

The candidate fluorinated liquids used during the program are
listed in Table 2-3. These liquids are all commercially available. The bulk
of the experimental work involved dispersion in Freon E-3 (E-3), Freon C-51-1Z
(C-51-12) and FC-43. While these liquids are all generally highly fluorinated
compounds, they differ in their molecular structure, and they do vary in their
physical and chemical properties to a certain extent. E-3 is a highly fluorinated
ether, C-51-12 is a perfluorinated cycloalkane, and FC-43 is a perfluorinated
tertiary amine. The nitrogen atom in FC-43 does not behave in the same
manner as the nitrogen atom in an ordinary tertiary amine. FC-43 is quite
inert and behaves as an alkane. E-3 is essentially a linear molecule, C-51-12
has a ring structure, and FC-43 is highly branched. These liquids are mutually
soluble.

In addition to the above liquids, the fourth fluorinated liquid listed
in Table 2-3, FC-77, was used in the program as a preliminary rinse liquid
because of its lower cost. It was not used in the bulk of the studies because
it was found to have an effect on various candidate filters and to interact more
with certain candidate powders than the other three liquids as discussed in the
next section.

Z. 3. Z Solubility of Candidate Powders in Fluorinated Liquids

A key requirement of the study is that there be no interaction
between the various fluorinated liquids and the powders under consideration.
In order to determine the extent of interaction, each powder was systematically
extracted by different fluorinated liquids in a standard Soxhlet extractor, as
shown in Figure 2-23. In each test, about 10 gr of powder, dried overnight

2-13
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in a 110°C oven, was placed in a tared, porous paper extraction thimble. The
initial powder weight was measured to 0. 1 mg on an analytical balance. After
adding 50 ml of a given fluorinated liquid, tLC thinbie was placed in the
extraction tube and extracted for 6 hours. During the extraction process, the
fluorinated liquid in the flask is heated to boiling. The resulting vapors flow
through the by-pass in the extraction tube to a condenser where they are
condensed. The resulting liquid drops into the thimble where it comes into
contact with the powder sample. Liquid level builds up in the extractor until
it exceeds the height of the syphon tube, at which time it syphons back into
the reboiler flask. The process then repeats itself automatically. In this
manner, the powder is continuously contacted with fresh liquid and any non-
volatile dissolved material would be concentrated in the liquid in the extraction
flask. At the end of each test, the thimble was dried to constant weight at
I 100C, and the change in powder weight recorded (see Table 2-4). The
appearance of the extractant was also noted. In addition, for the inorganic
compounds, samples of the extraction liquids were sent to the Avco analytical
laboratory to determine the concentration of a characteristic substance in
each liquid by atomic adsorption (uranium for uranium dioxide, calcium for
calcium fluoride, aluninum for kaolin).

The percent weight loss was less than 1% for the five powders
studied, with the exception of the Sterling FT carbon black. In particular,
for uranimn dioxide the weight loss was less than 0. 2%. For the inorganic
compounds, the extraction liquid was clear after each test with one exception
(CaF /Freon E-3). The weight losses observed are believed to result mainly
from-ioss of adsorbed water (especially with FC-43 and Freon E-3 which boil
"at 345°F and 306 0 F, respectively), and to passage of some of the particles
through the filter (Kaolin/C -51-12 and CaFz/Freon E-3).

The extraction liquids from the Kaolin, uranium dioxide
and calcium fluoride tests were analyzed for aluminm, calcium and uranium,
respectively. None of these metals were detected in those liquids by atomic
adsorption. This technique can detect trace quantities of calcium and aluninwi
(less than I ppm). Due to the low sensitivity of this method to uranium
(2000 ppm detection limit), the presence of uranium in the UC2 extracts wt s
also analyzed by x-ray fluorescence which can detect IQ ppm uranium in the
fluorinated liquids. These tests indicated that there was no uranium present
in these fluorinated liquids.

There is some interaction between the fluorinatce liqtiids
and the carbon black samples, especially Sterling FT, where weight losso,
•,• of about 1% and discoloration of the extraction liquid were noted. With ring MT

weight losses were less than 1%. lit this case, while some mtaterial was
removed from the carbon black matrix, this material was aplparently immiscible
in the fluorinated liquids. Theve resolts are not unexpected in that Sterling MT
and Sterling FT are both thermal blacks that exhibit a relatively high
concentration of toluene extractable material. These materials are mainly
hydrocarbons which would exhibit a liniited solubility ir the fluorinated liquids.
However, even with these powders, the observed weight clange was small.
Since the weight losses were less for Strling MT than for Sterling FT. and sincet
the materials extracted from Sterling MT were not soluble in the fluorinated
liquids used, this grade of carbon black was used in all further adsorption and

dispersion studios.
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WDMD OF POWDER !jOIVBUThTt IN FOMOF TD LIQUIDS

(Weight Loss after 6 hours of~ Sohibet Exctraction)

Comments on
Initial Powder 0 W Powder Percent Liquid After

Powder Liquid Weight'.g Grams Weight Loss Extraction

UO Freon C-51-12 9.0918 -0.0032 0.03 Clear
2Freon Fe-3 T.428T -0.0125 0.17 Clear

FC-4.3 8.88T2 -0.012a o.14 Clear
FC-77 16.8369 -0.0178 0.11. Clear

CaF2  Freon C-51-12 9.9846 -0105422 0.54 Clear
Fren -39.9820 -o.0.647 .6 Slight Hiam

P0439.7789 -0.0555 0.56Cla

Kao I n Freon 1.-51-12 10.5932 -0.0604 0.57 Clear
Fro --3 9.89-0-0315 0.32 Clear

P0-4.3 8.9057 -0.0320 0.36 Clear
Sterling XT Ireon C-51-12 0059-0.0568 0.6S aeyllow

drops in liquid
Fron 3-3 1.44-0.0736 0.70 Clew*

PC-4.3 10.0138 -0.0705 0.70 Yellow line oni
gla~s at liquid
surf~oc

Strln~FI 'Feon C-11 004 -0.1170 1.16 Clear
Freon £-3 9.9793 -0-1356 1.36 Y0eloirwt
z -7T 10.0309 -0.15531.5Yloii
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2.4 Fluorinated Disper sing Agent

2. 4. 1 Choice of Dispersing Agent

Different suriactants will be needed for different fluids.
A surfactant that stabilizes a dispersion in ona fluid system will not usually
stabi~iz:ý it in any other fluid system. It is necess~ary to tailor the surfactant
in eacli specific case in order to have proper transition from particle surface
to bulk liquid properties. Numerous additives have been developed to stabilize
suspension* in aqueous and hydrocarbon media. A typical example is oleic
acid which is used to peptize suspensions in aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons.
In this case the carboxylic acid "head" adsorbs at the particle surface and the
organic "tail" interacts with the carrier liquid molecules to form a solvated
sheath. While there exist many surface active agents which may be used to
prepare stable colloidal sols in a hydrocarlbon liquid or in water, this is
not the case for perfluorinated liquid mradia where only a limited number of
chemicals hav1 e been synthesized which are capable of stabilizing a suspension.
Most commercially available fluorinated surfactants, such as perfluorooctanoic
acid, do not have a molecular weight high enough to form the desired solvated
film.

For a number of years, it had been desired to prepare
colloidal dispersions in perfluorinated media (fluorosols) in order to take
advantage of their inertnessa. In 1968, Kaiser recognized that chemical inter-
mediates in the manufacture of hexailuaropropylene oxide (HFPO) polymers
had the desired characteristics (Z-10). These compound have the following
general chemical formula:

CF 3

F fCFmCFZ O)a CF3  COOH

CF3

where n can vary between front I to nore than UO.

!kable fluorocarbon dispersion@ of such diverse solids as
silica, niagnetite. casbon black, attd sulfur have been prepared with HVP() acidis
that have a, sufficient degree of polyt rization (n >6). In paricular. dispertions
of .uperpararnuguetic niagnatite particles st~bilized by poly (IIFPO) acid ir a
variety of -fluorinated liquids have been extensively investigated at AvcO S/1).
These dispersions are a elass of hMap. eco!TM ferrofluids and bave as
iraguaetiae~blt liquids (A-S). It has &lso bean found that it is easer to disperse
a given powdii 1 mand that the stability of the resulting dispersion it higher.
when A high molecular weigbt poly OLFPO) aeid is used as a atatbiliter., These
flno~solt. have exhitited a shelf lifot in excesa of oue year. The patticle site
in these suspeasious range from less than, 5o~i to 10 ci m.



Based on this prior experience, a high molecular weight
mixture (15< n< 20) of HFPO polymer acids, Krytox 157, was considered the
surfactant of choice for the proposed program. It was expected that Krytox 157
would be a non-specific dispersant suitable for powders varying widely in size
and composition. All the experimental worc was performed with material drawn
from one batch of Krytox 157 (Lots No. 2 and 3) obtained from the Petroleum
Division of Dupont.

2.4.2 Properties of Krytox 157 Solutions

The lollowing physical properties of solutions of Krytox 157
in the various fluorinated liquids were measured in order to carry out various
subsequent experiments during the course of the program. These were density,
viscosity, and adsorption in the near infrared. These solutions were prepared
by adding a known amount of fluorinated liquid to a known amount of Krytox 157
in a tared container and then mixing these liquids in this container. The
weights were determined to within 0.1 mg on a Mettler HT6 analytical balance.

The densities of various solutions of Krytox 157 and
Krytox 157 alone were measured at 25 0 C in a jacketted cell by weight 'displace-
ment, using toluene( C = 0.86230 gm/cm3 at 250C (2-II)) as the liquid of
reference. These results are presented in Table 2-5. The measured densities
of the base liquids agree closely with available manufacturers p'uablished data.

Viscosity measurements are presented i- Table Z-6. These
values were required for the sedimentation studies. The viscosities of the
solutions were measured on a Wells -Brookfield cone and plate viscosimeter at
a shear rate of Z30 sec-l. The viscosity of pure Krytox 157 was neasured at
a lower shear rate of 1. 1 see-l. These measurepaents are accurate to M%.

Infrared analysis is the simplest method of anayjzing the
concentration of Kr)lrox i57 HFPO acid in various fluorinated liquids of interest.
Measurem*nts were made with a Miran I infrared analyzer shown in Figure Z-Z4.
which is a single beam infrared spectr-meter that can be used with a variety
of samplin; systems. This instrument is particultarly soited tor quantitative
analysis through the accurate measurement ai vample absorbance at a paricur
wave length'.

Irsiteal With #ainpie

I ~ t o igsal with no tiample

C ~ smpkc A&Llot spr*03"~ in u

Absorb-ance coeffictont.t a ciongtara
cb~teterillti 6f 0*~ scarplia rid the
unit* c0ten for cobcertriwl a"
2-19t-
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TABLE 2-5

DFNSITY OF SWTIONS OF IUR'IQX 15T

IN~ VARious ELuommmD YNQ~fls AT 250 C

Liq~uid Freoan E.-3 C-51 -12 rx-43 FC-T7

Krytox 157
Concentration Th-nsity, 9r/cm3

Weight-Percent

O 1.T27r 1.886 1.7r68

0.01 1.72T 1.6714

0.10 I.72T 1.673

1..00 1.T29 1.6-15 1.S93 1.769

5.00 1.735 1.688 1."774



TAKEL 2-6

VISooD.S OF FIWRfMUA SOWTIONS

Liquid Va ci.op0

T 250C T =30C

-43 5.53 4.78

C -43 1% K x Wb 5.72 5.57

E-3 2.37 2.17

E-3 % 7 • 157b 3.05 2.57

Knitoz 157 17oo 1300

a- Was~ura at a shear rate of 230 Dec* ex4ept £or
T~ytO% 1T Vaicbc) vus, meezuredI at a ske= rate of

b 1.y so.t-.

,•b - 1•vc•h.

a-

- --- :..------ - - -- - - -- - -
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weetBy proper choice of cell pathlength, signal intensity and
.wave length, it is possible to 'btain conditions which are sensitive to theconcentration of the unknown species one wishes to measure.

After preliminary examination of the adsorption spectrum
in the near infrared of various fluorinated liquids and solutions of Krytox 157
in these liquids, all measurements were made in the near infrared at a wave
length of 3.18 pm where Krytox 157 shows a significant absorbance peak
(See Figure 2-25). The peak at 3, 18 pm was used in preference to the very
strong peak at 5. 58pm because the measuremerts were easier to perform.
Measurements at 5.58 am would have required the use of NaCl cells and a path
length of 0. 1 cm or less, whereas a standard 1 cm quartz cell could be used
at 3.18 pnm. The quartz cell could be cleaned easily and not have to be stored
in a dessicator. The Miran I could be adjusted to measure the concentration
of Krytox 157 over any desired range of concentrations. A series of reference
samples that contained known concentrations of Krytox 157 in a given fluorinated
liquid were used to establish calibration curves from which the concentration
of an unknown sample was obtained. A typical calibration curve for a broad
concentration range of Krytox 157 in Freon E-3 is shown in Figure 2-26. The
minimum detectable concentration of Krytox 157 was 0.01%0 in Freon E-3, which
was the least sensitive measurement. The error in each measurement was less
than 1%o of the full scale reading.

2.5 Filtration Membranes

2. 5.1 Requirements

In terms of the primary goals the pre sent program, where
it was planned to filter a dispersed powder from a solution of relatively high
molecular weight surfactant in a carrier liquid, the allowable pore size of
the membrane had to be large enough to allow passage of the high molecular
component but not of the smallest particles one wished to retain. It was felt
that a suitable membrane should have the following general properties:

a. The minimum pore size should be large enough
to allow the surfactant in solution to permeate.

b. The maximum pore size should be smaller than
the diameter of the smallest particle one wishes
to examine.

c. There should be minimum interaction between the
membrane and any of the components of the solutions
of perfluorinated liquids used to disperse and deposit
the particles to be examined.

d. The permeability should be high enough to carry out
the filtration within the constraints of equipment size,
operating pressure and available time characteristic
of good laboratory practice. As an index, it was felt
that the structure of the membrane should be such as
to obtain a permeability of 10-2 ml/min -cm 2 -psi
with the various solutions used in the present particle
dispersion study.

2-23
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e. The membrane should be a stable platform for
scanning electron microscopy. It should not decompose
when subjected to the intense electron bombardment
characteristic of high magnification for the period of
time necessary to focus on the particles of interest
and to record the information by photography. Ideally
the membrane should be able to withstand the effects
of 50, OOX magnification for 5 minutes or more.

f. The membrane should be able to accept and be compatible
with the conductive metal coatings (typically gold-palladium
alloys) used in the preparation of samples for examination
under a scanning electron microscope.

g. The membrane surface should be flat. The membrane
should have no contours or features whose relief would
interfere with analysis of photomicrographs. This sets
a critical requirement on the size of the membrane pores.
These pores should be smaller than the limit of resolution
of the scanning electron microscope. With exi ting
equipment, this implies a pore size of less than 20O.
The membrane should also be clean, uniform, free of
cracks, and gross structural defects.

As no previous studies had been reported in the literature in
which perfluorinated liquids were processed with microporous or ultrafiltration
membranes, a search was first made among various membrane manufacturers
to find suitable candidates of appropriate pore size or molecular weight cutoff
which would likely be compatible with petfluorinated liquids. The candidate
membranes selected for further study are given in Table Z-7. These materials
are representative of all the types of filters available, with the exception of
the Nuclepore filters manufactured by General Electric Company. These were
not included as candidate filters since the smallest pore size available at
"the start of this program was 0. 1 pn, a value larger than the primary particle
size for some of the candidate powders.

Studies in three areas were carried out to provide a basis
for selecting the most suitable hydraulic filter: permeability, surfactant
retention, and surface smoothness and stability during microscopic examination.
Results of these studies are described below. The permeability and retention
studies were performed at the outset of the program and led to a preliminary
selection of membranes for further study. Roughly midway through the program,
leakage of dispersed uranium dioxide through the membranes then being employed
and the SEM observation of surface characteristics of the various membranes led
to selection of a new material for further studies.

71

2. 5. 2 Hydraulic Permeability

Filtration tests were conducted to screen candidate filters.
In these tests, the hydraulic permeability, P (cm1/cmZ-min-psig), of a given
fluorocarbon liquid or of a solution of Krytox 157 fluorinated surfactant in
a fluorocarbon liquid, was measured as a function of time and applied pressure
for a number of different commercial membranes.
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I TABLE 2-T

FIL=~ MOW fl fGA7ED fIN THIS STUDY

Nominal Pore Nominal Molecular
Manufacturer Deiienatio Weight Cutofft

M4lhipore Corp. Millipore Virus VMWP 0.05
Filter VSWP 0.025

Pellicon PSJM 156,000 ( 95%)
Ultrafiltration PSM 35,000 ( 93%)
blenbrane PSAC -13,000 90%)

Amicon Corp. Diaflo XM 300 300,000
Ultrafiltration 2CM 100A 100,000
Me3mbrane 2CM 50 50,000

PM 30 30.,000

S8chleicher & Selectron B 14i 0.01
Schuell,, Inc. Membrane 0 7 0.01

S Celanese Plastics Co. Celgard 24~00 0.02 x 0.1
Microporous (E~llipsoidal)
Propylene Film
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The experimental apparatus consisted of a liquid reservoir
fitted with a. 13 nun filter holder at its outlet, capable of being pressurized
with compreassed air. The filter membrane to be tested was first inserted in
the filter holder (80 rnm 2 area available for filtration). Prefiltered candidate
liquid was then added to the reservoir which was then connected to the compressed
air line, causing liquid to flow. The volume of filtrate collected as a function
of time was then determined and the hydraulic permeability calculated. Expsri-
ments were carried out at different pressure levels (25 psi, 50 psi, 75 psi).
Samples of filtrate and feed were saved for analysis of Krytox 157 concentration.
Permeability was calculated and plotted as a function of filtration time. To
determine long term compatability, filter membranes were contacted with a
given carrier liquid for long periods of time (overnight to two weeks).

The various filter membranes listed in Table 2-7 were
contacted with at least one of the following fluorinated liquids: Freon C-51-12,
Freon E-3, Fluorinert Liquid FC-43 and Fluorinext Liquid FC-77.

The initial permeability of these different filtration membranes
with different carrier liquids are surmnarized in Table 2-8. Millipore filters
MF-VM, MF-VS and Pellicon PSJM were found to be compatible with fluorinated
liquids C-51-12, E-3 and FC-43. Some variation in permeability was found with
FC-77. Long term (two weeks) interaction of FC-43 with Pellicon PSJM
membranes was noted. However, after a short soak ýovernight) permeability
remainzd constant to within 20%. Pellicon Filters PSED and PSAC were
compatible with C-51 -12 and FC-43, but apparently swelled after two weeks
contact with Freon E-3. These filters also had a much smaller permeability
than the previous filters mentioned.

The various Amicon filters tested all showed undesirable
variations in permeability with time. A relaxation effect was noted in all
cases, which appears to be a characterist'c of these membranes even with water.

The permeability of the S&S Selectron B-14 Filter, which
was test 3d later in the program, was slightly lower than the competitive
Millipore VM and VS filters. The h draulic permeability of the Selectron S&S
0-7 filter was less than 1 x 10-3 mImmin - psi - cm 2 with Freon E-3, which
was considered to be too low a value for the present application. The S&S 0-7
Selectron filter was also unsatisfactory from another standpoint. It was
packaged wet (20%6 methanol) and could only be used wet after solvent exchange
(isopropanol, then di-isopropanol ether, then Freon E-3). If the filter was
allowed to dry, it wrinkled badly and irreversibly. It was totaliy unsattisfactory
therefore as a substrate for electron microscope determinations which are
carried out in a vacuum.

The permeability cf the fluorinated liquids through Celgard
rnicroporous polypropylene film was very low, In spite of the fact that this
film had relatively large ellipsoidal pores (short axis - ZOO0, long axis = 500 -
I00OX), the liquids permeated through this material very slowly (less than
10-3 rnl/cm2 - psi - min).
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TABU 2-8

INIIAL PENEABhITY OF SURACTAMT R

ThtoEAnuDLIQUDS T1UOUGH CANDMhAT PIV1ES

n~uorinated i~quid

Filter Xmbrace C-.51-12 -TTI+
Permability (m1./cm2-si-min) x io3

M~ilJipore MY'-VM 50 26 20 o

H~liore z'-VS 6o 2T 1.3 4i3*

Pellicon P5.71 120 14 22 T9*

Pelli1cou PSED 33 16* 18 lo 10

Pellicon PSAC 2 3.5 112*

ce1gard 2400 1 1 1

AI.jcon X14-30)0 30* 38* 54*

Amicon XM4-100A 8* 8* 1*1

Amicon XM-50 5.5* 2.,3 1.7

Amicon P14-30 No Flow N.M.

S&S Selection B-14d 18

S&S Selectrou 0-7

*Noticeuble reduiction i n P with filtration tim or after 2 week
soak test.

Blak -Not Tested

Z-Z9.



On the basis of these studies, it was decided not to use
Fluorinert Liquid FC-77 in further characterization work. This liquid
appeared to have a noticeable effect on the permeability of the majority of
the membranes examined, whereas the other liquids did not. It is possible
that there might have been some swelling of the porous matrix in the presence
of FC-77.

Millipore VM, VS and Pellicon PSJM appeared to be the
most suitable membranes for this work on the basis of hydraulic characteristics,
and since they did not retain Krytox 157 to any significant extent as discussed
in the subsequent section, these membranes were used during the first phase
of the program, especially for partition studies. As discussed below, these
membranes were not optimum deposition substrates and also did not have the
expected retentivity for very fine particles, especially UO 2 .

2.5.3 Surfactant Retention

Experiments were also carried out to asse-ss the retention
of Krytox 157 by the carndidate filters from solutions in FC-43 and Freon E-3
perfluorinated liquids. Samples of the feed solutions and filtrates were
collected from a series of filtration experiments and were analyzed for Krjtox 157
concentration by IR absorbance measurements as described. Surfactant
retention was quantitated in terms of the measured rejection, defined by

concentration in filtrateRejection = 1 o concentration in feed

A rejection of zero indicates that surfactant traverses the membrane freely
and is not impeded. A rejection of unity, on the other hand, indicates that the
membrane is completely ihpermeable to the surfactant.

Results are presented in Table 2-9 for filtration of
FC-43/Krytox 157 and E-3/Krytox 157 solutions. Solute rejection was very
close to zero with all membranes except the S&S iolectron .- 7 membrane.
The other drawbacks of this membrane have already been discussed.

From these results, It was concluded that Krytox 157 was not
significantly retained by the remaining caindidate filters and that, on the basis
of this criterion, these were all suitable for the planned partition and dispersion
studies.

2. 5.4 Surface Characteristics and Stability for Microscopic Evaluation

In order to assess the suitability of the various candidate
filters as a platform support for microscopic examination, scanning electron
nmicrophotographs (SEM) were made of the clean filter surfaces. As previously
mentioned, SEM work was done under subcontract at Advanced Metals Research,
Inc., Burlington, Mass. The invtrument used in these studies wa• an AMR 900
scanning electromicroscope. These initial evaluations were perfonned at the
same time that the partition and early dispersion studies were being carried out.
A thin gold/paladium coating, approximately 0. 01 ram thick, also was deposited
on the surface of each membrane to make the sample conductive.

Z-30



TANB 2.9

WiJETOMN OF KRTB)X 15T NY CANWDAhMdE FnIMIRS

M'anufacturer Filter Designation thasured Wg~ction

Tn Fc.43 Solution

)tllipore VI4WP 0.01

PSJ!4 0.01

Amicon =(40ak 0.02

In Fmeo E-3 Solution

!4111pore VWe 0.0j.
VSWP 0.01
PSJ! 0.00

Amieon XR-10QA 0.03

Scbleicher & Sdhuel B-14Z 0.04

04T 0,33
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Selected reproesentative photoinic rographs of untreated
filters as received are shown in Figures 2-27 to 2-31. Several important
conclusions were drawn from this work. First, none of the filter substrates
used,. except the Amicon XM membranes, were considered satisfactory as
deposition substrates. The poorest substrates was the Schleicher and Schuell
Selection B-14 Filter (Figure 2-27). This filter had a granular structure with
a network of pores ranging from 0. 1 pm to about 1 pim in diameter. This would
mask the system with some particles being caught within the filter and others
being camouflaged by the structure of the filter. Furthermore, this filter broke
down when the SEM was run at high magnification. At 1 8000X the filter broke
down in less than 1 minuite. Even at 4500X, the electron beam had a noticeable
effect on the structure within the time needed to focus on the particles 1 -2 1mi).
The Millipore VSWP filter behaved in a sim-ilar manner, but to alesser degree.
The surface of this filter looked like a flat sheet with many non-contiguous
circular holes present. Thesc hule6 were appr..;-mnately 0. 1 )IMn in diameter,
larger than some of the particles which were expected to be deposited on the
filter. The VSWP filters were fairly stable at magnifications up to 4500X,
marginally stable at 9000X and unsuitable at I 8OOOX (Figure Z-28). At this
magnification, there were significant sample vibrations, believed due to
decomposition of the membrane. There wvas little difference r.oted in the
appearance and behavior of the Pellicon PSIED and PSJM filters (kigure 2-Z9).
B~oth were quite stable under the electron beam. These filters could be exposed
to a beam at 1800OX for 4 minutes with only a slight change in the surface
structure. This is a long enough period of time to allow critical focusing.

* The major drawback to the Pellicon filters is their surface sLructuro. There is
little difference in the appearance of the surface of the Pallicon filters and
the Millipore VF filters. Blased on the manufacturer' s literature;, it was
presumed that these filters consisted of a thin surface film with an ultrafine
straicture supported on a nornial filter substrate. Ba sed on the (S-EM)
takou, it appears that this film- is either transparent or below the izmmediate
surface of the filter, i. e.,. s;omewhere within the balik of the- filter. Thege
results are in aigreement with work re~covaly published by Prousser (Z-11. Z-14).

Examnination of olectran mic rog raphs obtained during hIN#
study. (Figure Z-30) as wall aos trantm~iss*on micrographs examined -at An'±icon
(see belaw). indicated that AmIcon XM nmemranos have a sponge like opon
structure with pores rAzkging from 4JA - SOA for the X'M 50. to aboutIODX
I 1oA for the X-M 300. The -XM 100 appmear~s to have pores about 70XI - to
in danitter. , -ning eloctron microraph.% at 10, ODOOX f th, XZ .0 ad
XMt IOOA shnved .vry ltttt structural rotiot. They.-Appeared to he a greyigh
film with slikht Und eatin and iW a# harely poosibl - o d*-ete what apetaro-d
to be little pinhtoles. the ~i~cropaors of tho mabrians. SENM's of th- XM3)
bad a similar appoaranceo, but with a much rnore vf~IsbLWe rcropare Ptructura.

5 F ~ina stection oif Filtw'rr for D it*o 'ork

It was car~lir ttnetAotd that the Amnio XM motnbranc,!§
* failed a nwfiber of reeni t t In thAt they exhibite~ a hdrautic, pernt~ability

M tat deosedl with tizme at prot-ure4 of 41. psi and above. In view of tho-ir
superiority for SEIM wartz. *hoa-e materials ware re-evaluated after discu~ssions
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with an Anicon technical representative. The Amicon representative explained
that they have found that the XM niem?-ranos are best used at what are very low
pressures for ultrafiltration work, 10 psi or less (a detail only m entioned
in their latest product information catalogue), since the sponge structure of
th, membrane is fairly fragile. Application of a compressive load, as occuirs
when one trie5 to filter a liquid through a membrane supported on a rigid plate,
results in compression of the sponge structure and a reduction in the available
pore area for flow. Since this collapse is time dependent, the permeability
Of the membrane will also be time dependent. Bubble pressures for these
membranes are low because the sponge like matrix has a low tensile strength
and rapidly tears under the appled streste.

The permeability of a 1. 04%6 Wrytox 157 solution in Freon E-3
thrcigh a 25 mim XM-100A Amicon filter, and retention of Krytox 157 from this
solutilon, were measured at different filtration pressures (4 psi, 8 psi, 14 psi
arid 20 psi). In all cases the Krytox 157 concentration in the filtrate was not
measurably different from the concentration in the feed. However, the permeability
varied with applied pressure. At 4 psi1 a fairly constant value of 0. 11 mil/cm2

psig - min was observed for 30 minutes. At 20 psi, the permeabiliy was lower
and decreased with time, from an initial value of 8. Z xil ml/cmn - psig -
min to 6. 7 x 10-4 ndl/cm2_ psig mir at 30 minutes. Operation below. 10 psi
therefore appearel desirable.StereTrhaesae4 resiraltse. frn

These results confirm the postulated model of the Amicon Xl-1 OOA
de~rcribc ui above. Tlhe constant perm,-eability at low pressure and the lack of
retention t f Krytox 157 indicates that there are no changes in the nnembrane due
to the presence of the fluorinated liquids being 'Ated. It was decided to u.%e the
Air icon XM-l OGA znoenbrane in al subsequent work.

The kpackagins of the Amicon XM- tOA proved to be an
important detail. Initial lots of 90 umn Amicon XM.I00A filters were packaged -
in Amicon's old-style bo". In this boWK, which had a rerovahWe cvlr. 1te-rs

- wore removed by lfting themn individually. These filters were tsually froe
o- mtajor defects (Figure Z-50). A su.hse.uertt lot arrived in a totally diffcrent
ptckage in w•hich filters were re•owved by slieAng tha•n through a lit hin the --ide
of the box. The top emiroporous surface 4 those filters invuariably ha4 groove*
vioibie- to iaked eye. A, shown in Figuro Z-31, theae gre".•s grcatly lowered
tri.t suitability of the tl.ter f-or this 4pplicat•.n. There are visible holes And
debrz.%. Thio lot was retanid to the mAtwaacturvr i echane f-or filters

.4cltd in tho oid-styieautinv *, and this probltm4 .ido pre. t ieft
agi.$ne mcnXI nýbaw art now being shiip-wd i-- the tw- tyle bax.

umt~taI 4O of theý 4pWIQ-w taehniqtmtt detedopo~d In this 4tudv tbot~d 4tvccraiz
the afitncc W& groove!, xktnd holies in the, memubrafte surface by "MU
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3. 0 SURFACTANT PARTITION ST UDIE S

3. 1 Introduction

The object of the surfactant partition studies was to determine
the extent and reversibility of adsorption of IKrytox 157 on the surface of the
candidate powders from Krytox 1 S7ffluorinated liquid solutions. Conditions
w hich favor adsorption are required in order to lnitW4lv disperse the powders,
whereas conditions which favor desorption are required to renxov u the surfactant
from the dispersed, deposited particles. The retention of the finer powders on,
filter membranes was also investigated as part of these studies.

3. Z Experimental Procedure

3, Z. 1 Adsorption of Krytox. 157 from Solution

The pirocedure consists of contacting a predetermined weight
of a given powder with a fluorinated liquid solution of Krytox 157 of known
composition for a sufficiently long period of time to achietre equilibrium. The
solid and liquid phases are then separated by ultrafiltration and the residual
concentration of IKrytox 157 in the liquid is determined. The candidate powders
contained particles that were too small to be effectively removed from solution
with standard centrifuges. Since the amount and concentration of Krytox 157f
initially added, the weight, and thus the surface area, of the powder are known,
the concentration measurement also provides the information required! to

* ~calculate the amount of Krytox 1 57 adsorbed per unit surface area of the powder.
By varying the initial concentration of IKrytox 157 and the amount of powder
added, it is possible to generate the data required for an adsorption isothe rm,
In the majority of these tests, ZSn xm diaeter Millipore ultrafiltration cells
(set Figure 3-1) wore used a.9 contacting vessels in order to eliminate all
in-process transfer operation.%. The powder and liquid wore added to an fiNverted
cell, sealed at the top-with a Luer cap. Typically, t0. S gr to 1. 0 gr of powder
was added to IS ml af fluorinated liquid. The fluotrinat ed liquids, used- were
So~ztions of Krytox I5 in Freon Z-3. Freon C.$!1-Z and FC-43. %which contained
up to t,.4 %elihtepretent Kryto 157. A Z5 anin filter and thed filter s~upport
assembly were then inserted into th~e tell. Milliporeo VS filter*. Pellicont PSJM,
-awl Pellicon PSSX) ultrafilter% were. nse4 in these test,*. Afttr 's;apping tWe liquid
outlet tube with another Luoy cap. the %t.Aled .lrfiltrationt cell was4 then
inuttersc4 U',% a thorrnunatod tnsicbath, . aii sýubjtcted to ultrasonic
agftutioP for at leas-t t4 houirsý A *vtall $inrtCatter c tjktrt&ejnic bath (*hown
in Pigrtn 3-112) wat ttscdý uxztd a. targia bwrr-so ATH4-4 !tta-ui bath.
descreibe-d in the (oIlowing chaptAer (se Sxetoi 4.1, 4) was rcel:0.vd. Elsaro 3-1,
shaows a. telil WA%~ pzaced in the bath.
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The residual concentration of Krytox 157 on the filtrate

"was then measured by infrared analysis, as discussed in the previous chapter.

3. Z. Z Adsorption Studies in 90 mm Cell

Additional adsorption studies were carried ouL in which
the particles were separated from the liquid in a Millipore 90 mm Ultrafiltration
cell, as shown in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5. In these tests, the powder and
liquid were initially added to a 50 ml screw cap Oak Centrifuge tube which was
then immersed in an ultrasonic bath for 24 hours. The contents of the tube
were then transferred to the pre-assembled ultrafiltration cell which was then
pressurized to initiate filtration. The filtrate collected was then analyzed for
Krytox 157 content.

The principal purpose of using the large cell was to increase
surface area available for filtration so as to be able to filter at low pressure
(less than 10 psig), required for properutilization of the Amicon XM-100A
membrane. All adsorption data obtained with the 90 mm cell were obtained
at ambient 'emperature, which was approximately 250C.

3. 2. 3 Particle Retention

Particle retention characteristics of various filters were
examined by preparing dispersions of a given powder in a solution of fluorinated
liquid as described above, filtering the suspension through a 90 nun filter in the
Millipore 90 mm filtration cell. By analyzing the feed suspension and the
filtrate for a characteristic element, a measure of the retention characteristics
of a filter was obtained. The retention characteristics of the following filters
were examined: Millipore VS, S&S Selectron B14, Pellicon PSJM and PSED,
and Xmicon XM-100A. The tests were focused on the retention of ENL-l uranium
dio%,de dispersed in a 1%0 Krytox 157-Freon E-3 solution. This was the most
severe test of the retention of a filter in that the specific fluorinated solution was
the best dispersion medium for U0 2 , which was the finest powder used. Uranium
concentration down to 10 ppm was measured by x-ray fluorescence. Limited
tests were also carried out with CaFZ dispersions in the above solution, GaF7
being the next finest powder examined. In these tests, calcium concentration
was measured by atomic adsorption which could detect 0. 1 ppm Ca.

3.2.4 Desorption of Krytox 157

Desorption of Krytox 157 was measured in washing experiments.
In these tests, a given powder is first dispersed ultrasonically in a given
fluorinated liquid that contained a known amount of Krytox 157 HFPO acid. The
dispersion is then filtered and the filtrate collected in sequential samples. After
removing the dispersing liquid, the deposited powder is washed with pure fluorinated
liquid. The resulting filtrate is also collected in sequential samples. The
Krytox 157 concentration of the various filtrate samples is measured by I. R. Wash
liquid is added and samples collected until the presence of Krytox 157 cannot
be detected.

3-5
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Typically in these washing tests, 1 gram of powder was
added to 50 g (25 ml) of a 1% Krytox 157 solution in a tared 50 ml centrifuge
tube. The weights of the materials were measured to 0. 1 mg on an analytical
balance. The feed solutions typically contained about 400 mg of Krytox 157
in either Freon E-3 or FC-43. The suspension was then agitated in an ultrasonic

-* bath for at least 24 hours before filtering and washing.

The tests were all conducted in a 90 mm diameter Millipore
ultrafiltration cell. Washing runs were carried out with a variety of filters
(Pellicon PSJM, Millipore VS, S&S Selectron B-14, Amicon XM-100A). With
filters other than the Armicon XM-100A, poor experimental results were obtained
with the finer particle powders, UOZ and sometimes CaF , due to particle
leakage. Test results reported were principally obtainedwith the Amicon XM-100
filter as the partition membrane. To remove dirt the filters were usually washed
before a run with fluorinated liquid free of Krytox 157. Filtrate samples were
collected sequentially in graduated 15 ml centrifuge tubes. The volume of a
sample varied from 3 ml to 6 ml. Foi careful determination of the amount of
Krytox 157 collected, the filtrate samples were weighed. Because the
different fluorinated liquids had different IR adsorption characteristics, the wash
liquid and the base of initial dispersion were always the same (e. g. suspensions
prepared in a Freon E-3-1.16 Krytox 157 solutions were always washed with
Freon E-3).

The effectiveness of the washing step is determined from a
Krytox 157 material balance. For complete washing, the total amount of
Krytox 157 collected in the filtrate samples should be equal to the amount of
Krytox 157 initially added to the system.

3.3 Experimental Results

3.3. 1 Adsorption Measurements

Experiments were carried out in the 25 mm ultrafiltration
cells to measure the adsorption of Krytox 157 on each of the four candidate powders
(Peerless No. 2 Kaolir4 ENL-1 Uranium Dioxide, Sterling MT Carbon Black and
Precipitated Calcium Fluoride) from solution in each of three different fluorinated
liquids (Freon E-3, FC-43 and Freon C-51-12), at two temperatures: at 250C
and 500C, for the first two liquids; at 160C and 221C for the volatile Freon C-51-12.

Typical results are presented in Figure 3-6. Detailed results
are presented in Appendix B. In this figure, the sutface concentration of
Krytox 157 on Peerless No. 2 Kaolin is plotted against concentration of Krytox 157
in solution, for different fluorinated liquids and at different temperatures. In
each instance, the surface coverage of Krytox 157 rapidly rises from zero to a
constant value, as the Krytox 157 concentration increases from zero to about
0.2 wt %. A further increase in the liquid concentration of Krytox 157 does not
result in a further increase in the surface concentration, indicating saturation.

3-8
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SATURATION COVERAGE
CURVE SYMBOL TEMP. LIQUID KRYTOX 167, mg/m 2

A A 160 C FREON C-51-12 4.C
C 0 e5°C FREON E-3 8.2
S 0 600 C FREON E-3 5.2

B 0 50&C FC.43 5.4E
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The saturation surface coverage is dependent on temperature
and on the composition of the carrier liquid. For Freon E-3 solutions the surface
coverage at 250C is higher than at 500C. Substituting FC-43 for Freon E-3 has
no noticeable affect on the adsorption of Krytox 157 on Kaolin. Data for adsorption
of Krytox 157 from FC-43 solution at 250C are omitted from Figure 3-6 for the
sake of clarity. There is significantly less adsorption from Freon C-.4 -1Z
solutions at 160C.

Summary results for the various powders obtained in tests
are presented in Table 3-1. This table presents the saturation coverage of
Krytax 157 absorbed on the different powders examined from various fluorhi•ated
solutions at different temperatures. No data are presented for UO; powders because
leakage of fine particles interfered with the analytical results as further discussed
below. Adsorption isotherms similar to the ones presented in Figure 3-6 could
be generated.

Adsorption measurements on ENL-l uranium dioxide powder
were sensitive to the filter used to separate the particles from the filtrate
subjected to IR analysis. With the Millipore VS. Pellicon PSJM and to a lesser
extent Pellicon PSED membrane, the specific surface coverage first increased,
reached a maximum, and then decreased with increasing concentration of
Krytox 157. This effect was suppressed if the test dispersion was filtered through
an Amicon XM-10A ultraftlter. The effect of the membrane on the apparent
adsorption of Krytox 157 from Freon E-3 solution on ENL-I uranium dioxide
is shown in Figure 3-7. The apparent decrease in adsorption with increasing
concentration is most marked with the Pellicon PSJM membrane, less noticeable
with the PSED membrane and suppressed with the Amicon XM-1OOA ultrafilter.

3.3. Z Particle Retention

It was also observed that the filtrates of runs which showed
a suppressed adsorption of Krytox 157 on uranium had a yellow color, characteristic
of uranyl compounds. These data correlate with retention dita obtained. The
retention of ENL-l dioxide on different filters is preset-d ia Table 3-2. The
retention of CaFe on Millipore VS and Amicon XM- 1 OOA filters is presented iD
Table 3-3.

3.3.3 Washing Tests

Summary test results of washing experiments on different
powders with Freon E-3 and FC-43 are presented in Tables 3-4 and 3-5. From
these tests it can be seen that FC-43 is a much more effective wash liquid than
Freon E-3. Results for a typical washing test are presented in Figure 3-8 which
presents the data for Run W42, the washing of Kaolin with FC-43.

3.4 Discussion of Results

3.4. 1 Effects of Partition Filters

The particle retention characteristics of the filter membranes
used to separate the particles from the surrounding liquid can influencec the
adsorption and washing measurements. Ideaily, the filter should completely
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TABLE 3-1

APPARENT ADSORPTION OF KRYTOX 157 FROM

FLUORINATED LIQUIDS ON CANDIDATE POWDERS*

Peerless No. 2 Sterling MT Precipitated ENL-I
Powder .Kaolin Carbon Black UOZ

Temp.

Temp. Saturation Coverage Krytox 157, mg/m2

FC-43 25 7.8 7.9 13.4

FC-43 so 5.4 6.6 9.5
- -

Freon E-3 25 8. z 5.6 9.2

Freon E-3 50 5.2 3.5 6.5

Freon C-51-1Z 16 4. 0 3. 2 6.8 **

Freon C-51-12 22 NM 3.2 6.Z

0 Eperiments carried out in Z5 nun cella.

*6 No results presented because of interarence due to leakage of UOZ
particles pamt filter membrane.
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TA=J. 3-2

ENWIOK( OF ENL-Jl URANIM DIOXIDE DISWMRSIONS oN uL~wamIXR

No. Filter Dispersion ______

W-5 B-~14 UT 46,000 380 .008

W4-1 B-14 500C 35,.600 450o .012

14-10 VSWP P.T 37,O0O 480 .02.3

W4-12 2 VQ.J? lIT 36,10 io ,6o .008.

W4-13 UU T 36,800 280 .008

14-23 XR-100A lIT 35',400 1.00 .003

14-30 XVI-100A 500C 35,o400 60 .002

14.4-* XM-3.OOA 50'C 36,00 220 ~ .006

Dizpcroion Liquiad: 1,12% Kr-tax 1.57 in F'reon E-I

Disexdoin prepared byr aitatir,, in utw cbaLt~ f~or 24 how excet
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TAMA 3-3

FILME RV'TI0O OF DISPERSED CALCIUM FLUO•IDE

Sin caout Ca out/Ca in
HWI No. Filter IP 1S iauf

W-14 VSWP 21,200 26 .0012

W-24 X-*100A 20,900 14 .0007

,Fwder dispersed in 1% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution for 24 hours
in -utrasonic ba•th at 500C, filtered at room temperature.
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TABLE 3-4

RESULTS OF FC-43 WASHING EXPERDI•-TS AT AMBIANT WITH AMICON XM-100 FILTER

WAd~: oi'bed

Weight of I. tIal.yOn' l'O.3wri2rIPo aer, gr w!w~ in .~out a
Run No. Powder Powd, Win Wout WA- O/2

Filter - - 460 437 23 O - -

W-44 CaF2  0.8886 424 379 45 6. 3

W-42 Kaolin 0.9769 426 403 23 - Y- 5 .9

w-4o U02  0.8275 398 371 27 4 ' .11.3

W-35 ST MT 0.9924 430 440 (iO) (33) 91 10.8

*Wf - amount of Krytox 157 retained in blank filter test.

TABLE 3-5

RESULTS OF FREON E-3 WASHING EXPERIMENTS AT AMBIANT

W Adsorbed
Weight of Initially
Powder, gr W A on Powder

Run No. Filter Powder Wp in out Win - Wout f XP

Filter Amicon XM-100 - - 464 447 17 0 0 -

w-46 Amicon XM-100 ST MT 1.0225 500 445 55 38 87 1O.O

W-15 Millipore VS ST MT 1.0003 442 386 56 39 63 7.4

W-23 Amicon XM-100 U02  1.0004 482 400 82 65 73 12.2

w-16 Millipore VS Clay 1.0411 454 342 112 85 96 7.3

W-14A Millipore VS CaF2  1.0223 455 309 146 129 137 13.2
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retain all solid particles. The presence of particles in the filtrate would result
in erroneous partition measurements because:

a. The particles would change the optical characteristics
of the filtrate which would influence the IR measurements.

b. Even if the particles had no optical activity, the apparent
surfactant concentration in the filtrate would be higher
than the dissolved surfactant concentration because of
the surfactant molecules adsorbed on the suriace of
the particles in suspension.

The reported value of adsorbed surfactant would be too low. Referring to
Table 3-2 and 3-3, leakage of UO particles through the partition membranes
was a much more significant problem than leakage of calcium fluoride. There
was no evidence of leakage of either carbon black or kaolin in the various
partition tests and thus these powders were not examined. Calcium fluoride
leakage through an XM-100A membrane was 7 x 10-4. It was approximately
twice as high on a Millipore VS filter. Leakage of uranium dioxide particles
ranged from 2 x ] 0-3 to 1. 3 x 10-2 depending on the filter and the dispersing
conditions. Conditions which favored dispersion of the U0 2 particles (dispersing
at 500C, Freon E-3 as the dispersing liquid, use of the ultrasonic probe, as
discussed Ln more detail in the next chapter), tend to increase particle leakage.
The best retention results were obtained with the Amicon XM- 1 O0A membrane.
Under comparable conditions, U0 2 leakage though on Amicon 1 O0A was then
3 x 10-3 as compared values about 10 x 10-3 for the other membranes tested.
As shown in Figure 3 -9, the uranium present in the filtrate is due to very fine
suspended particles rather than to a dissolved uranyl soap. Some of the
uranium in these particles is most probably oxidized to +6 uranium, which
would account for the eellowish color of filtrates. Very fine particles less than
I00k in diameter are clearly shown in this electron micrograph of a U0 2
suspension filtered through a VSWP filter. The particles are smaller than the
limit of resolution of the scanning electron microscope used to examine deposited
particles (Chapter 5).

Further experiments were carried out to determine if
extensive chemical reaction could be occurrinf!, (with negative rcsults - e.g.
no reaction). The test consisted in trying to (issolve uranium in a more
concentrated solution of Krytox 157 in FC-43 at an elevated temperature. It
was through that increasing the temperature and the surfactant concentration
and having an excess of surfactant over stoichiometric (two moles of Krytox 157
per mole of UO), would favor chemical reaction and accentuate any alteration.
hI this test, a known amount (0. 1145 gr) of ENL-1 uranium dioxide was added
to 190 grams of 4. 8% weight solution of Krytox 157 in FC-43, in a boiling flask
fitted with a reflux condenser. Using a molecular weight of 3500 for Krytox 157,
6.1 moles of Krytox 157 were present per mole of UO The system was heated
to boiling (I 73 0 C) and refluxed for s.ix hours. After ahowing the flask and its
contents to cool overnight to room temperature, the contents were filtered through
a tared ultrafiltiation cell. To prevent loss of powder the flask was rinsed with
fresh FC-43 which was also filtered. Sequential samples of the initial and wash
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filtrate were collected. The ultrafiltration cell was allowed to dry until it
reached a constant weight. The filter cake collected in the filtration was black,
like the original uranium oxide. A slight weight gain was observed ( AW = 0.0166 gr),
corresponding to an increase of 15% based on the original powder weight. This
weight gain is considered to be adsorbed Krytox 157 and any associated FC-43.

3.4.2 Adsorption Measurements

The results presented indicate that Krytox 157 is adsorbed on
the surfaces of all the candidate powders from fluorinated solutions over the
range of temperatures examined. The amount of Krytox 157 per unit powder
area adsorbed at saturation is approximately 5 mg/mr2 to 10 mg/rn2 . Assuming
an average molecular weight, of 3500 for Krytox 157, a molecule of this surfactant
will cover approximately 18Ak to 35 X. These are not unusual values.

For clay and carbon, adscrption decreases with increasing
temperature, the adsorption of CaF 2 appears less sensiti-e to temperature.
Because of experimental difficulties, data obtained with U0 2 at 500C are
questionable so that the effect of temperature could not be determined in these
tests. Within the accuracy of the data, it does not appear as though the specific
nature of t' e fluorinated liquid has an effect on the extent of adsorption.

Experimental difficulties which influenced the data included
evaporation of fluorinated carrier liquid during test, viz., C-51-12, as well
as leakage of fine particles, especially U0 2 through the filters.

Accurate measurements of the adsorption of Krytox 157 on
the four different candidate powders were difficult to obtain because of the
volavility of Freon C-51-12 at operating temperatures. According to the
manufacturer, Freon C-51-12 has a vapor pressure of 5.1 psia at 160C and
6. 5 psia at 220C. Evaporation of C-51-12 from the filtrates during their
collection and during analysis occurred to an observable, however, unknown
exten+. Simply transferring the solutions from one vessel to another or even
into I. R. cells always resulted in some evaporation, even though care was
taken to minimize this loss. As a result, the reported adsorption data are
believed to be lower than actual data. This is especially true of the data
obtained at 220C. A 10% solvent loss would depress the measured coverage, with
the Krytox concentrations and amount of powder used, by 1 mg/m 2 to 3 mg/m 2 .
Thus even a small amount of evaporation could greatly influence the measurements.

Leakage of particles was a significant problem with all
uranium dioxide measurements, except for the limited data obtained by filtering
the samples through Amicon XM-IOOA membranes. This includes the room
ternperature data presented in Figure 3-7 as well as the single point adsorption
measurements presented in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 obtained as part of washing
tests. With this powder, even a small amount of leakage of U0 2 can have a
disproportionately large effect on the measured adsorption. Since the particles
present in the filtrate have a much higher specific area than those retained on
the filter. The particles in the micrograph in Figure 3-9 are smaller than I OOA
and thus have a specific surface area larger than 60 m2/gr, whereas the
particles retained by the filter have a specific surface area smaller than 6 m 2 /gr,
the specific area of the original feed powder. 2he presence of 1% of the
original powder in the filtrate as particles 100A in diameter or less would
decrease the measured surface average by at least 10%, not including their
effect on the transmission of light in the cell. The presence of particles would
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decrease light transmission to the IR detector, which would indicate a higher
Krytox 157 concentration than actually present. This would be given an even
lower value for the specific adsorption of Krytox 157 on the powder.

Based on the scattering of the Krytox 157 data, particle
leakage was less of a problem with calcium fluoride suspensions, except for
samples used to obtain adsorption data at 500C from Freon E-3 solutions.
The adsorption data for this condition are presented in Table B- 12 of Appendix B.
In this table, results are presented for the filtrates obtained after initial
clarification of the liquid through a Pellicon PSED filter, and again after the
refiltration through a second PSED filter. Refiltration reduced the measured
residual surfactant concentration and increased the surface coverage but did
not eliminate the scatter in the data. Samples of the powder dispersed under
other conditions showed significantly less scatter especially if they were refiltered.

There was little scatter in the data for the adsorption of
Krytox 157 from Freon E-3 solution at 250c and 500C on Sterling MT. There
was less adsorption at 500C than at Z50 C, which correlates with the dispersion
data presented in the following chapter. There is more scatter in the adsorption
data from FC-43 solutions. There was apparently little adsorption at 250C
based on the data presented in Table B- 8 of Appendix B. These data are
believed to be erroneous. These data are in error because there was evidence
of carbon leakage through the Millipore filters used to remove the particles
from the filtrate. The filtering helped but did not totally eliminate a slight haze.
These were also among the initial adsorption measurements made and maximum
use was not made of the IR instrument. There could have been an error in
analysis as well.

An independent measurement of the adsorption of Krtytox 157
on carbon black from FC-43 solution at 250C was made during one of the washing
runs (Run W35). As shown in Table 3-4, 91 mg of Krytox 157 were initially
adsorbed on 0.9924 gr of Sterling MT from a Krytox 157 solution. This
corresponds to a surface coverage of Krytox !57 of about 10 mg/m 2 .

The easiest adsorption measurements to obtain were thlose
for the adsorption of Krytox 157 on Kaolin, which were described in Section 3. 3.
There is good agreement between the data obtained for adsorption from FC-43
and Freon E-3 solution at 250C and 500C, as obtained in the 25 mm cells. There
is even reasonable agreement between these data and the room temperature
adsorption measurement present for this powder in Tables 3-4 and 3-5.

3.4.3 Washing Tests

Figure 3-8 presents the results of Run W42, the washing of
Kaolin with FC-43. In this figure, the cumulative amount of Krytox 157 collected
in the filtrate as well as the concentration of Krytox 157 are presented as a
function of the volume of filtrate collected. The first points correspond to the
filtration of the dispersion liquid, in which the Krytox 157 in solution is presumably
in equilibrium with Krytox 157 adsorbed on the particles. The filtrate concentration
should be lower than the feed concentration and constant. As can be seen in
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Figure 3-8, this is the case except for the first datum point. The lower
Krytox 157 concentration of the filtrate sample is due to the dilution of.
Krytox 157 containing filtered solution by the Krytox 157 free fluorinated
liquid used to rinse the filter, and not to any retention of Krytox 157 by the
filter, which was found to be very small (see Section 2. 5.3).

The amount of Krytox 157 adsorbed on the Kaolin is
obtained from the amount of dispersing liquid and the difference in Krytox 157
concentration between the filtrate at the plateau in Figure 3-8 and the initial
Krytox 157 concentration. It is calculated that 72 mg of Krytox 157 are
adsorbed by the 0. 9769 gr of Kaolin, which has a specific surface area of
12.5 mrZ/gr. This corresponds to a specific adsorption of 5.9 mg/m 2 ; which
is in general accord with the adsorption results presented in Table 3-1.

The concentration of Krytox 157 drops off rapidly as the first
15 ml of the wash liquid are added. With subsequent additions of wash liquid
the Krytox 157 concentration decreases with each sample collected until it
is not possible to detect its presence. The first wash samples collected
correspond to displacement of bulk liquid held up in the filtration cell by the
wash, diluted with some wash liquid. The adsorbed layer around the particles
is removed only afterwards. Washing the powder with 65 ml of FC-43 resulted
in the recovery of 403 mg of Krytox 157 out of a total of 426 mg. This
difference is much smaller than the amount of Krytox 157 adsorbed on the powder.
The difference of Z3 mg happens to the same value as the difference in the amount
of Krytox 157 in the feed and filtrate of the blank run with no powder. Within
the accuracy of the experiment, it is concluded that Krytox 157 was removed
from the surface of the clay particles.

As shown in Table 3-4, similar results were obtained with
the different powders dispersed in 1%o FC-43 solutions and then washed with
FC-43. In all cases it appears that washing removes the surfact ant.

These results are quite different than the results obtained
when the powders are first dispersed in a 1%6 Freon E-3 solution and then washed
with Freon E-3. In this instance it appears that the wash does not remove the
b, 1k of the Krytox 157 adsorbed on the particles (see last two columns of
Table 3-5). To account for these differences, one can only postulate that there
may be differences in solvation of the adsorbed film which results in differences
in the stability of the adsorbed layer.

The experimental technique used did not permit the evaluation
of the effectiveness of FC-43 washing of dispersions prepared in I1% Krytox/
Freon E-3 solutions. The differences in the I. R. adsorption of the two liquids
would have interfered with the measurements of Krytox 157 in the filtrates. It
is presumed that FC-43 would rapidly displace any residual Freon E-3 when
added as a wash.
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4.0 POWDER DISPERSION IN FLUORINATED LIQUIDS

4. 1 Introduction

The purpose of the dispersion studies was to determine the processing
conditions such as time, temperature, and dispersion energy input that result
in well dispersed suspensions of the various candidate powders in fluorinated
liquids of interest. The process od dispersing a dry powder into a liquid can be
visualized as consisting of three stages: wetting of the powder by the liquid,
disruption of agglomerates into primary particles, and maintenance of the
particles in a dispersed state. These stages overlap in practice since conditions
which lead to wetting may also favor dispersion and prevent re-agglomeration.

With the powders presently being studied, it is presumed that
maintenance of dispersion will be achieved when there is adsorption of
Krytox 157 HFPO acid on the surface of the powder particles and a resulting
solvation of the adsorbed surfactant layer. It is also assumed that mechanical
energy will be required to disrupt the agglomerates in a reasonable period of
time. This energy should be sufficiently high to break down agglomerates
held together by relatively weak forces, but not high enough to break the particles
themselves. This energy should also be introduced in such a manner as not
to result in particle contamination. It should also be amenable to operating on
small quantities of material. These constraints limited the means of disruption
to ultrasonic techniques which are further discussed below.

4.2 Ultrasonic Dispersion

Prior to carrying out the ultrasonic dispersion phase of this study,
a literature survey was carried out in the field of ultrasonic technology. The
purpose of this survey was to provide background on the physical basis for the
interaction of matter with ultrasonic acoustic energy, the important physical
parameters which characterize this interaction, and previous work on ultrasonic
dispersion.

Acoustic energy interacts with matter in various ways, and the
mechanism of primary importance in any given case depends upon the physical
and chemical state of the system and the parameters which characterize the
energy( 4 -1). The latter are the frequency and the power intensity delivered to
the material of interest. The frequency is determined by the properties of
the transducer. Radiation of acoustic energy follows laws similar to that for
light optics. Thus, acoustic energy may be absorbed within a given phase and
reflected at phase boundaries. Consequently, the power intensity delivered,
for example, to a solid situated within a liquid in an ultrasonic field can be related
to the power output of the surrounding transducer(e, only through very complex
calculations (and then only for highly idealized geometries) or through direct
experimental measurement. The latter can be carried out with a suitably -
designed thermocouple probe or a radiation pressure meter. While theý,e
techniques are not terribly difficult with proper equipment, the important
parameter of delivered power intensity has only rarely been reported in the
literature, indicative of the wide cha im between theory and practice in the
ultrasonic field.
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Several mechanisms are known to operate in ultrasonic fields,
including acoustic streaming, cavitation, and production of free radicals.
Acoustic streaming results from local instabilities in flow, resulting in
circulation patterns over small regions which can generate shear forces at
solid surfaces large enough to disrupt weak intermolecular forces. At low
frequency (40-500 kHz), large amounts of cavitational energy are present while
above about 500 kHz vaporous cavitation may exist but is an insignificant frctor
until the power intensity level reaches values far in excess of 50 watts/cm
Since most of the ultrasonic irradiating systems commercial]y available in
the past generally delivered a maximum of 10 to 25 watts/cmi, it can be safely
assumed that in the majority of experiments reported to date, cavitation
phenomena had a predominant role only in the lower frequency range. At
sufficient power density level and low enough frequency, cavitation bubbles
will oscillate and collapse as rarefaction and compression waves pass through
liquid media. In addition, hydraulic shock waves are released after collapse
of the cavitation bubble. Under adiabatic collapse, instantaneous pressures in
the tens of thousands of atmospheres can be obtained( 4 -2). The magnitude of
these effects falls off sharply with increasing frequency.

Studies on the dispersion of solids in the presence of an ultrasonic
field are few in number. The earliest studies(4 -3, 4-4) showed qualitatively
that colloidal suspensions were formed only when cavitation occurred. More
recent work, (e.g., 45) however, indicated that optimum dispersion may occur
at frequencies in excess of 103 kHz where there is presumably no cavitation.
The effect of non-ionic surfactants on the ultrasonic dispersion of pthalocyanine
blue dye in water was the subject of a recent article(4-6).

4.3 Experimental Method

4.3. 1 Introduction

Given the paucity of applicable quantitative information on
the use of ultrasonic energy to sperse powders in a liquid, a series of tests
were carried out to determine the effect of sonolation on the degree of
dispersion of an agglomerated powder suspended in a fluorinated liquid. The
goal was to define a set of operating conditions that would revult in the complete
dispersion of all the candidate powders used in the study, as well as mixtures of
these powders, with minimum particle breakage. The ability to disperse uranium
dioxide, carbon black, clay, and calcium fluoride would indicate that the technique
developed is not sensitive as to the nature of the powder to be dispersed and
would most likely be effective with many other powders and dusts.

In order to carry out a meaningful particle dispersion study,
the effect of numerous parameters had to be investigated. These included the
nature of the powder, powder concentration in the dispersing liquid, the
composition of the dispersing liquid, temperature, the characteristics of the
ultrasonic energy source and its coupling to the material to be dispersed,
sonolation time, etc. This study therefore involved a large number of tests
which had to be simple and rapid.
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The effect of sonolation on the degree of dispersion of a
powder processed under a given set of condition was determined as a function
time. The influence of different processing parameters were determined by
comparing their effect on the kinetics of the dispersion process. The following
procedure was used. A constant volume (25 ml) of fluorinated liquid was added
to a 50 ml screwcap centrifuge tube that contained a small, known amount of
powder. The tube and its contents were then subjected to ultrasonic agitation.
Periodically a small sample (typically 20 pl to 50 Fl) of the contents of the tube
were withdrawn for analysis of the size of the suspended particles.

4.3.2 Turbidity Measurements

The purpose of the tests was to obtain a measure of the size
distribution of the agglomerates in a given suspension. In order to minimize
any alteraction of the agglomerate size distribution, the possible methods if
analysis were limited to those that could measure the size distribution of
suspended objects in a fluorinated liquid directly. The technique had to be
rapid, avoid conditions which could alter the size distribution of the suspended
material, and be able to operate with a small sample volume. Nephelometry and
centrifugal sedimentation met these requirements.

Nephelometry was used as an index of changes in the agglomerate
size distribution for the majority of the dispersion tests reported in this section.
For a limited number of dispersion tests, the size distribution of the suspended
material was also measured by sedimentation in a Joyce Loebl Disc Centrifuge
in order to obtain a precise quantitative evaluation of the actual size distribution
of the suspended material.

Nephelometry is the measurement of light -cattered by
particulate matter in suspension. It is commonly us'ed for the detection and
quantitation of unwanted particles in liquids, and, with careful application, it

* may yield valuable information about the state of dispersion of a suspension.
The detection and measurement of particulate matter by nephelometry is orders
of magnitude more sensitive than measurements by loss of transmitted light.
It is a sensitive technique at particulate concentrations of 1 ppm or less.

The use of nephelometry or turbidity in this study is based
on the fact that the scattered light is a function of the size distribution and
concentration of the particles in suspension. For any given suspension of
particulate solid, A, in liquid B, at constant particle concentration, the turbidity
measurement with a given optical detection system should be only a function
of the size distribution of the particles in suspension. If an agglomerated
system is dispersed, the turbidity of the system will change until the dispersion
reaches steady state. Thus, the changes in the state of dispersion of a suspension
can be readily indexed by turbidity techniques. This technique is especially
useful if one wishes to monitor changes in a given suspension with time by
remov ing small aliquots in that the determination may be carried out with small
samples. To measure turbidity, samples were withdrawn from the suspension
with Eppendorf volumetric pipettes, and diluted with 5. 0n ml of the fluorinated
liquid used to disperse, the p.wder. The turbidity oe the diluted sample was

measured in a Model I 10 Fluorometer/Nephelometer riade by G. K. Turner
Associates of Palo Alto, California, in a one square centi et-or cuvette. This
instrument is described in more detail in Appendix D. These nicas.ureninnts
were carried out at constant powder concentrations of 3. 2 x 10-3 mg /ml for
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suspensions of calciumn fluoride and 10-3 mg/ml for suspensions of all other
powders. The concentrations were chosen to yield turbidity readings on one
of the less sensitive scales of the instrument (scale 1 or scale 3) in order to
minimize spurious instrument effects. When the concentration of powder in
the dispersion sample was varied, the concentration of powder in the final
turbidity sample was kept constant by adjusting the volume (typically 20 1l or
50 pl) of sample withdrawn from the suspension undergoing sonolation.

The major drawback to this method of analysis is that
turbidity measurements are only a relative index of the state of dispersion of
a given powder. The relation between turbidity readings and the state cf sub-
division of the suspension is extremely complex. In order to correlate the
size distribution of the suspension, it is necessary to take into account such
factors as the refractive indices of the suspended material and of the continuous
liquid phase, the wave length of incident light, the fatio of the size of the
particles to the wave length of light, and the shape of the particles. Nephelometry
does not provide quantitative information on the size distribution of a suspended
system because of the complex and non-linear relationship between turbidity
and particle size distribution. Such information was obtained in a limited number
of tests by sedimenta.tion analysis. This alternate technique suffers from the
fact that the experimental, procedure is more difficult and it takes longer to
obtain the required information. Particle size distribution measurement by
sedimentation for particles smaller than 1 prn requires the use of specialized
equipment which was not available for any extensive period of time. In the
present studies, where one wished to compare different suspensions of a giver
particulate material in similar liquids in order to determine the dispersion
conditions required to obtain good electron micrographs, the advantages of the
turbidity measurements greatly outweighed their disadvantages.

4. 3. 3 Centrifugal Sedimentation

Sedimentation is another common method of measuring the size
distribution of a dispersed system. In a given system the rate of settling of
a suspended object is a function of its diameter. While there are several possible
methods of sizing particles larger than a few micrometers in diameter, it is
extremely difficult to measure the size distribution of smaller particles. The
Joyce-Loebl Disc Centrifuge shown in Figure 3-1 is an instrum-ent specifically
designed to carry out th ase measurements. Through the courtesy of
Mr. John Swift of the Joyce Loebl Company, accoss was obtained to a demonstration
model for two days. During this time it was possible to characterize a limited
number of dispersions by sedimentation as well as by turbidity.

f The instrument basically consists !A a hollow lhcite disk
that is rotated at a pre-selected speed (1000-8000 RPM). The disk is partially
filled to a radius R with a clear liquid called the spin liquid and a smnall amomnt
of buffer liquid. The suspension to be anal',zed is then introduced into the disk.
The particles in tho suspension are more dense than the iiquids, and the
particlis will migrate radially outwards. The equation of motion for particles
in the sedimentation fluid is Stokes Law modified for centrifugal action. In a
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period of time, t, a particle of equivalent hydrodynamic diameter, d, will
have migrated from a position defined by the radius R1 to a new position
defined by a larger radius, RZ, according to the following equation:

R18Z Z In (4-1)

W d (ep- eL)

where

'7 = viscosity of the spin fluid

W = rotational speed of the disk

p= density of the particles

= density of the spin fluid

This simple relationship is applicable only if the system is hydrodynamically
stable, i. e., no "streamiiig occurs". To eliminate streaming, a small quantity
of a buffer liquid is introduced into the anulus of the spin liquid and partially
mixed with the spin liquid tz. establish a narrow density gradient zone instead

of the sharp interface which nornally exists when the sample suspension is
introduced.

The Joyce Loebl Disc Centrifuge is based on the principle
that all the parameters in the Stokes equation are either known or precisely
measured. The rotation of the disc is exactly controlled by a solid state feed
back system to ensure both absolute and rntational disc stability, The sample

is introducec into the disc alter it has reached conet;nt speed so that transient
acceleration effects are eliminated. The settling of the particles within the
transparent disc can be observed for instabilities with an automatically
synchronized stroboscope. The radius R i9 defined by the position of a
sa:nplhzg probe or of a photocell detactor~urther discussed below. The radii's
R 1 is dettrnined by the amount of spin flutid used. The time, t, is the time
elapsed after tLe injection of the sample. The other terrms in the above
equation. other than d, are properties of the spin fluid (t .v L) and of the
particles ( p) which can be measured independently.

With the Joyce Loebl Disc CnntrJuge, two types of
particle size distribution measurements can Le obtained:

a. Curves of absolute cumrulative weight against p;rticle
diameter which are obtained by, removing and
collecting an inner annulas of liquid of external
radius R, after a prestet time with a special samp.:.-.
probe. the collected fraction -will contain all
particles s.maller than preselected particle diameter
Dz. Quantitative analysis of the cut fraction givees
one point of a sire distribution curve. An absolute
cumulative weight curve is obtair.Ad by repeating
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the measurement at different preselected sampling times
and rotational speed chosen to span the range of particle
sizes of interest.

b. Size distribution curves of comparative frequency against
particle size diameter obtained rapidly by the use of
a photos edimentometer attachment. Photos edimentonieter
size distributions are produced by measuring the attenuation
of a beam of light passed through the disc cavity at the
same radius as the probe final collection point. The
attenuated signal is displayed on a chart recorder which
produces a curve of light intensity versus time, which
is representative of the size distiibution of the sample
under test;- The photosedimnentation curves do not give
the true particle size distribution curve because the
intensity of the transmitted light signal transnitted through
the auspension depends on the size as well as the concentra-
tion of the particles, i.e., the parameter one wishes to
measure affects the measurement. However. the optical
trace has the great advantage of providing instantaneous
information on the presence of particles of a certain
size range in a given suspension. These optical traces
can also be used to compare variations in particle
distribution in a family of closely related samples. In
order to obtain absolute particle size distribution
information in this rwanner, the photoýedimentometer
traces have to be calibrated against results obtained
by using t.e absolute size distribution technique described
above.

4. 3.4 Ultrasonic Dispearsion Equipmnyent

Two ultrasonic generators wer utnd itn the *ktudy" an
ultrasonic cleaning bath and a high intensity ultrasonic probe.

A first series of tests were carried t,-ntA in tht, uttfrasonic

cleaning rterm nshown in Figure 4-2. The oystemn, iad- by --ranon tns.trzetxtt,
Company (Mamford. Connecticut 06904)W conoidt-ed of an EtMndtde po-wr rupply
(Model EMA 30) and a stainless steci tannwducerited ýIpanitg tant' (Mode.- A'"I S-
The •lwer supply had an output of 450 wtts of *oPic po-ane t an o0p.rating
frequeoncy oi 40 kliz. The intornal diinnona? . of the tank were 9" - 7".
Ultrasonic power in the tank was disgtributed over a 40 squaro inch trans•docer
through approit-mnatel• I galtlo of' conttair--edt okn liqeuid (ater). This P-kvr
level (' 2 watts/cma) is suffitcien't to Cause c&-writatlhm whVtWmtit.ý ta&nk is ftilod
with water. as wxas verified by ansdil ;nd oral eberv•atiorn. To carry w&,t the
dispersion tests it this tank. at 4hown in FiW-re 4-Z', - t'st tuibe rAck s-urrounded
by a coil of plastic tubing wal placqd in the uitrasonsc tank Wih tb rack in
place, it was possible to position eight SO nil ccntrLfuge tubes in the ttltrasonic
tank. Temperature of the tank corntent could be controtl.d h'etWo4en 350C and
8000C either by circulating an e-thylene glycol/wate.r iL-tute %wtn a cnnstnnt
tenmperature bath through the plastic coil (this was needed to re-n-.ovo ?oat), or

by using ZS0 watt heaters built into the ultrasonic tank.
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In subsequent dispersion tests, the ultrasonic transducer
was a Branson Sonifier Model S-75 Ultrasonic Probe (now distributed by Heat
Systems Ultrasonics, Inc., Plainview, New York). This instrument has an
eiectrostrictive ceramic transducer operating at 20 kHz. In these tests, the
probe was placed inside a 50 ml centrifuge tube that contained the suspension
to be dispersed as shown in Figure 4-3. In this figure, the test tube is shown
above a jacketted copper cup used to remove heat from the agitated sample.
In operation, cooling water was passed through the coils surrounding the cup,
the test tube containing the sample was placed in the cup (which also contained
some water to promote heat transfer), and the ultrasonic probe was positioned.
The sonifier was then turned on and tined so as to obtain maximum output of
sonic energy as indicated by an ammeter on the instrument which was steady to
within 105. Although the sonifier has less than 100 watts output, according to
the manufacturer it is possible to obtain a power density of over 80 watts/cm2

at the tip of the probe. (Apr 7 1. 2 cmru). The average power density throughout
the sample tube is less because of the larger cross-sectional area (8 cmn) in
the tube and because the acoustic energy is damped in the liqLiid as the distance
from the probe tip increased. It is estimated that the average power density in
the tube is of the order of 10 watts/rcmZ or less. In comparison, the power
density of the Branson bath previously used was approximately 2 watts/cmz.
Since there is circulation and agitation in the tube during sonolation, as shown
in Figure 4-4, the dispersion is exposed to-much higher power densities with

*! this arrangement than in the bath,

4.4 Experimental Results

The results of various dispersion experiments are presented in this
section. These tests include a preliminary series of experiments in which the
source of dispersive energy was the ultrasonic bath. Further tests were carried

Sout with the ultrasonic probe as the transducer in which the rate of dispersion
was measured by turbidity and by sedimentation.

The appearance of typical suspensions, before (Top Row) and after
ultrasonic dispersion (Bottom Row) is shown in Figure 4-5. The carrier liquids
are shown for reference.

4.4. 1 Dispersion Tests in the Ultrasonic Bath

A first series of tests were carded out in the ultrasonic
bath in order to screen the effects of major process pare;.meters, such as
composition of the dispersing liquid, temperature, and powder concentration
on the rate of dispersion (as measured by turbidity), of various candidate powders
and their mixtures. The bath was well suited for these tests since as many as
eight samples could be dispersed simultaneously.

The effects of the following parameters were investigated,
using turbidity as an index of the degree of dispersion.

a. Position of test samples in ultrasonic bath
(preliminary study).

b. Type of Powder:

Uranium Dioxide, ENL-l
Precipitated Calcium Fluoride
Sterling MT Carbon Black
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(Peerless No. 2 Kaolin
Binary Mixtures of Above
Ternary Mixtures of Above
Quaternary Mixture of Above

c. Powder Concentration: 2 levels at less than 10 mg/ml.

d. Carrieý., Liquid: Freon E-3 and FC-43.

e. Krytox 157 Concentration: 0 to 1.0%6.

f. Temperature: 350C, 50C, and 80 0 C.

g. Re-dispersion

Test results are summarized in Tables 4-1 to 4-6. The best dispersion result3
for the various candidate powders were obtained with a 1% solution of Krytox 157
in Freon E-3 at 50oC. These data are also presented in Figures 4-6 to 4-9.

4.4.2 Dispersion Tests with the Ultrasonic Probe

Subsequent series of dispersion tests were run in which the
transducer was the S-75 ultrasonic probe. This probe was operated at maximum
power output (dial setting of 8). The output current oscillated between 7 amps
and 9 amps during a run because of temporal variations in acoustical coupling.
The temperature was controlled to a nominal 50oc. It was observed that the
temperature in the upper strata of the dispersion near the tip of the probe
was 10-15oC higher than near the bottom of the test tube where heat was removed.

Based on the results obtained in the ultrasonic bath, a 1%0
Krytox 157 solution in Freon E-3 was used as the dispersing liquid in all tests
with the ultrasonic probe. Test results with the different candidate powders
are presented in Figures 4-6 to 4-9. These include a number of repetitive
measurements. As before, the degree of dispersion was measured by turbidity.

The test procedure used with the probe was slightly
different than the one used in the bath. First, power to the probe was shut
off and the probe lifted out of the sample tube everytime a turbidity sample was
removed. Secondly, the probe was never operated unattended. Samples subjected
to long disper-sion times were irradiated incrementally with intermediate
quiescent periods such as nights and week-ends. It was found that the sample
undergoing dispersion did not change significantly in turbidity during these
periods of rest, e.g., re-agglomeration did not take place. Once a samplewas dispersed in the presence of surfactant, it remained dispersed.

4,4.3 Characterization of Dispersions by Sedimentation

A limited number of dispersions were prepared in which the
degree of dispersion was examined by sedimentation or, the Joyce Loebl
Centrifuge and by turbidity. Tests were limited to determining the effects of
ultrasonic agitation time, using the sonolator probe, on the size distribution
of uraniurn dioxide and calcium fluoride suspensions in a 1%4 Krytox 157 -
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TABLE 4-5

UL•T•SuIC bjA=H DISB SION OF BINARY POW= 4XVTURES IN

Fm0RInAT LIQUIDs As nmmcmJ By mumBm~ wmummaBU~s

Turbiditý(1) of Diluted
Sample •) for Various

dnDispersion TimesPowder Length of End of

Run No. Powders Cone, mg/ml Run, Min 1 Mini 10 Min 100 Min Run

xD-46 U02  1.0 411 5T 68 80 84
Sterling MT 1.0

BD-44 U02  1.0 367 18 29 40 4T
CaP ..2 .

M-52 U02  1.0 316 12 18 31 39
COY2 1.0

BD-45 U02  1.0 339 20 30 45 48
Kaolin 1.0

BD-4T7 Kolin 1.0 391 23 26 30 32
CaY 2  4.0

BD-53 Yholin 1.0 397 19 20 22 21

"BD-48 Kaolin 1.0 4o5 62 75- 92•ot
Sterling C 1.0

Tempe turx: 500C

Liquid: FTCO= E-3
Krytox 15T Cone-. 1.0 vtp-iemmt
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TABLE 4-6

ULTRASOMIC BATH DISPERSION OF MMlTI-POMDER t4flCRES Mi
FLUORINATED L, UtIDS AS n1D•fM BY TURBIDITXY SASUJRO S

iTurbedith() of Diluted
Sample( ) for Various

Powder Length of Ptsper.on Ttmeq En't of
Run No, Powders Cone, mg/ml RMu Mill Min 10 Min 100 Min R.n

TD-49 U02  0.68
Sterling W• 0.68 385 45 52 63 65
Kaolin o.68

TD-50 Kaolin 0.68
CaF2  0.68 378 48 54 60
Sterling 1T 0.68

U-51 U02  0.68
Kaolin 0.68 2W 46 57 69
Sterling MT 0.68
Ca?2 2.0

Tmper'ture: 50 0 C

LiAuid: Frton E-3

Krytox 15T CQ4%: I.0 vtpiireat

•_ ... .) • : 3
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:~r~ ~ 1 -. Jill~-

POWDER: STERLING MY CARBON BLACK 0 nUN 030 IN I3RANSON ULTRASONIC BATH
LIQUOID. 1% KRYIOX 157 -FREON E-3 SOLUTION -

TL-MPERATURE: 5& C + R?.JN W18 WiTH SONI FIEHi PROBE

460

20-

0.1 1.0 10 162 -103

83-1288 CUMULATIVE DISPERSION TIME, MIN.

Figure4-8 ULTRASONIC DISPERSION OF STERLING MT CARBON
BLACK IN FLUORINATED LIQUID
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Freon E-3 solution. Carbon black and clay were not suited for these experiments,
carbon black because its density coincides with those of the fluorinated liquids
used, clay because of its unusual particle shape which would make interpretation
of the data difficult.

The spin fluid in these tests was a 1%0 solution of Krytox 157
in FC-43 which had a density of 1. 88 gm/cm 3 and a viscosity of 5 cp at Z5 0C,
the operating temperature of the centrifuge. A 1% solution of Krytox 157 in
Freon E-3 was used as the buffer liquid. In these tests a 5 ml sample was
added to Z0 ml of spin fluid and 1. 0 ml of buffer liquid, establishing a starting
radius, R1 , of 3.90 cm. The detector and the sampling probe were placed at
a radius oi 4.8Z cm. By varying the speed of the instrument from 1000 RPM to
8000 RPM and operating for various periods of time ranging from 36 seconds
(minimum cycle time) to 75 minutes, it was possible to examine the particle
size distribution in the range of 0.03 jim to over 2 pm, based on Equation 4-1.
This equation was used to calculate equivalent particle diameter from the
operational parameters for the systems studied. These results are precented
in Figure 4-10.

Uranium Dioxide Suspensions: Two uranium dioxide
suspen.ions, eac.i containing 50 mg of U0 2 /25 ml of solution., were examined
on the -ayce Loebl instrumnent. Dispersion EA-l was prepared and dispersed
at the Joyce Loebl Applications Laboratory. Samples removed after 3 min,
10 min, 41 min eand 106 min of ultrasonic irradiation were examined on the
centrifuge. In addition, dispersion DA-1, of similar composition, was examined
aftc r it had been exposed to a total cf 718 min of irradiation with the ultrasonic
probe.

Typical photosedirmentation curves are presented in Figure 4-11.
These are plots of the signal of the optical detector placed at 4. 82 cm radius
versus sedimentation time at two operating speeds. The abrupt end of the curve
represents renmoval of the ini.er annuulus of spinning fluid by the sample probe.
Photosedimentation curves weie obtained for all the uranium dioxide samples.
The resulting particle aiie distribution curves and the corresponding tu.rbidity
measurements are presented ini Fi-ure 4-12. The measurements for the EA-1
suspension after 106 min dispersion time, and for the DA-1 suspension, were
repeated six times at different centrifuge speeds and cycle times and were then
sampled in order to generate an absolute particle size distribution curve based
on chemical analysi,. The optical traces were ,quite reproducible as shown in
Figure 4-13 for suspension DA-1.

i•4 These samples were subnmitted for analysis of uranium content
by x-ray fluorescence. Unfortunately, the analytical results were ;aot

q• sufficiently accurate to be used to generate a particle size distribution curve.
The reported uran'.wn content ranged from less than 5 ppm (the detection
limit) to 30 pprn maximum concentration with an error band of about 20 ppm.

Calcium Fluoride Suspensions: A representative calcium
fluoride suspension EC- 1 powder containing 200 mg/Z5 mi fluorinated solution
was also prepared, dispersed, and analyzed at Joyca Loebl. The samples,
removed after 12 mrin, 40 mrin and 71 mrin of sonolation were examinod by
turbidity and sedimentation. Photosedirnentatlon curves were obtained for the
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.1T 11 I I T

RUN NO.
1% KRYTOX 157 IN FREON E-3 0________ ___ 110
DISPERSION TIME -718 MIN. 11

0 112

50__ 113
*114

*115

40

¾ 30

10

10

0.0101 t1o 10
0l1200 SEDIMENTATION DIAMETER, D.p$m

FiIpu 4.13 REPRODUCIBILITY OF SIZE DISTRIRUTiON CURVE
FOR U02 DISPERSION
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three samples. These results are presented in Figure 4-14. The curve fo:
the 71 min sample is an average of the five photosedimentation curves generated
by the samples used to develop an absolute particle size distribution curve.
The samples removed were analyzed for calcium by atomic adsorption. These
results are presented in Table 4-7. The resulting particle size distribution
curve is plotted on log normal paper in Figure 4-15. According to these results
the dispersion has a geometric weight average diameter of 0.22 rm with a
geometric standard deviation of 2.3.

4.5 Discussion of Results

4.5. 1 Correlation of Turbidity with Size of Suspended Material

In general it was observed that the turbidity of irradiated
suspension increased with increasing sonolation time. After sufficient time,
the turbidity of a given suspension attained a constant value. The results
presented in Figures 4-12 and 4-14, for uranium dioxide and calcium fluoride
dispersions, show a correlation between the turbidity of a suspension and the
size distribution of suspended material. For a given powder, a higher turbidity
index is commensurate with a smaller average size of the suspended material.

Large changes in the turbidity index indicate a significant
change in the size distribution, as noted with the results for uranium dioxide
presented in Figure 4-12. Conversely, if the turbidity of a sonolated1 suspension
attains a constant value that does not change significantly with further sonolation
time, it can be presumed that there is no significant change iA the distribution
of the suspended material. It is noted for calcium fluoride, as shown in
Figure 4-14, the.t both the optical size distribution curves and the turbidity
measurements do not change markedly with further sonolation time. Furthermore,
the results presented in Figure 4-15 indicate that the calcium fluoride suspension
analyzed was well dispersed. Since the data plot as a straight line on log-
probability paper, the material in suspension has a log normal size distribution.
Kapteyn's law(4 -7) can thus be used to calculate other average particle diameters.
According to this 1tw, if the basic distribution (of particle diameter d; for
instance) is log normal with mean u and-standard deviation a , then the jth
moment distribution is again log normal with the same standard deviation Cr and
mean u, such that

lnuj In u +n (4--)

Accordingly a value for the arithmetic volume/surface
timean particle diameter, Eve. can be estimated from Figure 4-15 by the
following equation:

In ~ 1nl 0.5 1nZ (-3

where

'Iwg -geometric diameter by weight

g standard deviation of ;Iwg
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TABLE 4-T

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIU ON OF CaF2 DISPERSION PT 1%

KRYTX-FREON E-3 SOLITION BY SEDIMM TION ANALYSIS

SwmIux~ 122 2.24 125 16

Centrifuge Speed, RPM 2000 8o00 2ooo 8WOO i00o

SLenlgth of Run,.
In Centrifuge, Sees 1200 1200 4o0 240 90

ff Equivalent CaF2 ParticleDiameter, D, 0.52 0.13 0.90 0.29 3.8

Volume of Undersize
Sampl.e, ml 20.5 17.8 15.5 1T.5 16.8

Calcium Concentration in
Wnerex 4. Sample ppm (v/v) 89 28 130 86 1.55

O•.leum (~text Onf Underize
zple, m 1.83 0.50 2,02. 1.50 2.6oJ calcim. 1ontent ! Feedsul ,. Mg• -•'---= 2.16-

S tl4'r t ian D 0.85 0.23 0.93 0.70 ""0

Tvarbi&l V: 24.5

Spin Liquiud; 20 ul 1% Dvto 2.5174-43 SILutic
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From Figure 4-15, awg-" 0.32 Pand 2. 3 .. so thate v 0. 16 1ro.! Thi estmateof _vs does not dier sini~cantly L. oii th e value so7 0.1
This estimate ofZl oe otc er sig 50 =

obtained by B.EE. T. measurements for the equivalent spherical particle
diameter of the ultimate calcium fluoride particles (see Table 2-1), which
is also a volume to surface mean particle diameter. The implication of these
results is that the calcium fluoride suspension analyzed was completely dispersed
and that the resulting primary particles were not significantly reduced from
their true size. The objects in suspension were essentially ultinate CaF 2
particles rather than agglomerates of these particles.

4. 5. Z Effect of Process Parameters on Particle Dispersion

The results of the dispersion studies based on the turbidity
measurements are smnmarized in Table 4-8. The rate of increase of turbidity,
or the rate of dispersion of each suspension prepared, and the time needed to
attain a constant turbidity were found to be influenced by the following parameters"

a. Composition of the Dispersing Liquid: Solutions of
Krytox 157 in Freon Z-3 are much more effective me-dia
for dispersion than solutions of Krytos 157 in FC-43.
With both liquids, there is little or no dispersion in
the absence of Krytox 157.

b. Ultrasonic Power Intensit'y. Increasing the ultrasonic
power intensity increases both the rate and extent of
dhe dispersion process, especially as the size of the
ultimate particle decreases.

c. Size of the Ultimate Particles: The smaller the size of
Ue ultimate particles-in tge aggloerooate or conglomerate.

the more difficult it becom-es to disperse tese particles.
The mowst difficult powder to disperse was ENL-1 uraniuna
diwdide which was the finest particle sized powder studied.
This powder contained a large f-raction of particles snaller
than 0. 1 Ijti. with particles as sn4il a 0-. 04 pin 6
definitely preotsnt.

d. Tibs: The rat* of dispersion decrease# with increasing
sonoration time. At a low power density It g. in the
ultra*sonic bath), whcn dispersion occurred it was noted
that the turbidity of the suspensions increased as the log
oaf the time of ultrasonic iradiation. Even though some of
the tests carried out lasted over q4HO minutes 90 hours).
it was not possible to detcmine frona the turbidity data
whether the system had reached a steady state in which

the site distribution of the suspended taterial did not
chaage further with time. At high power density to. g.
with the ultrasonic probe). all the powders ultbriatety
reached a steady state value of turbidity. The time
reqtired to attain the plateau increased with decreasing
particle size. It took approximately 6O min to ttalin a
constapt turbidity iindex with ENL-I UO. dispersions.
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The dispersion tests with the probe could be interrupted
without noticeable reagglomeration taking place. It
was noted that powders once dispersed always stayed
dispersed. The reported sonolation time for a given
run was the cumulative time of a series of separate runs
on one sample.

- e. Temperature: The effect of temperature on the rate of
dispersion depends on the composition of the particles
to be dispersed. All the powders studied could be
effectively dispersed at 350C or 500C. Increasing the
temperature to 80 0 C had an adverse effect on the
dispersion of kaolin and carbon black.

f. Particle Concentration: There was no noticeable effect
of partici, concentration at the concentration levels
examined

g. Mixtures of Powders: Mixtures of powders did not behave
in a significantly different manner than individual powders.

"4. 5.3 Postulated Dispersion Mechanism

These results can be explained in terms of a simple model
which considers that an agglomerate or conglicrerate is broken into smaller
agglomerates and/or individual particles if stresses of sonic origin exceed the
strength of the agglomerate. The dispersion process is enhanced by the presence
of Krvtox 157, which ad.,orbs at the surface of the particles.

The adsorbed Krytox 157 reduces attractive particle-to-
particle fozces in the agglomerate, thus facilitating agglomerate breakdown and
also provents dispersed particles from reagglomerating after they have been
liberated from an agglomerated matrix. It is assumed and substantiated by
our results that there is not sufficient ultrasonic energy to break primary bonds,
1i.e. reduce the size of the ultimate particles.

It is not possible to precisely define either the cohesive or
disruptive forces acting on a sonolated agglomerate because there are too many
unknown parameters. However, it is possible to obtain an order of magnitude
estimate of the effectiveness of the dispersion process by considering:

a. The crushing strength of an agglomerate as a useful
index of the resistance of an agg :merate to dispersion,
and

b. the product of the mass of an agglomerate times the
acceleration amplitude due to the propagation of sound
through the dispersion liquid as a measure of the
forcis which could result in dispersion.
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(4-8 -1 of a :>rittl

According to Hertz( 4 81 the crushing streugth of a Grittle
sphere can be expressed by the following equation:

3,
D-I (4-4)

where

P = applied comp:ressive load at failure

D = sphere diameter

E =modulus of elasticity

v = Poisson's ratio

o= maximum tensile stress in the sphere due
to the applied compressive load

Kaiser( 4 "9 ) combined the above equation with Rumnf's expression( 4 -1 0) for
the tensile strength of an agglomerate:

z 8 d (4-5)

where

a Z= tensile strength of an agglomerate

volume fraction voi2s

d = diameter of ultimate particles

""H = mean particle to particle bonding force

to obtain the following expression for the crushing strength of a spherical
Sagglomerate:

3: 9 1- ( 3 4D2P = 2 ) -- (4-6)

d E
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If the particles adhere because of secondary valence forces,
then H can be expressed by Equation 1-1.

H = (4-8)

where

a = particle to particle-surface separation distance.

B = Lifschitz constant

so that

f. 53) 3 2
= -Z ' )-E (4-9)

The disruptive forces on an agglomerate are considered

to be proportional to an inertial force Fi, defined by the following equation:

i =mr (4-10)

where m is the mass of the agglomerate and F iL. the acceleration amplitude
due to the applicat ion of acoustic energy through the medium of propagation.
The acceleration is given by the following equation:

r = Z f zi (4-11)

where

c = velocity of sound in the medium

f = vibration frequency

I applied ultrasonic energy/unit area

em = density of the propagation medium

The mass of an agglomerate is simply:

M D l-e ) (4-13)

where epis the density of the particles.
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According to the above, agglomerates will be dispersed
in an ultrasonic bath as long as:

r P (4-14)m

or after substituting and cancelling terms:

2- 55 3) I-)) (655 B) (4-15)
22rf l~ > 0

m 36a dJ f ~DE"

The above predicts that it becomes more difficult to disperse an agglomerated
powder with an ultrasonic source as:

a. The size of the agglomerates, D, decreases. For
a given powder, the largest agglomerates will disappear
first with smaller agglomerates being progressively
more difficult to disperse. The rate of dispersion
will decrease with time.

b. The volume fraction voids decreases. Everything
else being equal, open structured agglomerates
will be easier to disperse than compacted agglomerates.
This parameter was not investigated in this study.
The effect of compaction on the dispersibility of

Spigments is a well known phenomenon in the paint industry(4 "1 1).

C. The size of the primary particles, d, decreases. As
the size of the ultimate particles decreases significantly,
more power input will be required. Such an effect was
clearly noted in this study. The powder with the largest
particles (kaolin) was the easiest to disperse and the
one with the smallest particles (ENL- 1 uranium dioxide)
was the most difficult to disperse.

d. Th.; distance between particles decreases. The term (B/a3)
increases to the third power. This is a measure of the
secondary valence forces between the particles. The
ability to disperse a powder in a surfactant solution
reflects this effect. Since the dispersibility varies
inversely as the ninth power of a, according to this
model,this is a dominating effect. Immersing a powder
in a wetting liquid increases particle to particle separation.
Immersing the powder in a solution of a surfactant which
can adsorb on the surface of the particles and form a thick
solvated layer increases a even more. A solution of
Krytox 157 in Freon M-3 was a much more effective
dispersing medium then a solution of Krytox 157 in FC-43.
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This reflects the possibility that the surfactant is
more firmly bound to the particle surface in Freon E-3
than in FC-43, as discussed in the previous chapter,
The solvated layer around a particle is most probably
thicker in Freon E-3 than in FC-43. The thickness
of a Frepn E-3 solvated film of Krytox 157 is estimated
to be 75A. This estimate is based on values at 300 C
of the thickness of Freon E-3 solvated fihns of HFPO
hexamer acid (306) and -FPqe amer acid (45A)
reported in a previous study('•. The effect of
temperature on the dispersion process reflects the
stability of the stabilizing film. The lowered dispersibility
of kaolin and carbon black at 800 C is most probably due
to the desorption of Krytox 157 from the surface of
these powders at that temperature. The sensitivity of
dispersion of Sterling MT to the Krytox 157 concentration
reflects the adsorption characteristics of Krytox 157 on
this powder.

According to the above expression, there is a critical acoustic
acceleration threshold required to overcome the forces holding particles together
in an agglomerate. The results obtained with the uranium dioxide dispersions are a
striking indication that this is so. The acoustic acceleration in the ultrasonic
bath was insufficient to disrupt UO 2 agglomerates below a certain size. Increasing
the acoustic acceleration by using the probe resulted in a significant improvement
in the degree of dispersion.

Numerical values of r for Freon E-3 suspensions in the
ultrasonic bath and in the ultrasonic probe can be estimated from t1h properties
of Freon E-3 listed in Table 2-3 and from information provided by the manufacturer
of the ultrasonic sources. In the ultrasonic bath, for which f = 40 Khz and
I , 2 watts/cm2 . r is approximately equal to 4. 5 x 100 cm/sec 2 , or 4500 times
the acceleration due to gravity. When the probe is used, the povwer density
decreases with increasing distance from the tip. The maximum acceleration
level which controls the dispersion process, corresponds to the maximum power
density which is estimated to be 80 watts/cm? . With this source, for which
f =z Khz, rmax is approximately 107 cm/sec 2 or 104 times gravity.

4.5.4 Conditions for Powder Dispersions

Based on the above measurements, it is concluded that the
candidate powders are best dispersed when suspended in a 1%o solution of
Krytox 157 in Freon E-3 at 500 C. The ultrasonic probe is a better transducer
than the bath. With this source of acoustic energy, the powders should be
sonolated for at least 600 min to disperse powders as small as the ENL-1
uranium dioxide. Measuring the turbidity of the suspension is a useful method
of monitoring the dispersion process.

The scope of the present dispersion study was limited by the
characteristics of available ultrasonic sources. The results obtained indicated
that it is possible to disperse a powder sample in a reasonable period of time.
The dispersion process may be significantly improved however. The time
required to disperse a fine powder may be significantly reduced by using acoustic
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transducers optimized for this application. Increasing the frequency and
power density should significantly improve the rate of dispersion. Mathieu-Sicaud
and Levavaseur(4-5) have indicated that barium sulphate particles 0. 1 j in
diameter, are most easily dispersed in water when a transducer oscillating
at 10 0 is used. The use of a variable frequency generator may improve the
dispersion process of a random powder. With such equipment it would also be
possible to carry out more focused experiments which would lead to better
scientific understanding of ultrasonic dispersion.
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5.0 PARTICLE DEPOSITION STUDIES

Information obtained from each of the previous studies was integrated
in the particle deposition studies which ame the culmination of the program.
D-ring this phase of the program, samples of the candidate powders and their
mixtures dispersed in a fluorinated liquid were deposited on an ultrafiltration
membrane which was then washed and dried. The deposited powder samples
were all examined by scanning electron microscopy. The micrographs were
examined visually and with an automated particle counter to obtain qualitative
and quantitative information on the degree and quality of dispersion of the
deposited samples. In addition, selected samples were submitted for elemental
analysis, using either an electron probe microanalyzer or a non-dispersive
x-ray analyzer.

5. 1 Basic Method of Sanaple Preparation

The basic preparative procedure used consisted of the following
steps:

a. Preparation of a primary concentrated dispersion.

b. Preparation of a dilute secondary dispersion with
a desired particle concentration.

c. Ultrafiltration of the dilute secondary dispersion.

d. Washing of the particles deposited on the
ultrafiltration membrane.

e. Drying of tht membrane.

5. 1. 1 Preparationof Primary Particle Dispersions

The experimental procedure described in Section 4. 4. 2
was used to prepare the primary dispersions. A known weight of powder
(usually 50 mg or 60 mg) was added to 25 ml of a 1%+3 Krytox 157 - Freon E-3
solution in a water cooled 50 ml polycarbonate centrifuge tube. The mixture was
then sonolated with the S-75 ultrasonic probe. Periodically, the sonolation
process was interrupted and the probe temporarily withdrawn in order to
remove one - ,nore aliquot samples of the dispersion.

These aliquots. which ranged from 10 pl to as much As
350 p1 in volume, were then diluted with additional 1% Krytox 157 . Freon E-3
solution to form the secondary dispersions used to prepare the deposited
samples. Initially, ore of these aliquot samples was also used to measure
the turbidity of the suspensions with the Turner fluorometer. as described
in Section 4. 3. Z. The fluorometer became inoperative mid-way during the
course of these studies. Turbidity measurements were thus not obtained for
all runs. Fortunately. turbidity measurements as well as limited centrifugal
sedimented measurements were at least obtained for the critical uranium oxide
dispersion studied in this phase (sample series DA-1). These measurements
were already discussed in Section 4.5.



5.1.2 Secondary Particle Dispersions

A secondary dispersion was prepared by adding an aliquot
of the primary dispersion to 25 ml of 1% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution,
contained in a 50 ml screwcap polycarbonat6 centrifuge tube. The tube and
its contents were then placed in the Branson Ultrasonic Bath until the suspension
was to be filtered. The temperature of the bath was 500C. The ultrasonic
bath was used to insure good mixing and dispersion of the aliquot in the bulk
fluorinated liquid, but at a much lower power intensity level than in the probe.

Secondary dispersions were used for a number of reasons.
First, it was possible to prepare many samples from a given master batch.
The effect of sonolation time on a given primary dispersion could thus be
monitored. The amount of powder deposited on the filter could be controlled
by the size of the aliquot sample; the greater the volume nf the sample removed,
the larger the surface concentration of particles deposited on the filter
membrane. The effect of powder loading after a given period of ultrasonic
agitation could thus be monitored. The volume of the diluent liquid was not
critical and was chosen for convenience. With this volume, the initial height
of liquid in the cell was 7 mm. A further advantage of using secondary
dispersions was that these could be stored in the ultrasonic bath for a given
period of time since only one 90 mm filtration system was available. A
number of samples could be withdrawn simultaneously and kept in limbo until
they could be filtered. Finally, dilution of the dispersion prepared with the
probe minimized cross-sample contamination, as further discussed in Section 5.3.

5. 1.3 Particle Deposition

After being well mixed in the ultrasonic bath, the secondary
dispersions were filtered through an ultrafiltration membrane in a 90 mm
Millipore Laboratory Ultrafiltration cell. This is the same cell that was used
in the washing studies as described in Section 3. 2 and shown in Figures 3-5 and
3-6. Based on the results and experience obtained in the previous phases of
the study, Amicon's XM-100A ultrafiltration membrane was the deposition
membrane of choice in this phase of the program.

After the membrane was placed in the cell and the cell
assembled (as shown in Figure 3-6), the dispersion was added to the cell through
a funnel consisting of the body of a 30 ml disposable plastic syringe attached to
the cell's retentate port. The latter was a tube with a Luer fitting leading to
the bottom of the cell through which liquids may be added or withdrawn. The
syringe body was removed and replaced with a Luer cap. The cell was then
pressurized to approximately I psig (*0. 3 psig) with compressed air and the
dispersion filtered. The particles were deposited on the membrane, and the
dispersion liquid was collected in a receptacle below the cell. This initiaL
deposition step usually took between 10 min and 20 rain to carry out, depending
on the filtration pressure and the effective permeability of the actual membrane
used. The permeabilities of the various membranes tn the' dilute dispersions
were within 30% of 0. 1 ml/cm2 - pig - mrin, the initial permeability of
XM-OOA membrane to a 1% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution, as reported
in Section Z. 5. 5.

S-Z
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"5. 1.4 Washing of Deposited Particles

The particles were washed first with FC-43 and then with
Freon C-51-12. After the initial dispersion liquid was removed, the air line
leading to the cell was shut off and the pressure in the system relieved. After
removing the cap, 25 ml of FC -43 was added to the cell directly through the
retentate port, with a plastic syringe. As before, the syringe was removed,
the cap replaced, and the cell repressurized. The FC-43 wash liquid filtered
through the membrane, displacing the residual dispersion medium and removing
Krytox 157 from the deposited material.

The amount of FC-43 wash liquid used was based on the

results of the washing experiments presented in Section 3.3. It was shown that
in the absence of powder, esseiutially all the Krytox 157 was removed by the

first 15 ml of FC-43 wash liquid from a filter previously exposed to 25 ml of
a 1% Krytox 157 - FC-43 solution. If the solution contained 1. 0 gr of powder,
the bulk of the Krytox 157 was removed by the first 15 ml of FC-43 wash, and
by the time 60 ml of wash liquid was used, Krytox 157 could not be detected
in the effluent. In the deposition studies under consideration in this section, the

amount of powder deposited normally varied from 0. 02 mg to 0.4-mg (with one
run containing 0. 7 mg of powder). In all these runs, the amount of powder was
less than 0. 1% of the amount of powder used in the washing tests. It was
considered that the washing characteristics of the deposited particle/filter
system would be essentially those of the blank filter, in that essentially all
the Krytox 157 would be removed by the first 15 ml of wash FC-43. An extra
10 ml were used as a. margin of safety.

After the FC-43 wash liquid had filtered through, the
deposited material was then washed with Z5 ml of Freon C-31-I repeating
the above procedure. The reason for using a Freon C.51-12 wash was to
displace a non-volatile liquid, FC-43, with a very volatile one. It will be
recalled that Freon C-51-1 2 which boils at 450C, evaporates readily under
ambient conditions. It has a vapor pressure of about 0.5 atm at 2VC and a
low heat of vaporization (about Z1 cal/gm (2-6)). The amount of C-51-12
was not considered critical as long as it displaced FC-43. The volume of
wash C-51-12 was arbitrarily chosen to be equal to the volume of FC-43 used
in the initial washing step.

The washing of the deposited particles with FC-4) was
the slowest filtration step because of the low-er permeability of FC-43 through
the XM-IOOA membrane. It normally took twice as long to 1i1ter the FC.43
wash (ZR min - 40 min) as it did to filter the initial secondary dispersion.
The effective permeability of FC-43 in these td•stg was about 0. 05 mlfmin-psi-cm.
Washing with C-51-1Z was very rapid, occurring within I o S min. This
corresponds to am fective permeability for C-51-12 of about Oý 5 mlni/ n-psi-cml
in this system.

5-3
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5.1.5 Drying of the Membrane

At the end of the wash cycle the particles are deposited
on a filter wet with C-51-12 which had to be removed. Air pressure to the
cell was first raised to 10 psig. This resulted in the immediate initial
removal of 2-3 ml of liquid C-51-12. The air stream also contained C-51-12
vapor. The presence of the vapor was easily detected by visual observation.
Air was allowed to pass through the filter until C-51-12 vapor could not be
detected (usually about 5 min). At this point, the air supply was shut off,
the pressure lowered and the cell disassembled. The filtration xenIbrane was
then transferred, glossy side up, to the bottom half of a 100 mm plastic
Petri dish and allowed to stand over night at the rear of the laminar flow
hood which is described in a subsequent section. The following morning,
the filter was covered with the top half of the Petri dish. The covered
container which contained the prepared sample was then labelled and sealed
with plastic tape.

5. Z Other Methods of Sample Preparation

The majority of powder samples which were examined were prepared
according to the procedure outlined above.. A number of samples were also
prepared in which specific steps in the procedure were varied. These included
alternate methods of preparing secondary dispersions and alternate washing
methods as well as preliminary experiments with other membranes as filter
substrates.

In a series of tests, secondary dispersions of samples obtained
from the same primary dispersion were prepared by three different dispersion
techniques: dispersion in the ultrasonic bath as described before, dispersion
with the ultrasonic probe, and dispersion by simply shaking the dispersion
by hand.

A number of alternate washing procedures were also tried with
samples deposited on XM-100A membranes. These included no washing at all.
washing of "sandwiched" particles and "pousse-cafe" washing. The alternate
methods were examined as possible means of avoiding horizontal flow of wasi
liquid on the membrane.

In the sandwich technique, the particles were doposited by filtering
a secondary dispersion on a XM- I OA embrant• as outlined in Section •. •. 3,
The ultrafltration cell was then opened and a secoud XM- 0OA membrane was
placed on top of the first rnenibrane. The top membrane was pIaced upside
down so that the particles were sandwiched between two uitrafiltration fllnvs.
The cell was then reassembled. The filter assembly was then washed with
FC-43 and C-51-12 and air dried in the manner described in Sections S,- 1.4 and5. 1.S. The washing time was, however, slower because of the greaterhydraulic resistance of two membranes, The partictes were sandwiched

between the two filters whicb could be peeled apart and examiued individQally.

The "pousse-cate" washing Isech-ique involved the layering of the
wash. 44kuid above the secondary dispersion. Since the density of FC-43

0 188 gr/ctn3 ) is greater then the density at the 1% Kn.ax 157 - Freon E-3
solution used as the dispersion atediur 4 e - 1. 73 gr/ci). an altetate to
FC-43 was required. Freon E-1. which has a relatively low density of



I,,

1. 54 gr/cm3 for a fluorinated liquid and is also volatile (B. P. 40. 80 C), was
used as the wash liquid. Freon E-I is the lowest molecular weight hornologue
of Freon L-a.

Preliminary deposition tests with and without washing were also
carried out with other 90 mm diameter filters as substrates. These included
the PSI3 and PSED Pellcon ultrafilters, the Millipore VSWP filter and the
S&S B14 filter.

5. 3 Precuations Taken to Prevent Sample Contamination

A difficulty encountered in trying to prepare samples of carefully
selected dust (e.g. particles of interet) is the ubiquitons presence of

-* unwanted dust particles in the atmosphere. By using a number of simple
precautions, sample contamisation by unwanted foreign particles proved to be
no problem, even though the work was performed i;n a standard industrial
laboratory, not a special clean room. The following precautions were taken:

-a. All key preparation steps were cirried out in a
Horizontal Flow Clean Bench (made by Pure Aire Corp.
of America) shown in Figure 5-1. This laminar flow
work station is rated to deliver Class 100 (Federal
Spec. 209) performance.

b. All the liquids used in the study that came into contact
with the powders during any sample preparation !tep
were filtered just before use. Compressed air was
filtered through a 90 nun filter.

c, All the pieces of equipment that would con-e. into contact-
with either the powders .or dispersions of thotse powdaer
weae first caref-uly cleaned by standard meth.ods to
remiove gross contaminatws and th•tn •were- a-wayse rinaod
with filtered i% Krytne 1S? - Freon E-3. solution, with
somnie nechai-cal or (if Po0"414). ultrasonic allttatlon.
_trticular care was taken to clean the glosy Mid0 of the
Sultriaifters ovn which the patticlea were doesited. the
oltycarbiowne ceiadlugv tubes wgcd to pre-pare andi contatn

the dispersiicms. and. th-e ulftnxonic probe. Thi ultrasonic
probe, whiMch cann, into contact with all thed#~prht
that wr o prepared, wAs CIflaIwd •fter .-ch rt .by Itrst
Srining it 4Ath 1% Krytox 157 E-o3 i Vrt• S, t}h .
cleaning the probe ultrasonieally Ui.e. turting it on) -. i4th
f-41 ?AL of Clean% i1 Krytox iS? - ?lreon E-1 sohttatýini Sot SQ
test14 tube (eg. blank run), and finally rinsoing the probc
a'&%n wit); more M~ Rrytox Ise. F reo 5-3 solution after
t61no1atiwn wass stopped and it- was removeFd from it's
cleafvdn bath.

d. Eve-n with; the- precautions etttlin.e4 abz've, it waos not possible
to completely clean the ultrasonic probe. To prevent anysign-.ifican~t level of c.ross. contaminat.ion gff pcw-4ir .amples
from, the probe, particles o nterest 'ote first dispersed
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with the probe in a I% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution
"at a high solids concentration and then diluted with clean
116 Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution, as previously
described.

e. All samples of powder deposited on the ultrafilters were
kept in 100 nmu plastic petri dishes which were normally
covered and stored in standard 1 lb coffee cans filled
with a polyethylene cover. This hunmble container proved
to be the best storage vessel that we found for the deposited
samples. It has the proper geomnetry, it is rigid, it is
air tight when capped, but yet it can be easily opened and
is of a convenient size.

5.4 Examination of Deposited Particles

The samples prepared at Avco were taken to Advanced Metals
Research. Inc., (AMR) for S. E. M. exam-ination and aticrochentical analysis.

"5.4.1 S.E.M. Examination

A small segment approximately 0. 5 cm x 0. 5 cm, was cut
from each filter with a scalpel. The shape of these segments was varied for
identification. Up to five different segments were then mounted on a sample
knob and coated with a thin gold-palladiom film to make them conductive.
Scanning electron microgrzphs were then taken on the AMR 900 high resolution
scanning electron microscope. Euch sample was usually examined by photo-
micrography at increasing magnification levels, typically 450X. 4500X and
.i &OOX. This range of magnification was sufficient to examine the extent of
agglomeration in the sample and identify individual particle: with satisfactory
resolution. A low magnification micrograph of a typical segment is shown in
Figure 5-a.

The photomicrographs were 4 x 5 in Polaroid 3000 prints.
There was no distortion in the magnification in the horitontal axis of thoe
photograph (5 in side). Because of the tilt angle of s-upl* holder with reference
to the electrona boani. magnification along the vortical "is oPf the photownph
(4 in side) was ls¢s than true n-agnification by a factor equ&l to the sine of the
tlit angle. Tho tilt angle was appro.imately 45•o

The photexeicrographs wor• labelled And then filed. They
weor subquently' exoamtifd at Avco with a Mtliipore tMC Particle
Neasurement and Computer System. With thio device, the toat number ýf
partirlos in •te ph'otograph, the length mean particle diaf,'eter, D1" A•d the
fractizvtal sir face c.%werage o! the pzflicles- were meamired. VL was measured
alonqg th. horirontal axis (S itt sidei of the photoicrograph where týhe
magniiication was accu•atelvy know. Because off the distortion in the (athor a.it.
nteas~remect of U.. the surface mean particle diameter. wotild not have been

neianingfl. A'Howerer this does not apely to fractimal !urface c•v-•rage
measurements sinte the projected ittage of surface coverage is independentof the angle of r?.fectloa.
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5.4. Z Analysis of Individual Particles

The AMR microscope had a Princeton Gamma Tech (PGT)
x-ray element analyzer accessory. This non-dispersive x-ray probe was
qsed to obtain the elemental analysis of selected individual particles viewed
by the microscope. With this device the x-ray spectra of various elements
of Z > 9 in the sample are accumulated and displayed in a manner which permits
rapid elemental identification.

5.4.3 Electron Microprobe Analysis

The average composition of various deposited samples was
also obtained. A number of deposited samples were examined with a Norelco
AMR/3 electron probe microanalyzer. Small segments of the ultrafiltration
filter were cut out and coated with a light carbon deposit. A blank XM- 100A
filter was included in the samples studied.

After preliminary tests with focused beam of high intensity,
the samples were examined with a 15 KV non-focused beam, approximately 2(0 Im
in diameter. Because it was possible to place as many as 15 different samples
in the instrument at one time, by setting the spectrometer to analyze for one
"element at a time, it was possible to analyze the samples very quick1-

Two spots of a given sample were examined for ranium
(uranium dioxide), aluminum (Kaolin), calcium (calcium fluoride), fluorine
(for residual organic fluorine and calcium fluoride) and carbon (fcr Sterling MT
carbon black). Reference materials used for each of these elements were
uranium metal, aluminum metal, calcium carbonate, lithium fluoride and graphite,
respectively. Because of the carbon coating used in the sample preparation and
because the filter is an organic polymer, the carbon measurements were made
by difference, correcting for the carbon content of the blanik filter. An
additional correction is also required for the carbon content associated with
residual dispersing media, which can be estimated from fluorine measurements,
in the absence of calcium fluoride in the samples.

5. 5 Experimental Results

5. 5. 1 Introduction

Deposited samples zf each of the following powders were
prepared and analyzed: ENL-l Uranium Dioxide, Sterling MT Carbon Black,
Peerless No. 2 Kaolin, Calcium Fluoride; five equal weight binary mixtures
(U, 2 /Carbon Black, Kaolin/Carbon Black, CaF /Carbon Black, an
SUO /CaF,); two equal weight ternary mixtures ¢tJ02 /Garbon Black!6aF2 and
UO 2 /Carbon Black/Kaolin), and one equal weight quartenary mixture of these
powders.

"The results are presented in selected scanning electron
micrographs and in the tables which follow. Information relating to sample
preparation, dispersion time, turbidity readings (where measured), powder
loading, and expected surface coverage, (based on the powder content of the
:econdary dispersion and specific cross-sectionalarea of the deposited powder
aj discussed at the end of Appendix C), is presented for each powder or mixture
in a specific table, as are the quantitative results obtained from the various

5-9
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photomicrogra-,bs at different magnification levels. The results of micro-
chemical analysis are summarized separately. Only limited turbidity data
are reported because malfunctior- of the equipment precluded measurement
of turbidity at the end of the test program.

All the-data presented in these tables were obtained with
washed powder samples deposited on Amicon XM-100A ultrafiltration membranes.
It was not possible to examine unwýashed iamples deposited on the XM-100A
membranes because these did not accept the gold/palladium coating. In the
SEM, these samples accumulated charge and thus could not be examined. No
quantitative data are presented for samples deposited on the other filters used
as substrates because of the significantly lower quality of the results and the
resulting difficulties in data interpretatibn.

Dispersions with a single powder component were made with
powders that were not subjected to at~; pretreatment. In these runs, the primary
dispersion normally contained 5C mng of powder in 25 ml of dispersing liquids,

- except for a few CaF 2 dispersions which contained 200 mg CaF 2 in 125 ml
fluorinated liquid. Dispersions of binary, ternary, and quaternary mixtures
were made with powders that were agitated dry for 6 hours as described in
Section 2. 2. 3. In these tests u•ne primary dispersions contained 60 mg of total
powder weight per 25 ml of dispersing liquid. The binary mixtures contained
30 mg of each of two powders, the ternary mixtures contained 20 mg of each
of three powders and t!'e quaternary mixture contained 15 mg of each of the
four candidate powders.

5.5. 2 SEM Examination of Deposited Samples

The experimental runs carried out are summarized in
Table 5-1, which lists the various powders examined and the corresponding
tables (Table 5-2 to 5-13), and figures (Figures 5-3 to 5-56). Samples were
prepared in the standard manner described above except as specifically noted.
All figures refer to scanning electron photomicrographs except where noted.

5.5.3 Analysis of Individual Particles

For a selerted number of samples, individual particles were
also examined with the PGT x-ray analyzer. These measurements were performed
on the samz filter fraction as the SEM results presented in the previous section,
but a month later. The photomicrographs represent a different region of the
sample.

Figure 5-57 is a photomicrograph of sample FQI-10. It
was probed at points A, B and C. The corresponding spectra are presented
in Figures 5-58 and 5-59. There is a common chlorine peak for all points
examined. Point B is an area uevoid of particles. The resulting spectrum
is due to the composition of the XM-100A membrane. It indicates a high chlorine
corventration, aid the manufacturer was called to confirm this finding. A.t.ording
to Amicon, chlorine-containing material is used in the manufacture of the
XM-100A membrane and analysis of the membrar,:.- would indicate the presence
of chlorine. In addition to chlorine, the spectrum shown for A shows that the
particle contains Al, Si and Au. The particle in question is evidently gold
coated Kaolin. The spectrum for Point C shows peaks for Au, Cl and Ca; this
would correspond to the presence of a small gold coated calcium fluoride
particle.

5-10



TABLE 7-IL

SUMOLARY OF DEPOSITED SMPLES EXAMIINED BY rTM

Powder Table Figures* Coninelii!

U0O 5-2 5-3 to 5-13 Huns DAl-l to DAl-l7' prepared
2 in standard manner. Runs DAl-18S

to DAI-21S are sandwich runs.

Fignures I j-~ ind I art, matue r
photographs of filters on whi ad:
powder samples were depoc'.ited.

Sterling MT 5-3 r-14- to 5-20
Carbon Black

Calcium Fluoride 5-4 5-21 to 5-24

Peerless No. 2 Kaolin 5-5 5-25 to 5-28

5ýCarbon Black/Kaolin 5-6 5-29 to 5-34
Binary Mixture

1102 /Carbon Black 5-7 5-35 to 5-41 The method of' agitating the
Binary Mixture secondary dispersion was varied

with samples FTBl-8 and FBl-9.
I-or sample F131-8. the secondary
dispersion was prepared by shaking
the aliquot of' primary disper:,ion
with diluent fluorinated liquid.
For sample FBl-Q, the ultrasonic
probe was used to prepare the
secondary dispersion. The secondary

4 ~dispersion was sonolated ffor
20 minutes with the probe. The
ref'erence is sample FTl-lO which
wus prepared in the standard
manner. The secondary dispersion
was sonolated in the bath f'or
50 min before filtration.

CaF2 /Carbon Black 5-8 5-42
Binary Mixture

Biar ixture 54

U10 2/Kaolin 5-10 5-44
Binary Mixture

TJ02/CaF2/Carbon 5-11. 5-45
Black Ternary Mixture

UO /Kaolin/Carbon 5-12 5-46
Blick Ternary Mixture

U0 2 /Kaolin/Cap 2  5-13 5-47' to 5-56 Run FQl-10 prepared by "pousse
Carbon Black Quaarternary caf'e" wash method with Freon F-1

IMixture as wash liquid.

*Figures are scanning electron photomiicrographs unless otherwise specified.
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Figure 5-45 SEM PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF TERNARY
(U02-CARBON BLACK-CaF 2 ) SAMPLE FT1*5

Figure 5-Aý, SEM PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF TERNARY
(UO2 -CARBON BLACK-KAOLIN) SAMPLE FT2-5
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Figure 5-60 is a photomicrograph of sample FQ 1 -8, which
contains a large clay particle. The corresponding spectrum is shown in
Figure 5-61.

Figure 5-62 is a photornicrograph of sample FB5-4. This
sample contains uranium dioxide and Kaolin particles. The sample was
probed at Points D and E. The particle at Point D is Kaolin, the particle at
Point E is uranium dioxide (Figures 5-63 and 5-64).

5.5.4 Electron Microprobe Analysis

The results of electronr microprobe analysis of different
deposited samples are presented in Table 5-14. These measurements were
made with a defocused, 200 pim diameter, 15 KV electron beam. The beam
current was 0. 1 micro amp under tiese conditions. It was noted that sample
FQI-l10 had greater tendency to accumulate chargis than the other samples.
Beams af higher intensity resulted in wrinkling or destruction of the XM-1 O0A
filter substrate as shown in Table 5-15. The bracketed values in the first
column represent the error due to variations in background intensity level.

5.6 Discussion of Results

5.6.1 Introduction

The goal of the proposed sample preparation method is to
transform an agglomerated powder into discrete primary particles that are
uniformly deposited on a suitable filter surface and that can then be used for
subsequent analysis. The success of the technique requires that:

a. The substrate used is stable and does not interfere
with the analytical measurements.

b. The agglomerated powder mixture in the fluorinated
liquid is completely dispersed into primary particles
befo-e deposition.

c. The particles do not re-agglomerate during deposition
or washing.

d. The particles are uniformly deposited on the filter
and once deposited, are not disturbed by subsequent
treatment such as washing.

e. There it minimal contamination of tho deposited
particles due to the prescence of any residual
dispersing liquid or the introductiorn of foreign
materials.

The results presented in the previous section will be
discussed within the context of the above re-juirements. Other points to be
discussed include the apparent variation in average particle size of a given
sample with the scale of magnification, the statistical limitations of the
present study, and some qualitative cormments on specific scanning electron
photomic rog ruphs.
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Figure 5 60O PHOTO11iCROGRAPH Or GOLD COATED KAOLIN
PARTILE FROM OVARTERNARY SAMPLE FOlS
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TAL -5-1-

En'ECT OF ELECTRON PROBE IHMMNSITY ON AMICON M4-10A ULTRLF.LTER

Beam Voltage Beam Current Beam Diameter
KV _i amp AIM Rescults

30 0.3 25 Hole in Filter

25 0.3 200 Hole in Filter

20 0.2 200 Marginal Wrinkling of Filter

15 0.1 25 Filter Unstable

15 0.1 200 No Destruction of Filter Notced

5.48



5.6. 2 Suitability of the XM-1 OOA Ultrafilter as a Deposition Substrate

The Amicon XM-IOOA ultrafiltration membrane is considered
to be superior, for the purposes of this study, to any other ultrafiltration membranes
that are presently commercially available. The XIV-10OA membrane is very
stable in a scanning electron microscope. A given deposited particle can be
examined at magnifications as high . i 45000X for many minutes without noticeable
decomposition of the membrane. For purposes of comparison, Figure 5-65 presents
an electron micrograph of clay particles deposited from a 1% Krytox - Freon E-3
solution on a VS Millipore filter after examination at 18000X. The filter around
the target particle has been destroyed.

The pores of the XM-I OOA membrane are sufficiently small
to be unobservable at the magnifications used in this study. In SEM microscopy
of properly prepared samples, the Amicon XM-IOOA membrane appears as a
blank dzrk grey background that has no relief. This greatly facilitates the
examination of individual particle and the measurement of particle size dcstribu-
tion curves. There was no interference in the measurement of particle distribu-
tion with the Milipore r MC system due to surface structure of the XM- I QOA
membrane. This was not the case with other membranes examined (Pellicon
Ultrafilters, Mitlipore VS. S&S Selection B-14) where signals from the structure
of the venonbraue interefered with signals from the deposited particles.

A further advantage of the XM-I00A membrane is that all
observable particles will be retained on the surface of the membrane as showmn
in Figure 5.67. Thi- is in significant contrast to the other membranes examined,
even the competitive Pellicon Ultra.filters. Figure 5-6& is an electron micrograph.
of UO particles deposited from a 1% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3. solution on a
Pellicon PSJM filter, at a nominal powder Loading of I pg/cmZ. The pores at
the surface of the :nmbtrane are larger than some of the jarticles retained.

It is to be further noted that the gold-patladius, cixating on
sample QDUI-10. which was washed with Freon E-I, had a different appearah-c;-
than the gold-p4lladiu coating of sa-ples washed in the normal tannoxt. The
coating appe"ared to be much lighter. While the scample. could oe (emtined in
the-SM it was4 difficult to obtain high contrast imnagins becauseo thea s~auple, bskd
a tendency to accumulate a charge As shown in Table 5-14. this sample had a
much higher residal fluorine covaout than azy of the otder suantae wtained.

F-ar the tnajorzIty of the ýdepasited saniples, the old.aldncoming vvas appdied just prior to their oaminatio by $M. Most of the M"Crographs"Wete taken within one or ho days after tho samples were coted.

Tho mincrographs ghow" it% Ffiures 57.5--0,and5weare taken approxbatdey two ti-withs after the sainrlcs were coated, Thv
original coated vamples. which stere ,dored in a dessicator. -etc re-e andned
in the SEM in order to photograph sa.ples in which itdivdtsital partic*s woereSs•IitaneourIy being analyed by PGT non-dispersive x-ray probe. These
s4UI$O5 er tt'O@ n.ch more difficu~lt to examine in the SE~t. After a f1¼,w minutesin 04t microscope, each sample had a tenency to acct ae charge which
made it difficult t*o keep the nample in locus for a loni period of Une. Cracks
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were also observed to form in the sample substrate under these conditions
(see Figure 5-62). The above deterioration of the sample is believed due
"to alterations, such as oxidation of the gold-palladium film thus rer ' ring
it less conductive, during the few months that transpired between the initial
coating of the sample and examination in the microscope.

The elapsed time between sample preparation on the
filter and depcqition of the gold-palladf`_un coating is not believed to have an
effect on the quality of the photographs. It took much longer to prepare the

fiI deposited powder samples at Avco than it took to examine them at AMR. In
order to efficiently use AMR's facilities, samples were prepared and accumulated
until there were a sufficier-1k number such that their examination would require
at least one working day. The time between prepa ation and examination varied
between 2 and 20 days.

The occurrence of the defects noted above was totally
independent of the use of the non-dispersive x-ray probe. During the initial
series of electron micrographs, a few samples were also examined with the
PGT probe which was observed to have no effect on the sample. During the
final series of tests, on aged samples, deterioration occurred after a few
minutes at high magnificatizr "hether or not the x-ray probe was used.
Fortunately the sample was stable enough to perform meaningful
measurements.

A key conclusion from the :esults is that c;4nples deposited
on an XM-100A can be examined for elemental composition by a non-dispersive
x-ray probe. The only interference due to the filter is a very noticeable chlorine
peak which results from the composition of the filter itself. This chlorine peak
did not interfere with measurement and interpretation of the spectrum of the
deposited inorganic particles. In each case the spectrum expected of the
characteristic elements was observed.

The Amticon XM-10OA membrane could also be used as a
substrate for eltctron microprobe work by using low ene" gy density levels,
as shown it, Table 5-15. It was necessary to work with a defocussd beam of
relatively low energy. Use of high intensity focused beams resulted in the
destruction of the filter. This places limitations on the size of the sample
that can be examined awid the sensitivity of th, measurement for elements
such as uranium. In order to overcome these limitations, the substrate
must be made more resistant to thermal degradation. This could be readily
accomplished on blank membrane,3 by using different coatings (for example,
aluminum, possibly gold), or heavier coatings of these materials or possibly
carbon, which would protect and dissipate heat away from the point of the
filter surface being examined. Another possibility would be to use a different
ultrafiltration membrane than XM-100A as a deposition substrate. For
reasons already mentioned, there are not many suitable candidate materials.
The only possible alternative to the XM-100A membrane is a new ultrafilter,
type SM, presently undergoing development at Amicon, which should be
commercially available by summer, 1973.
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Examination of electron micrographs taken by Amicon,
of development samples of the Type SM membrane, indicated that this
material had the same general structural characteristics as the type XM
membrane and would thus be expected to offer the advantages of the type
XM membrane as discussed above. A key difference is the composition of
the membrane. Amicon's representative disclosed that the surface of the
type SM membrane was made with polymers that had a melting point a few
hundred degrees higher than the materials used to make the type XM membrane.
The type SM membrane should thus be even more st-able than the type XM
membran-., It is recommended that the suitability of these membranes for
the pre,-,,.nt application be examined when they become commercially available.

5.6. 3 Effect of Scale of Measurement on Apparent Size of
Deposited Particles

The average apparent particle size of a given powder sample
as determined by examination of scanning electron micrographs, decreased
with increasing magnification of the micrograph. This variation is due to
the bias introduced by the microscope and the automatic particle counter. At
any magnification, a particle has to have an image at least 0. 5 mm in diameter
on the photcmicrograph to be seen and measured. Particles with smaller
images will escape detection. Similarly, it will not be possible to size a,
particle whose image is larger than the photomicrograph which is 11.5 Cm
long. At any magnification it is possible to measure particles only within a
certain size range. With these constraints at 450X, it is possible to examine
particles ranging in size from about 0. 6 jim to 220 pm. At 450OX, the range
of examination is about 0.06,am to 22 pm. At 18000X, the range is about
0.02Jurm (the resolation of the microscope) to 5nim. The upper limit of the
size range is reduced by at least a factor of teu if the micrographs are used
to obtain particle size distribution measurements which require the presence
of many particles on the phoo ugraphs.

The BET spherical average diameters of the ultimate
particles of the powders examined in this study ranged from 0. 09 prn to 0.39 ,um.
It was observed microscopically that these mainly ranged in size from 0.05 pm
to 0. 5 pm. Kaolin coitained some larger particles while U0 2 contained some
smaller particles. These conclusions are based on examination of the various
photomicrographs as well as other tests (e.g. sedimentation studies).

With the powders of interest, the micrographs at 450X do
not give any information regarding tie ultimate particle size. These micrographz
can only be used to determine the piesence of large agglomerates and major
variations in the appearance of the deposited sample. For nearly all the samples
examined that did not contain Kaolin, the average apparent size measured at
450X was less than 1. 6 pim. This corresponds to one length unit in automatic
particle size measurements. The average apparent particle size at 450X of the
Kaolin containing samples was larger because of the presence of large Kaolin
particles.

Micrographs taken at 4500X yielded the maxim'rn. amount
of information on the state of dispersion of the powders of interest. Thr-,re was
a good matching of size range. It was possible to examine a reasonably large
number of particles and still detect the majority of the individual particles
and the presence of small agglomerates.
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Micrographs taken at 18000X were mainly used to obtain
details as t --he size and structure of partic•.s and agglomerates. At this
magnification, the sample undt. examinatior4 s too small to be representative
of the sample population. This is especially true of deposited powder mixtures
containing Kaolin. This is well brought in Figure 5-44.

5.6.4 Negree of Dispersion of Deposited Powders

All runs for which the deposited powder sample was dispersed
for only a short period of time were badly agglomerated because the particles
in suspension were still agglomerated before deposition. As discussed in
the previous section, there is a minimum time of sonolation needed to attain
a high level of dispersion. Minimum sonolation times required to satisfactorily
disperse -'te powders were about 10 minutes for Kaolin, 30 minutes for carbon
black, 100 minutes for calcium fluoride, and over 400 minutes for uzanium
dioxide. All deposited samples which contained a given powder and which were
Sonolated for a shorter period of time than the minimurn cited above were
invariabi. z agglomerated.

For all the powders and powder mixtures examined, it was.
noted that deposited samples which contained a high powder loading were always
rmore agglomerated than those with low powder loadings. This was true even
with samples which came fyom the same primary batch after long sonolation
times sufficient to apparently completely disperse the suspensoid. The average
particle size of material deposited on a filter increased as the amount of powder
!.n the sample increased, as shown in Figure 5-68. In this figure the abcissa
is the fraction of the surface c.overed by powder, Kt, and the ordinate is the
ratio of thce length average particle diameter, DL, to the B. E. T. equivalent
particle diameter, Uvs. The points represent experimental values of Kt, and
DL obtained fror-, electron micrographs at 4500X. The data for UO 2 include
runs DAI -.7 to DAI--1 7, listed in Table 5-2; for carbon black, all runs listed
in Table 5-3 except run DB1I•.; for calcium fluoride, all runs in Table 5-4
except run DD1-1; and for kaolin, all runs listed in Table 5-5 except runs
DC I-I and DC1-2. Data were not pre'sented for runs in which there were
indications that initial dispersion had not taken place.

The specific surface area mneasured by nitro[:,on adsorption,.j, is a good measure of the average size of the ultimate particles for a given
Lowder and is independent of the degree of agglomeration. This average size,
dvs, can be expressed as

vs (5-1)

wher-, e is the density of the particles Fnd g is a shape factor. Values
of fl and the interpretation of dv,, for differe)nt. simple geometries are pr sented
in Table S-16. Accurate vlues of As and e can be obtained with agglomerat-d
powders. The only assuraption required to determine a value of d concerns
the shape of the particles.. Such information can 1 obtained ,om ricrographs
Sof agglomerated powders, such as the ones shown in Section 2. 2. Sterling MT
carbon black consists of parti-.es that are clearly spheres. Uranium dioxide
and calcium fluoride particles appear to b^ irregular polyhedrons, which were
ca coi.ýidered to be quasi-spherical in shape.
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TABLE 5 -16

EFFECT OF PAR~TICLE SHAPE: ON INTERPRETATION OF

Specific

Particle Shape Suarface Area Weight Sureacedv

Sphere wD T D 1e 6 D

Cube 6 a2  e36/e a 6 a

Flat Plate 2ab eabc 24/c 2 c
(a,b c)



The particles of kaolin are thin, squarish platelets with
a large aspect ratio. In Figure 5-68, for the first three powders (W02 , CaF 2
and Carbon Black), /. is the ratio of mean ag lomerate diameter to the
equivalent spherical particle diameter. For clay, - represents the ratio
of agglomerate diameter to the average length of kao in pfatelet. In calculating
this dimension it was assumed that kaolin had an average aspect ratio of about
7:1 (aspect ratio = length/thickness) which, while arbitrary, appeared to be
realistic for this material.

The results presented in Figure 5-68 can be summarized
as follows:

a. The average size of the deposited powder increases
with increasing surface coverage of the powder.

b. For any given surface concentration, the degree of
agglomeration increases with decreasing particle
size. For all powders except U02, 5L is smaller
than the BET particle diameter at a parent surface
loading of 0. 02 or less. For UO 2 , DL is twice the

BET particle diameter at a surface loading of 0. 008,
the lowest value examined.

c. For carbon black and calcium fluoride samples
(D5L/-d ) appears to increase as Kt 1 /3 over an
order o' magnitude variation in Kt. For uranium
oxide, (DT/dvs) initially increases as K•0. 1 over
the range--. 08 _• Kt < 0.10 and then very rapidly
with increasing Kt for values of Kt > 0.15. For
kaolin, (5 /'d, ) also increases with Kt, apparently
at a value ntieVrAediate between those found for UO,
and the other two powders. The few data points for
kaolin are sufficiently scattered to prevent more
precise definition of the slope of the line.

d. Values of h/a < 1 are noted for clay and one pointeach for carkonzlack and CaP 2 . This reflects the
meaning and accuracy with which this ratio can be
obtained, rather than breakage of primary particles.
The measurements of A. were accurate to within 16lo.
The absolute value of "v, depends on the shape assumed
and is therefore subject to systematic error. In the
case of the powders other than kaolin, the shape
assumed is not critical, since the shape factor is same
for a cube as it is for sphere. It is important for kaolin,
however, because it is highly anisotropic. With the
assumptions chosen, U = a= 0.44 pm. This valuev sof !Ts is more 'han twice the equivalent spherical diameter
for this powder which is 0.18 pm. The true value of
avs for this powder may well be between these two values.
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Another factor which influences the numerical value of the
agglomeration index is the fact that 1L is a length mean agglomerate diameter,
i.e.

Eni Di% : (5-2)
L En

whereas dvs is a volume to surfe.ce mean diameter

ni di3
vs i (d-3)

is a first moment average whereas dr- is a higher moment average of
order Z. 5. A more correct agglomerate index would have been either the
ratio of V cT or of l /C.. It was not possible to obtain fvs or a measure
of the stanar deviation in te size of the deposited powder from the electron
micrographs, since the Millipore 7r MC particle size analyzer available at
Avco did not have the attachment needed to measure particle size distribution
and deviations about the mean. With the exception of CaF 2 , the size
distribution of the ultimate particles was not known either so that could
not be calculated. For CaF, a value of UL can be calculated, using Kapteyn's
transformation (5- 1), from t&he values of dwg a-nd 0 g obtained from the
sedimentation data presented in Figure 4-15.

In L ln'dwg 2.5 InZ g

sincedwg =0.* Znm and Cg= Z.3 U L= 0.04tun. For this powder

L D

A similar correction could also be applied to the other powders,

The experimental observations discussed above can best
be explained in terms of particle reagglomeration, on or near the filter surface,
during the FC-43 washing step. The physical picture is as follows. It is
assumed that the secondary dispersion of particles in I% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3
contains no agglomerates, only primary particles. The particles do not interact
or flocculate because each particle is surrounded by an adsorbed solvated layer
of Krytox 157. As the suspension is filtered, the particles are concentrated
on or near the surface of the ultrafiltration memibrane. At the end of the initial
filtration step, not all the 1% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution is removed. The
region near the filter surface may be viewed as a thin liquid film in which the
particles are suspended. These particles are not stationary, but are subject
to Brownian motion and are free to move lateraily across the filter or vertically
throughout the height of the film. This will result in particle/particle collision
as well as collisions with the filter. As in the dispersion before filtering, the
particles (and all the other solid arfaces) ar, coated with a solvated film of
adsorbed Krytox 157 which presents agglomeration.
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An excess of wash liquid, FC-43 is now introduced and
forced past the particles through the ultrafiltration membrane as shown in
Figure 5-69. The film of the initial dispersing medium bathing the particles
is first displaced. Krytox 157 then desorbs from the surface of the ultra-
filtration membrane the particles adhering to the membrane as a result of
the same forces responsible for the formation of the initial agglomerate. In
practice, there can also be reagglomeration due to interparticle contact as a
result of Brownian motion in the liquid volume near the membrane surface.

According to the calculations in Appendix C,

£ 1/3
1 ( 16 vt Ko

-1 + (5-4)

or

D r t, 1/3 5-5)
= [l~~"~ i + vt ()(1 -)16d ~dd

In the above equations:

= agglomerate average diameter

d= particle average diameter

e= volume fraction voids in the agglomerate

v = superficial velocity of wash liquid

t effective time of washing

K = surface coverage of dispersed particles
0

Kt = surface coverage of agglomerated particles

Equations 5-4 and 5-5 are equivalent. In equation 5-4, 1/d
is expressed in terms of Ko, the surface coverage which would be obtained if
the deposited sample were completely dispersed. In equation 5-5, W3 is
expressed in terms of Kt, the actual surface coverage which presumes the
presence of agglomerates. In the limit, as 7D/dT-=I, Kt -x-Ko.

Two terms in the above equations, i and vt, are not

amenable to experimental observation, which is a limitation in trying to apply
these equations numerically to the data obtained. In the limit, at Kt-- K

S--10. The product, vt, has dimensions of volume oi wash Hquid/unif
area of filter surface. The effective time of wash, or corresponding volume
of wash during which the particles are subject to reagglomeration, is not known.
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The most conservative assumption is to assume that the particles are free
to reagglomerate during the complete wash cycle. In this case, the term vt
is equal to the volume of wash liquid divided by the filter area of 37 cm?.
since all the surfactant is apparently removed during the 25 ml FC-43 wash, the
corresponding value of vt - 25 cmZ /37 cm 2 -_ 0.7 cm. Another limitation
in the theory developed is that the presence of the filter and collisions of the
particles with the filter are not taken into account in the above equations.
Particles which collide with the membranes will adhere to it as a result of
the same forces reponsible for agglomerate formation, so that the filter
surface acts as a particle sink which removes particles from suspension and
prevents their further interaction with particles in the bulk. This could
effectively limit t to very -short periods of time.

Equation 5-4 can be used to develop a criterion for the powder
loading thAt may be deposited on a filter with minhial reagglomeration,
!D/I--, d (D/d)/dt -- 0 and 0 - i.e., there is virtually no change in
agglomeration size with time. If D/d 1, ';hen 16 VtKo/d" << 1, so that
equation 5-4 may be rewritten as:
I 16 vtKo- + . . + . (5-6)

3 T

and

d 16vK
-_0 +... (5-7)

An order-of-magnitude criterion for minimnal
reagglomeration is that the particle loading be such that 16 v Ko/3d << 1.
This suggests definition of a "critical" surface coverage, Ko0 ,

K = 3d (5S)

Minimization of reagglome ration requires K,< Ko:. Values of Ko* are
presented in Table 5-17 for each of the candidate powders. Froin the
permeability of FC-43 (0,05 mi/mi - psig - cmn), and for an operating
pressure of 1 ps~g, a constant value of v . 8. 3 x 0-4 cm/sec was used
in these calculations. The corresponding values of critical powder loading,
W4' (pg/cmZ), are also presented in Table 5-17, where ' = Ko,/As,
where As is the specific surface area of the powder and a is a shape factor.
as outlined in more letail in Appendix C. These calculations are based oil
the assumption that d = d which may give a hLgh estimate for Ko:1' and W,,'.

From the values calculated in Table 5-17. it can be meen
that the minimun. powder loadings used in the experiments were close to the
values of W',. In order to have obtained samples with iniinimal agglomeration.
surface loadiigs lower by one order of magnitude should havto been uced in the
deDosition studies.
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TABLE 5-17

CRITICAL SURFACE LOADING OF CANDIDATE POWDERS

d 5 ,cm
•vs

As dvs/g a, Km t

Powder (x 10+5) ugm/cmA2

ENL UO 2  0.92 6.0 x 10 4 Z. I x 10- 0.14

CaF 2  1.9 10.1 x 104  4 4.3x 10- 3  0.17

4 -Sterling MT Carbon Black 3.9 8.5 x 10 4 8.8x 10" 0.41

Peerless No. 2 Clay 4.4 12.5 x 104 2 10 x 10-3 0.16

3 d K3 vs a K

Sv superficial velocity of wash liquid z 8.3 x 104 cm/sec.

a= shape factor defined in Table C-I.
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The actual minimum powder loading used for each of the
powders in these studies was W = 0. 5 ug/cm 2-. This value of Wm is higher
than W* for U0 2 , CaF9 and clay, and approxlmat~ly equal to W* for carbon
black. It is interesting to note that the U0 2 and CaF 2 samples at this loading
were much more agglomerated than the carbon black and clay samples.
Kaolin was quite well dispersed even though it had a low value of W*. Thirs
may reflect the very different shape of the Kaolin partic~es which m-akes the

intepreatio ofdS5 and thus Ko*, difficult. Further 'experimentation .still required at lower powder loadings to determine the nmaximum value that
should be used so as to insure minimum reagglome ratio-n of an arbitrary
sample. For the worst case in these studies, namely uranium dioxide an
upper-bound estimate of the maximum powder loading wvould be 0. Itig/cilz.
A more conservative estimate would assume that W = 0. 05 W'*.

5.6. 5 Comparison of Agglomerated and C onglone rated Mixture~s

Sam-ples prepared from mixed powders were similar to
samples prepared from a single powder component. In order to obtain a good
deposited sample from a multicomponent powder mixture, it is necessary
that each individual component in the mixture be well dispersed during the
dispersion process. For example, all multicomponent mixtures containing
uranium dioxide and ultrasonically dispersed for less than 600 minutos were
agglomerated. Usually, well-dispersed deposited samples were observed
with those mixtures which ware subjected to a sufficiently long dispersion

....... --- ime (viz samrples FQl-8, FBI-10).

As with individual powders discussed above, reag glunicration
became more significant as powder l';kding on the deposited samnple increased.
No attemipt was made to calculate critical loading values for multi,:omponent
powder mixturs. This is a much more complex problem than the analy-S-s. of
reagglorne ratio n of similar pairticles. H-owever, i 't is expected that Mtueller's
cxtension (5-.3) of the Snioluehowski (5-.Z) theory to polycdizperse colloidal
suspensions should be applicable. It is well establish*ed that, ini a floculating
colloidal sol, the rate of coagulation of smiall pArticles in the presonco of
large particles is greater than the rate of coagu'ation the st-all p,%rtiele-i alone.
Consequently, the critical loadling for a multictn'1 ponent mInture i's probably
smaller than the values calctulated for the individual powder., (Tablo 5-1,71.

An. interesiting ob.qervation i4 that thcrce was sigificanitly letss
c onglN ration that agl onwration in do pusited .sanpi e s propa r,,- from t rulti-

comptonent powders. In trying to Amies!A the eiotvoso i so fA
single towder, it iq difficult to difforent' to betwoon an agslomerate and au
aggregate. For exampleq aro the carbon black particles. n Figuirt 5-16 aggro-gates
or agglomerateAs?*1 Thii eonfuolon doe., not occor with conglaniperatind powdeOr4
that are physically mixed together. Individual particlo-i of two difforoent
powders can only be, a,,ssnen]e by %secondakry valence forcev~. They cannot be
aggrngatcti. For exaniple, in Vivrer- 5-30 and =-33, Qhre ar no gkn
Carbon T.Mack cong lonme rates. In both the-;e phiotomicrograph'- there are. a e
d-oubic and triplet car'bon black paritk which could be. either a~!so
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agglomerates. The latter were probably present before the wa.hing and
deposition steps. Similarly, in Figures 5-35 and 5-36 there are no UO-
carbon black conglomerates, even though somne of the UO0 and carbon
particles appear agglomerated (or is it aggregated?).

5.6.6 Elemental Composition of Deposited Samples

Results of elemental analysis by electron rnicroprobe on
selected samples are presented in Table 5-14. With the exception of Run FQI-10,
there is good agreement between the reported value of the surface concentration
of aluminum and the expected value in those samples containing Peerle-ss No. Z
Clay (aluminum assay of 20.7 wt I*). With the exception of Run F£I010, there
is also good agreement between reported values of Ca surface coverage and
expected Ca surface coverage. While uranium is detected only in those samples
where uranium dioxide was deposited, there is poor agreement between the
expected and measured values of uranium. There ii Little correlation between
the reported valvn' of c.arbon surface coverage and the expected values based
on the deposited sample composition.

The concentration of a given element in a sample was
calculated according to the following equation:

- ISA - IBA {-)CA3 At .- 1-9A)-

A0

where

C A concfntratkon of element A in !anilp. r•r/cm 2

SISA radiation intemity of satupte

."ýA b4 •b grouid radiatio irltc-nsity d4u to filter

1OA rarliation intensity of trdrontce matorial

SA s rprisaiyfactor ýz i

Vaiuc.-1 4ý IOA "Ad lj$A ian prtnnted inT~b SlU R.

fc t-""rtt & -t .5-_•

.q.

I I ... .m, ,
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For Al and Ca in which I »> IBA there is good
agreement between the measured and expec~ef values of Ca. These resultsI
indicated that the samp~les tested were- uniformly deposited.

The lack of quantitative agreemert for uraniwn Isde
mainly to the tow sensitivity for uranium of the electron microprobe with a
15 XCV beam- n-ther than to gross, d-.wiation in sample uniform-ity. As noted
in t~e table, pure uranium has a count rate of only 132 count/mmn which is

only abenut twenty timnes higher than Cie backgrounzd count rate.I
The poor correlat ion ttetween expected and measured vald-

of carbon is due to the high background siig-nal for this! element. The backgrovor4
reflects the dtpoifaed carbon used to prepare thir sample as wedl as carbon in
the polymer matrix of teA cnXMIAmmbrane.

Sample FQ I-I10 is different f rom the other tzamples in that
it was prepared v ith a "k-ius se-cafe" washi. This sample shoutd4 be tý: C.Onnly
deposited. The, high Al cor-sent and low Ca content wouldrle.-lc
inhomogenieties due to the ?-;,-sence of a large Naoltr.te- particle in one o! two
examined samples which would bias t1-i. measiurements. The mea-sured fluorine
content for this sat-qple was :6 pg/cniý? whic~'- is much higher than for any 0•f

the other qiamples which were was-hed with VC-43 and Freon C0-5 1- 12 (these had
an average fluorine backron ofZ. g/m). The net awount of carbon on

-1pe ws ýso eryhigh. Pý1s is ani indi,;atiovi thit there was riore
re-siidiat fluorocarboni iA-ttiis -Aample. Frcur, E-4I is rn-it a.- effective a wv
agent as FC-43 a~nd-11 enZ

The- raniý6 of re-oidua' fluor-4to corttont ini the sarnple for
runis not contatning kae i fluoride ranged "'oi n 1. t4 IifC~ ?o4 gcmZO
a twohfd Ari ic. Thieg isain±cny loossth4-n tho range- of tm t:Fr loading.

.4 ~which w-ýAs variied twenty-bid. audindc .-ttes that thr. utajear'.ty of the rt-esiduk,\
fiuor-Xicadsoa V.-tst havo bee asoctd wailt, tho tfiter rathrr tan. with thie
particle*. Thoreý kro two pois.t4i&n toputin r this. !t L3 mro*s" likely
that not all the iKrytos I STI ; 4a 4'tylxtov t4 with 45 f of PC -4113 04. Dotdtg the

Sartourat of w-ash t-C-43 dýioutld result irt ak furthor lowc-ring lod rcesýihhrl lfltoriae~
a~tet 4 n ardor --? :ctagtnittude. Another r %ltmbilty nmitght bf, the prvtsonco
otrace oamnount ro ~V~t ro - - liqtuid 4% tho filterr

*s-tructtsrv i'cv.±n vtf e&p~iiay Condeation in.f s "tit Ottw high vo$atihy
ofi thesc, ticjid. & fqlTit' 4or not ;%"At Likcey *tince Freon.- E-1. iv mrnoE, v-tik

ha reon n-It and ye-lt ~anxovýto 'i ha d ii hY , reidktal fluorkcgtet
EvluapeT 4 VnifnUrwdtv 4 gA Vx'tjtolited_$ml d

In additioni to qlemgntaal ilyi.thf mznifornity of a
de-posited *Aýtnpi.s UAW~ ar-sp d y:

a. r ld filter 5o-n t~istho "Vw0p wa $eetrd
by nr, a~nd rtvAinign riin in the chading or hue
4 t* filttt duew dr 4rixtte pjowter, This

cocetrtiisofa dt'ý-pfc coednwcter ;O.or
caio Nc) d fw'~~~e noto.dts.-

also ?e-mie ~tdi-spersed *.anpis & st'W ini



Figures 5-3 and 5-4. There is a correlation
between the color of the deposit on the filter and
the photomicrographs shown in Figures 5-5 to 5-13.

b. Examining electron micrographs of the deposited
sample. A measure of the degree of uniformity of
the sample could be obtained by examining many
different areas of a filter under a microscope and
comparing the variation in the observed values of
the surface coverage, K., obtained from different
photomic rog raphs.

A measure of the degree of sample uniformity can also be
obtained by comparing the experimentally observed value of surface coverage,
Kt, in a given photomicrograph to the expected value (based on powder content),
which would be obtained, if the particles were completely dispersed and uniformly
deposited. The limitations of this measurement are:

a. The visibility of the particles in the micrograph.
If the particles are much smaller than the limit
of resolution of the photomicrograph the apparent
measured surface coverage will be too low. As
previously discussed, photomicrographs at 4.500X
would provide the best measure of Kt.

b. The degree of agglomeration of the deposited
sample. Since Kt = Ko (d/D e:), Kt may be different
than K even if the sample is uniformly deposited,0
if it significantly a glomerated. For well dispersed
samples where D/d[--b l and t--() , Kt maybe
equal to Ko . For agglomerated samples, with values
of D/d >1, Kt may be larger or smaller than KO
deending on the value of • . If f -- 0, K < Ko since
S•/D < 1. However if c -- *1, as would occur with an
open structured agglomerate, then Kt could be larger
than K0.

Examination of Tables 5-2 to 5-5 for deposition tests with
individual powders, indicates that for most of the runs, especially the final
test samples after a long dispersion time indicated that tbo ratio Kt /Kexp < 1.5.
For uranium, for runs DAI-14 to DAI-17, Kt increase& with increasing
powder as expected. There are discrepancies for some of the earlier runs in
particular DAI -I and DAI-10, DAl-Il and DAl-12. Thes- results will be
discussed later. For ca-7bon black (Table 5-3) there is excellent agreement.
For runs Fl-1 to Fl-14 1{ /Kexp < 1.5.

There is also good agreement for calcium fluoride (Table 5-4)
except for run F3-1 where K t is large. The values of Kt are lower than K for clay
based on [vs' This reflects the assumptions used in arriving at Uvs (i. e., hat
plate with an aspect ratio of 7:1) and the assumption that the clay particles shall
lie flat on the filter.
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For the powder mixtures (Tables 5-6 to 5-13) there is
general agreement between Kt and K. (the total surface coverage of the
individual deposited powders). With the exception of the runs containing
Kaolin, and samples FBI -8 and FBI-9, where secondary dispersion was
prepared by shaking and with the probe.

There can be significant variations in sample uniformity
if the powder is not well dispersed in the suspension being filtered. Sample
DA1-I (UO2 dispersed for one minute only) is an example of a sample where
the initial particles (following dispersion) are not well dispersed. There is
still significant gross agglomeration. Any deposited material is probably
present as scattered lumps of agglomerated powder. There is also the
possibility with this sample that, because the material was not well dispersed
in the primary dispersion, the aliquot withdrawn from the dispersion was uot
a representative sample. Sample FB1-8 is represeatative of a sample where
the secondary dispersion, prepared by shaking by hand, was most probably not
uniform. Kt and D were both 1higher for sample FB -8 than for sample FBI-I1
prepared in the standard way. High values of Kt and 17L were also found for
sample FBI-9, where the secondary dispersion was prepared with the ultra-
sonic probe. As can be clearly seen in Figure 5-41, this is due to contamination
of the sample by residual material adhering to the ultrasonic probe. Therefore,
if one wishes to use a probe with a dilute sample, special care has to be take'n
to assure its complete cleanliness.

There can also be significant variations in samýIe uniformity
if the sample is disturbed during the washing step. This can occur if great care
is not taken in introducing the wash liquid. A. shown ii. Figure 5-70, liquids
are introduced into the filtration cell through a cannula which extends from the
top of the cell to within a few millimeters above the filter surface. The main
disadvantage of adding wash liquid to the cell via this cannula is that wash
liquid is added from a point source and flows horizontally across the bottom of
the cell, e.g. the filter on which the particles are deposited. If the wash
liquid is added quickly, a wave front is formed, within a height approximately
equal to the distance between the tip ol the cannula and the filter surface. The
horizontal velocity of the liquid traversing the filter is not small. Assuming a
height of 3 mm, the wash liquid added at a rate of I ml/sec will have a velocity
of about 0.5 cm/sec at a point 1 cm from the outlet of the cannula. This wave
can disturb the deposited particles. Particles will be removed from the filter
region near the cannula, where liquid velocity is higher, and be deposited near
the far wall of the cell (in relation to the cannula) as the horizontal velocity of
the liquid decreases and approaches zero.

This phenomenon was observed quite clearly with run DAI- 11.
The FC-43 wash was added quickly. The wave front of the wash was visibly darker
as it moved across the filter and previously deposited particles were being picked
up. About 5 mm from the cell wall, the velocity of the wash decreased perceptibly
and resulted in the formation of a dark line of material on the filter. A direct
analogy is an ocean wave picking up and redepositing sand on a beach. Figure 5-71
shows a photomicrograph taken at the center of the filter sample, and Figure 5-7Z
is a photomicrograph taken at the edge region where the line of dark material
Swas formrn-d, resulting in a local region with a high particle loading. The degree
of reagglomeration in this zone is significantly higher than in the central region
for reasons already discussed in Section 5.6.4.
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0. 14

Figure 5-71 SEM PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF DEPOSITED U0 2
SAMPLE DAI-11 (NEAR CENTER OF FILTER)

Figure 5-72 SEM PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF DEPOSITED U02
SAMPLE DAl-li1 (NEAR EDGE OF FILTER)
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To circumvent this problem, the wash liquid has to be
introduced in such a manner that it has a minimum horizontal velocity relative
to the particles deposited on the filter. One way of iccomplishing this is to
add the wash liquid very slowly in dropwise fashion. This was the procedure
used for the bulk of the runs presented in the study. Based on the results
obtained, it appears that this is a satisfactory way of proceeding- even though
the wash liquid still has a finit horizontal velocity. The sandwich and the
"pousse cafe" techniques were conceived as two alternate methods of completely
eliminating the problem.

In the sandwich runs, the wash liquid would flow horizontally
across the top filter which would act as a diffuser. The wash liquid would only
flow vertically past the particles deposited between the two filters. The sandwich
method was not satisfactory because:

a. The filters did not separate cleanly when pulled
apart. Part of the surface layer of one filter
sometimes remained attached to the other filter,
thus masking the particles deposited in the region.

b. From electron micrographs, it was observed that
the deposited particles did not adhere preferentially
or uniformly to one or the other filter. The samples
did not appear as uniform as those obtained with
direct but careful addition of the wash liquid.

c. The technique was slow. Because of the increase in
hydraulic resistance of two filters in series, the time
needed to filter the wash was much greater than by
drop-wise addition. Furthermore, two filters doubles
the time needed for analysis of the sample.

This method was abandoned after the preliminary tests presented in Table 5-2.

In the "pousse-cafe" wash technique, the wash liquid is
layered above the dispersion before the particles are deposited. This also
prevents the problem of wash liquid flowing horizontally past deposited
particles. This method was only tried on one sample at the end of the program,
Sample FQI-10. The deposited sample appeared to be quite uniform in
photomicrographs. However, because it is a multicomponent sample, it is
hard to quantify the results. The major drawback of this method was the high
residual fluorine content of the deposited material as discussed in the previous
section. This occurred because Freon E-i, which has a density of 1.54 gm/cm3 ,
was used as the wash liquid.

Since the density of FC-43 ( e = 1. 88 gm/cm 3 ) is higher than
the density of a 156 Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution ( e = 1. 73 gr/cm3 ) used to
disperse the particles, FC-43 could not be layered directly above the suspension
before deposition. The following subterfuges might result in improved washing:

a. Pousse Cafe Wash with Freon E-1 Buffer Layer

The concept is to introduce the dispersion into the
cell and then float on this dispersion a layer of Freon E-1 or other fluorinated
liquid of lower density than the dispersion. Pressure is applied to the cell
and the particles are deposited while the dispersion is filtered. FC-43 is
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slowly added to the floating wash liquid after the particles are deposited.
The low density wash liquid acts as a diffuser for the FC-43. After sufficie
FC-43 has been added to result in an effective wash, but before it has been
completely filtered, Freon E-1 or Freon C-51-12 is layered above the FC-43.
The final addition displaces the non-volatile FC-43 with volatile liquid which
is readily dried.A

b. Upward Flow During Washing

Another way of eliminating the motion of wash liquid
across the interface would be to deposit the particles on the filter as before.
After the particles were deposited, the cell would be turned upside down
so that the filter is now at the top of the cell. The FC-43 wash would be
introduced at the bottom of the cell and pumped upward against the filter. After
a sufficient amount of FC-43 was made to flow past the particles to remove the
bulk of the residual Krytox 157, and thus obtain particle adherence to the filter,
the ultrafiltration cell, filled with FC-43, would be returned to its original
position (the filter is now at the bottom of the cell). The remaining FC-43 in
the cell would be filtered through the membrane. A low density volatile wash
liquid would be added on top of the FC-43 layer as before.

The second approach %ppears as though it would be more
cumbersome than the first. It would also be limited to dispersion containing
submicron particles. At an applied pressure of 1 psi, the superficial velocity
of FC-43 through an Amicon XM-100A membrane is approximately 10-3 cm/sec.
This is equal to the terminal settling velocity of a 3.um uranium dioxide particle in
the liquid due to the acceleration of gravity. Suspensions containing larger
particles could not be filtered unless the filtering pressure were increased.
This would present other drawback with the XM-100A membrane, as discussed
in Section Z. 5. 5.
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6.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6. 1 Summary

6. 1. 1 Technical Problem

Often the analysis of particles released to the environment
from industrial facilities is hindered because these particles are combined with
others in the form of agglomerates or conglomerates. If tLe particle(s) of
interest are small in comparison to the others as is usually the case, useful
and necessary information will be lost due to a present lack of capability for
"selectively analyzing single particles within an agglomerate/conglomerate.

The "spontaneous" agglomeration/conglome ration of finely
divided solids (below I micrometer in size) is believed to be essentially due to
secondary valence forces or Van der Waal forces. These forces have a universai
character and have to be taken into account with any finely dispersed system
of solid particles, irrespective of the compositioLr of the solid materials or of
surrounding fluid phase. While there are no obvious techniques of dispersing
sub-micron particles in the gas phase, it is standard technology to disperse
sub-micron particles in liquid syste,-ns which contain surface active agents.

The requirement that the suspension method developed must
disperse the agglomerated materials into separate particles without EhySical or
chemical changes places stringent limitations on the choice of liquids a can
be used to disperse the particles. The components of the candidate liquid
dispersing mixtures must, therefore, neither react nor combine irreversibly
with any particle in the matrix. Ideal candidate materials are the fluorinated
hydrocarbon liquids, which are stable, chemically inert, and furthermore, not
found in nature so that the presence of any residual material is readily detectable.
It has been demonstrated that colloidal dispersions can be prepared in these
inert media by using poly (hexafluoropropylene oxide) carboxylic acids as a
stabilizing agent.

The objective of this program was to develop to a routine
procedure the capability for using a perfluorinated surfactant as an agent in
bringing about the dispersion of particles in an agglomerate/conglomerate. The
dispersion would be of such a nature as to allow subsequent analytical measure-
ments to be made on the separated particles. As a ,esult of the advent of new
instrumentation which potentially permits chemical analysis cf particles much
smaller than 1 micrometer in diameter, and because such particles are usually
present as agglomerates, emphasis was directed toward developing a capability
for dispersion of agglomerate s/conglomerates comprised of particles in the
size range of 0. 005 to 5 micrometers released to the environment from industrial
fac ilitle s.

¶ The goals of the program were to develop a dispersion
technique that had the following desirable characteristics:

a. No physical or chemical change in original
particles due the dispersion process (mandatory).

b. No sample loss.
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c. Complete dispersion (100%6 efficiency).

d. No reagglomeration of dispersed particles.

e. Final state of each individual dlspersed particle
compatible with analysis by various techniques
(electron microprobe, scanning and transmission
electron microscopes, ion microprobe, mass
spectrometer, etc.).

6.1. 2 General Methodology

The great ease with which fine powders can be dispersed
in a liquid phase as compared to the gas phase formed the basis of the approach
which is outlined in Figure 6-1. The agglomerated matrix is first dispersed
in a fluorinated organic U.iquid which is unlikely to dissolve or react irreversibly
with anj of the solid particles that form the matrix. The dispersed solid particles
in suspension are then partitioned from the liquid phase by filtration, using
a filtering membrane such as an ultrafilter, that has pores smaller than the
smallest particles in suspension. By making the concentration of particles
small enough and the area of the filter large enough for a gi- -k volume of
suspension, the pa,,ticles will be separated from each other tn i statistical
basis when deposited on the filter. After rem~oving the residual dispersing liquid
adhering to the particles on the filter, by evaporation for example, a system of
dry, isolated solid part;kle ; is obtained on the filter membrane. These particles
can then be examined individually.

The purpose of the investigation was to develop this sample
preparation technique, and demonstrate that it could be used as a routine
procedure of preparing agglomerated/c onglome rated powders for analysis,
using commercially available materials and equipmen,".

6.1.3 Technical Results

The experimental investigations were carried out with the
four powders described in Table 6-1. These powders are considered to be
representative of many classes of sub-microu particles found in the atmosphere.
The properties and function of the fluorinated liquids used in the study are listed
in Table 6-?.

The principal factors investigated were:

a. Solid/liquid interaction.

b. Powder dispersion.

c. Choice of ultrafiltration membrane.

d. Deposition and charatter",ation of¶ dispersed particles.
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DRY AGGLOMERATED PARTICLE MATRIX

ULTRASONIC (FLUORINATED)
DISPERSION DISPERSING LIQUID

DISPERSED PARTICLES

"ULTRA

FILTRATION

DISPERSING LIQUID PARTICLES ON ULTRAFILTER

WASH LIQUID

WASHING

WASH LIQUID/SURFACTANT SOLUTION

WASH DRYING

LIQUID

INDIVIDUAL DRY PARTICLES, DISPERSED ON FILTER MEMBRANE
(PRODUCT)
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Solid-Uquid Interaction: Determine the extent and
reversibility of the iteracSono uora-ted chemical compounds that could
be used in the process with various powder samples of interest. While solid/
liquid interaction is required in order to disperse the powder, this interactic'
has to be reversible in order to prevent conta-nination of the prepared partic
Sby these horinated agents which might interfere with their subsequent 'aty S.

It was found that Krytox 157 was adsorbed on the surt -
all the candidate powders. Depending on the powder and temperature, tlm .;ount
of Krytox 157 adsorbed per unit area of powder at saturation ranged froet. alout
5 mg/rm2 to 10 mg/mn2 . Surface saturation was attained at bulk liqui C:rYtox 157
concentrations of less than 0, 5% weight-percent. Adsorbec Krytox I - i was
effectively removed from tke surface of the particles by washing with 1C-43
fluorinated liquid.

Powder Disersion: Determine the processing conditions
such as time, temperature, and dispersion energy input that result in well
dispersed suspension of agglomerated/conglonowrated powders in fluorinated liquids
of interest.

The effect of two ultrasonic transducers on the dispersion
* of candidate powders and their mixtures in various fluorinated liquids (Freon E-3

and FC-43) was studied as a function of irradiation time (up to 5400 ruin), at
different temperatures (350 - 800C), surfactant concentration (0 - 1. 0% by
weight in carrier liquid) and powder concentrations (0. 8 to S. 0 mg/mI). The
two ultrasonic generators used on this study were a franson E ultrasonc
cleaning bath irradiating at 40 Khz, with a power density of Z watts/cm-; and
a Branson Sonifier Model S-75 ultrasonic probe, irradiating at Z0 Khz, with a

* •rnaximum powder density of over S0 watts/coi2 . In these tests, the size of the
suspended solids (e. g., the degree of dispersion) was mionitored as a function
of disparsion time, principally by measuring the turbidity of aliquofs diluted
to a constant pow�er concentration. Additional data on surpemsoid siW•o diribution

was obtained by centrifugal sedimentation.

It was f0oud that the candidate powders could k--e ultraonicoaly
dispersed in fluorinattd solutions of Erytor. 157. The principal results were as
follow's:

inIT~to Freo the3 D -rting Lituid: otlutons af Krytox 15?
Sin Freon E-3 are much U rore eie ttla60on than solutions of
Krytto 157 ix FC-43. With both liquids. ter' is little or no digpersion in thg
"absevtco of Krytox IS7, A orn. w,•ight ptroent t&rytox 57/Freon E-.i *o,,utio
effectively dispersed a1l the candidate powders aWd thti:r mixtures.

int ensit~y drnslersed 4 • von ui•*er Itnit btcroa4 the altrasonic pow-er

•: Tee: heerte nt u • thpe tlsrsio i nras••it •nocc~aseseia* sthe -size- of the ultimtat particle decreases. Thlo poi-irts were. nttch Moro
* eff~ctively dispersed withl the ultrasonic proibe than wk.il 0I tilrAsonic b-Ath.

Time: Thoe rate df 4ivpc-rslon decreases with incre-asing

the aigOtLrateCs present.
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Size of the Ultimate Particles: The smaller the size of
the ulimate particles in the agglomerate or conglomerate, the more difficult
't becomes to disperse these particles. The most difficult powder to disperse
was ENL-1 uranium dioxide which was the finest particle sized powder studied.
This powder contained a large iraction of particles smaller than 0. 1 tim, with
particles as small as 0. 04 urn being definitely present. It took approximately
600 min to disperse this powder with the ultrasonic probe. It was not
dispersed after. 5400 min in the ultrasonic bath.

Temperature: The effect of temperature on the rate of

dispersion depends on the composition of the particles to be dispersed. All
the powders studied could be effectively dispersed at 350C or 50 0 C. Increasing
the temperature to 800C had an adverse effect on the dispersion of kaolin and
carbor black.

Paiticle Concentration: There was no noticeable effect of
particle concentration at the concentration levels examined.

Mixture of Powders: Mixtures of powders did not behave
in a significantly different manner than individual powders.

Re-agglomeration: It was noted that powders once dispersed
stay .d dispersed. The dispersion tests with the probe could be interrupted
witlout noticeable re-agglomeration taking place.

These results can be explained in terms of a simple model which
considers that an agglomerate or conglomerate is broken into smaller agglomerates
and/or individual particles if stresses of sonic origin •xceed the 4trength of the
agglomerate. The dispersion process is enhanced by the presence of Krytox 157,
which adsorbs at the surface of the particles. The adsorbed Krytox 157 reduces
attractive particle-to-particle forces in the agglomerate, thus facilitating
agglomerate breakdown and also prevents dispersed particles from re-agglomerating
after they have been liberated from an agglomerated matrix. It appears from
the results that there is not sufficient ultrasonic energy to break primary bonds,
i.e., reduce the size of the ultimate particles.

Ultrafilters: Determine which commercially available ultra-
filtration membranes can be used in this technique. Desirable filter characteristics
include retention of the smallest particles of interest, inertness in fluorinated
liquid media used to prepare the po%der samples, high permeability and stability,
and lack of interference with different methods of analysis.

The major manufacturers of the ultrafiltration membranes
were contacted. Of the many membranes available, twleve commercial
inel' i .ubrgnes were selected for further study. The Arnicon XM-100A ultrafiltration
membrane is considered to be superior to any other ultrafiltration membranes
that are presently commercially available. The XM-100A membrane is very
stable in a scanning electron microscope. A given deposited particle can be
examined at magnifications as high as 45JJ00X for many minutes without noticeable
decomposition of the membrane. The pores of the XM-1 00A membrane are
sufficiently small to be unobservable at the magnifications used in this study.
In SEM examination of properly prepared samples, the Amicon XMI -1O0A
membrane appears as a blank dark grey background that has no relief with all
observable particles retained on the surface of the membrane. This greatly
facilitates the examination of individual particles and the measurement of particle
size distribution curves.
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Samples deposited on an XM-I OOA can be examined for
elemental composition by a non-dispersive x-ray probe. The only interference
due to the filter is a very noticeable chlorine pe•,-k due to the composition of the
filter itself. This chlorine peak did not interfere with interpretation of the
spectra of the deposited inorganic particles studied. The Amicon XM-1 OOA
membrane could also be used as a substrate for electron microprobe work by
using a defocused 15 Kv electron beam. Use of high intensity focused beams
resulted in the destruction of the filter.

The Amicon XM- 100A membrane was stable when brought in
contact with the fluorinated liquids used to disperse the particles. It showed
negligible retention for Krytox 157, the dispersing agent used in these studies.
The hydraulic permeability of the fluorinated liqaids through this membrane
was sufficiently high (- 0. 1 ml/min - cm -psig) to permit rapid filtration at
filtration pressures of less than 10 psig-the maximum operating pressure for
this membrane.

The minimum size of particle retained by this membrane is
estimated to be equal to the pore size of the membrane which is approximately
0. 007 urn. Smaller particles could be captured by using finex pored membranes,
but at the expense of a lower hydraulic permeability and increased retention of
Krytox 157 micelles, which would interfere with the sample preparation
technique and the subsequent measurements.

Deposition and Characterization of Dispersed Particles:
Utilizing the information obtained as described above, determine the conditions
required to provide well-dispersed particles on a stable substrate. Demonstrate
the effectiveness of the method by suitable comparative analyses of a variety
of prepared samples and of the initial powders.

Information obtained from each of the previous studies was
integrated in the particle deposition studies which are the culmination of the
programn . During this phase of the program, samples of the candidate powders
and their mixtures dispersed in a fluorinated liquid were deposited on an
ultrafiltration membrane which was then washed and dried. The effects of
dispersion time and powder loading on the filter were systematically investigated.
The deposited powder samples were all examined by scanning electron
raicroscopy. The micrographs were examined visually and with an automated
particle counter to obtain qualitative and quantitative information on the degree
and quality of dispersion of the deposited samples. In addition, the elemental
composition of selected samples was determined, using either an electron probe
microanalyzer or a non-dispersive x-ray element analyzer.

6.1.4 Preparative Method Developed

The basic preparative procedure developed consists of the
following steps:

a. Preparation of a primary concentrated dispersion: The
powder sample, typically 50 mg or less, is dispersed
ultrasonically in a centrifuge tube containing 25 ml of
a 1% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution at 50 0 C. It is
recommended that a high iptensity probe, such as a
Sonifier, be used to carry out the dispersion and that
the dispersion process be monitored with a nephelometer.
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In order to insure complete dispersion, the sample
should be sonolated until no further change in turbidity
is observed, which could require in excess of 600 min.

b. Preparation of a dilute secondary dispersion with a
desired particle concentration: An aliquot sample of the
above dispersion is removed and diluted with an additional
25 ml of 1% Krytox 157 - Freon E-3 solution. It is
necessary that diluted samples be well mixed. The size
of the liquot is adjusted to obtain a particle loading on
the deposition fil.er of 1 jg/cm or less,
the particle size.

c. Ultrafiltration of the dilute secondary dispersion: The
secondary dispersion is filtered through an Amicon XM-1 00A
ultrafiltration membrare at an applied pre ssure of about
I psig, resulting in the deposition of particles larger than
0. 0071am on the membrane.

d. Washing and Drying of Deposited Particles: About 25 ml
of fluorinated liquid FC-43 are slowly added to the cell
and allowed to permeate past the deposited particles to
remove the dispersing medium and adsorbed surfactant.
About 25 ml of a very volatile fluorinated liquid, Freon C-
Freon C-51 - 12, are then added to remove the non-volatile
FC-43. The Freon C-51-12 wet filter is easily air
dried.

The product is an assembly of individual particles deposited
on a flat laboratory filter. Individual particles or sub-
assemblies of particles can be readily examined on this
filter by a variety of microanalytical tools.

6. 2 Conclusions

The major goals of the program have been met in that a preparative
procedure has been developed which will permit normally agglomerated or
conglomerated particles less than 1 ,aim in size, down to at least 0. 02pjm in
size, (which is the limit of resolution of a scanning electron microscope) to be
analyzed individually.

The method requires that the agglomerates be initially well dispersed
and deposited at a low surface concentration. Just as the analysis of individual
particles becomes increasingly more difficult to perform with decreasing particle
size, the method of preparation becomes more difficult as the size of the particles
decreases. As the size of particles decrease.s, the acoustic energy required
for dispersion increases and the permissible surface concentration of deposited
particles decreases. With very small (<.01 pim), particle retention becomes a
problem.
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6.3 Recommended Further Research

The preparative procedure was tested with known samples only.
The technique should now be applied to samples of natural origin. Within
the scope of the present program, it was not possible to carry out any detailed,
indepth analysis of the deposited samples. This should be performed to obtain
a sound statistical basis of deposited sample uniformity.

The preparative technique and the quality of the cmples may be
i mproved by:

a. Examining the suitability of the Amicon SM ultrafiltration
membrane when it becomes commercially available. This
membrane, which is presently under development, would
be more resistant to high energy beams than the Amicon XM- 1 OA
membrane, while still retaining the other desirable characteristics
of the latter.

b. Examine the effect of improved ultrasonic dispersion equipment.
Tne time required for dispersion, especially of small particles
less than 0. lpmn in size, could be significantly reduced by
developing an ultrasonic transducer optimized for this application.

c. Examine deposition of low particle loadings: The degree of
re-agglorneration decreases markedly with powder loading, but
so does the num.ber of particles per unit area. In these studies
the minimum loading examined was 0. 5 p.g/cmZ. Examinations
of samples with a lower powder loading is believed warranted,
especi:lly if the sample contains a significant concentration of
particles smaller than 0. l1um in size.
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Standard Avco Method of

Preparation of Powder Support Films

General techniques using parlodian and evaporated carbon support 4ilms(Al)
have been used for the various powders.

1. A large petri dish ( - 15 to 20 cm diameter), fitted with a drain
-tube and tap, is filled with distilled water.

2. A large circle of fine wire gauze (about 100 mesh/in) is placed

on the bottom of the dish.

3. Any number of grids are placed on the wire gauze.

4. Two drops of a 4% solution of parlodian in amyl acetate are
allowed to fall on the surface at the center of the dish from
a dropping pipette.

5. When the solvent has evaporated to leave a solid film, it is
removed from the surface with a needle; its purpose is to
clean the water surface.

6. A second film is now formed in the same way and this can be
mounted on grids. Neither film will reach the edge of the dish
because, as the parlodion solution moves across the water surface,
it sweeps a layer of contaminant molecules from the center to the
edge. This layer eventually beccues resistant to compression,
preventing further expansion of the parlodian film.

7. When the second film is solid, the tap is opened and the surface
layer allowed to slowly settle onto the grids.

8. The petri dish is partly covered and the wire gauze and grid
allowed to dry in place.

9. Each plastic film is broken with a fine needle point at the
grid 0. I., then the coated grids can be pickd up.

This method permits the coating of a large number of grido in oe operation
and films are of relatively uniform thickness and unbroken over the whole tava of the
grid.

An alternate technique which produces extremely unifonr plastic ril. consie t
or filing a clhar glass dish (-20 cm diameter) with diftilled watr. The surfac
of the water can be cleaned by placing a drop or tuo of 4f solution or perlotian ot
the -ater, then lifting the film while collecting the dust particles. Place another
drop of parlodian on the water surface and allow to dry to thin p1tstic film. Vhen
dry, grids are plated Oh selected areas of the film containing beat dipersion and
thinnecs. With a round-hole loop, center and pick up a grid with film while cuttios
film at C. D. of loop. Invert and place w specimen peg driers.
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Carbon is evaporated onto the plastic films prepared by either of the above
techniques. These carbon-parlodion support films are generally used as is; however,
the parlodian can be dissolved with aql acetate after the powder is dispersed on
the film.

Powder Dispersion

The various powders are mixed with ethyl elcohol until a slightly cloudy
solution exists. The solutions are ultrasonically dispersed (. 5 min in ultrasonic

vibrator) and a sample imediately take.- with an eye dropper. One drop is placed on
a carbon-parlodian support film &nd allowed to dry under cover. Several specimens
were made to insure random sampling of each powder. The samples are thea placed
in the electron microscope and photographed.

Reference

A-1. Drwn ond, D.G.., 2 2o. icr. SLc., 70, . (1950).
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SURFACE RE-A-LOMEIiATION Or- DEPOsrITIn', A ;

'Th( :•t1.omeratiou volume lo defined by the furfl'ei. irf'vrl (W U,li lil t,'r !,rj,1
n hvielht 3. The tatter quauntity may be '.timrtted by th, f'.ll(owi .-fmpi 111i
A .1l.yois. The flu. offa ltitcle towardo thl, membrant' w1ll h" It I'unW'WOn (' t,1,

dUfl'usiou coefficient, , and the flow raLe o" tht' wtu*h i-1cuId, v, Lerer'i 11,,
the t'following equation:

IT+ vC )

ST flix of partic.te' to the suri'ifcc.

C ý particle concentration, particle/unit volie('.

A lower boeund on 7 may be obtained by at;wning that it pv'udo stct,'ly '.-.t,

prevails diurull, washing and that the rate at which particles, w..thin th,' ,Jg1.•,'rLt ,,T

volume adhere to the membrane Is small comptred to the mnngritude of ,It.h,.r' trm

on the righthand side of equation (1), In which cane J C 0.

The concentration decreses from (CW near the filter- to w(-ro lt It hi•ght,

equal to T.. A." a first approximation, therefore, equation (1) b,:c-me":

CW-or- + VCW =0
X

Thus

_-m V
X

or

Wit~hin the agglomeration vrolume, par'ticle colliions twke pLce which
lead to re-agglawration. The rate of agglomeration can be expressed in tezzs
o of Von Smoluchkovski's theory of rapid coagulation of colloidal simspen310n (C-L).
Azcording to this theory the rate of disAppearaice of primry article.s, dZ/it
is giver by the fo0loving equation:

.-.dC = 8V RC 2
dt.
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where

R = distance of approach for cosgulation.

In the simplest case, R is equal to twice the particle radius, or particle
dianeter, d.

The total number of particles in suspension decreases with time according
to the second order kinetic equation which can be integrated to yield the following:

Ct

where

Ct Total number of particles in suspension/unit volume at time, t.
This includes the sum of primary particles, as well as binary,
ternary, etc., agglomerates.

C Initial number of particles in suspension/unit volume.
0

The parameter r is called the time of coagulation. It is the time in
which the number of particles is halved. This coagulation half-life is expressed
as follows:

1 (7)Ii•-,4 d Co

Von Smoluchkowski's model was developed for flocculation in bulk solutions.
It can be applied to the problem of re-agglomeration near a surface of unit area by
considering that the ratio n/x is an effective bulk concentration, where n is the
number of particles per unit area of filter surface and r is defined by equation
above.

Substituting

into equations i, 6, and 7 yield the following equstions:

dt

and

_=(o)

1o *(11)

•C-3
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It is possible to exress equations .0 and 13. in terms of the parameters presented
in Figure 5-67, D/)and Kt.

The average nber of pa~rt-icles, , in an agglomerate is by definition:

no (12)nto

The volume, 7, of a mean average spherical agglomerate can be expressed
as follows:

V = D =~

where

D = average agglomerate diameter

d average particle diameter

e volume fraction voids in the agglomerate

or

t1.4)

TbT3

Thim

AU D~ ( (15)

The values of surface coverage am related to no as follows. For
spherical ultimate particles,

0 04

where

K i• •urf=ace covra due to ultimate purtkiles
0

or

a ! C c

0.



Equatio U . can thus be rewritten as follows:

Ir L

vd

or

16 v Ko/ 16 vKY0

Substituting equation 15 and equation 18 into equation 10, yields the following
relation between Vd and KO:

S1 -4 ; = K
L 1+l6vt (1

d

or

a

An expression equivalent to Equation 1.9 can te written in ter= of Ktthe surface coverage of 4glcmrated particles on the filter, which is the iaemured
value reported in Figure 5-6r. Using th a principles s above,, it can be shown
that:

oD
d

no that equatio 19 can be written aa follova.

D 16 vt la

Equatako 19 can alto be uritten In terw o V. the §er oi per ut u'ez

of filter surtsee (gm/c=P). V. is pmpot.iona3. to tho wumbet of partic3.ea per
unit area:

i o o
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where

e = particle density

v =average particle volume

By generalizing equation 16, the following relation between Ko and no Is obtained:

KO= no ac (23)

where a; is the average particle cross-sectional area. By eliminating no, the
following relation between W. and KC is obtained:

-- (24)
00 EFor a given shape. there is a correlation between the cross-sectiona3 area and

external surface area of a particle. Pcr a given snape(

where as average znrface area of a particle and a is a shape factor as
defined in Table C-J.3. By substitution the followins expression is obtained:

I lil~~o = 1o. S )(

hie teim e /a is equal to the reciprocal of the specific ourface tweet, A,, for
the po•er. Thiu

o As

or

KA

-ýbttt% equat~ion 26 into equation 19 zreaulte- In Uth foUl-owing eq=ustio

__6 * (29)

CA,. triuyt, Ihl.3 Aitd'n 't" l~ -flace*, P tn I,, Chtr , Kiatmics mf

R, 7e-rda, I9'.
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A• now con ep In,;,I+ fluotomel design...

The ever-widening field of fluorometry has excited the imagination of researchers,
laboratory analysts, and technicians in many areas of application. This is especially
true where trace analyses in the range of parts per million or parts per billion are en-
countered. Yet, many of these same people have been waiting for moderately priced
equipment which would provide thc accuracy, repeatability, and stability which are so
essential for an important laboratory tool.

We feel that the Turner Fluorometer will do much to assist today's scientists as they advance the state of the
-art of fluorometry. It will allow maximum time to be devoted to other phases of research or testing - - with minimum
time required for actual measurements. Why? Blecause the device does not require recalibration and readjustment
for each sample, and because the temperature and ultraviolet light levels in the sample compartment are uniquely
low, ensuring minimum sample deterioration. Our users report that they no longer resort to timing the length of
sample exposure to ultraviolet light.

Clinical laboratories are presently using fluorometers for determining adrenalin and noradrenalin (vatechol-
amines) in urine and blood mna screening test for tumor of thc adrenal glands. They also utilize fluorometry in measur-
ing transaminase and lactic dehydrogenase. Many tests now In the research phase are certain to become standard clin-
Ica[ procedures.

Medical and biochemical research laboratories use fluorometers for a host of routine analyses, including de-
termination of DPN, DPNH, steroids, porphyrins, serotonin, DNA, histamine, etc.

Irdustrial health laboratories use fluorometers for routine determination of beryllium and uranium.
Agricultural and food chemists use fluoromcters for vitamin and insecticide residue studies.
Water, air pollution and sanitation engineers find the fluorometer the most effective tool available for study-

ing flow and diffusion of air find water.
,',n excellent review article appears In ANALYTICAL cIIEMls~rRy Magazine's Analytical Reviews Issue for

April, 1960. In this six-page discussion, Dr, C. E. White summarizes recent developments in fluoromnetric techniques,
cove-ring the period from November 195.7 to November 1950. His bibliography contains 238 refe-rencecs of especial sig-
nificance In fields ranging from metallurgy to agricultural chemistry.
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SIMPLE OPERATION DESCRIBED quartz cuvettes. Interchange with the general-purpose
light source tukes about two minutes. This accessory

How to turn the fluorometor ON -• particilarly useful for 'he measiremert of low con-
centrations of serotonin, a-;d for many insectic ides.

I. Torn ZERO knob full c.w. to"START for a few sec-
onds, then release. The lucite button next to the
FLUORESCENCE dial should illurinate to indicate ';e4/P /ft
that power is on. Allow two minutes warmup, "
2. Open the sample holder door. Check that the u. v.
source is operating by observing through the door-
latch opening. Zero tne meter to its balanced or "0"
center position with the ZERO knob. Occasionally
check this setting between samples (with door open).

How to operate the fluorometer

1. Using a standard test tube for a cuvette, place a
"reagent blank into the sample holder. Close the door.
2. Set the FLUORESCENCE dial at zero, then bal-
ance the meter with the BLANK knob.
3. Turn the FLUORESCENCE dial two divisions
above zero. Adjust 'he meter SENSITIVITY knob so
tnat the meter deflects 1/2 to one division to the right
of null. Return the FLUORESCENCE dial to zero. Not
a critical adjustment, this step need be repeated here-
after only when there are major line-voltage changes. SAMPLE HANDLING
This adjustment does not affect the measurement of
fluorescence. The standard sample holder door pictured

**4. Insert a known sample and close the door. Balance here will accept ordinary test tubes as cuvettes.
the meter by turning the FLUORESCENCE dial. Note These can be from 10 to 15 mm. diameter, and from
the reading which you obtain. 75 to 100 mm. in height. It will also accept square
5, Open the door, take out the known sample, and re- cuvettes, 10 mm. inside and 75 mm. high.
"place it with the unknown. Close the door. Balance the Your Turner fluorometer wAll always allow
meter with the FLUORESCENCE dial, Note the read- you to use the latest techniques. The cuvette holder
ing. door is instantaneously interchangeable with doors
6. Co.centration of the unknown can be detrrmined mounted with continuous flow cuvwttcs, or solid sam-
by a simple ratio of the readings obtained in 4 and 5. ple holders such as for uranium fusion pellets, plas-
Fluorescent light intensity is proportional to concen- tic samples or paper chromatograph st:ips. Your
"tration over a very wide range, inquiry, detailing your requirements, will be appre-
7. To turn the instrument off, turn ZERO knob to OFF. ciated.

**1 NOTE: Step 4 need only be accomplished when

chaages in your chemical processes make SINGLE PACKAGE CONVENIENCE
this desirable. Tests indicate that step 4
need be done only once a week, or even less This fluorometer is a single unit, supplied
-frequently. Where chemical processes do ready to plug in and operate. You are freed from
cause var:ability of the sample and standard, the necessity of attaching several units in series, or
the stability of the fluoromntet provides an of supplying any external regulating transformers,
invaluable check on standard preparation, galvanometers, light sources, or batteries.

ULTRAVIOLET SOURCES:

Because some vamples deteeiorn
t
e rapidly

when exposed to large dosages of u. v. ,ndlor heat,
we use a four-watt u. v. source to eliminate such
problems. Standard Turner Fluorometers are sup-
plied for 3600A

0 
operation, complete with primary

and secondary 'liters, ultraviolet lamp and spare, and
five matched 12 Y. 75 mm. round Pyrex cuvettes.

Filters are available for operation at 405,
436, and .46 mu with the lamp normahy supplied. A
number o. secondary filters are available, ;esigned to
isolate specific portions of the emission spectrum of

the sample.
A uulque feature of the Turner flunrometer

is the availability of a quartz ultraviolet (254 mu) light .7 0
source, filters, and inexpensive non.fluorescent grade

t:
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DETAILS OF THE OPTICAL DESIGN

BLANIK KNOB

PHOTOMULTIPLIER FLUORESCENCE
DIAL

LIGHT INTERRUPrER

v~11 LIGHT
CAM

MOUNTING BLOCK

ILELCITEA"HT DIFFUSE

FILTER SAMPLE "

Patsses no u.v. RANGE SELECTOR
SFITER Four apertures

MOTOR COOLING FAN Passes only u.v.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

This fluorometer is basically an optical bridge which is analogous to the accurat.- Wheatstone Bridge uscd
in measuring electrical resistance. The optics) bridge measures the difference between light emitted by the sample
and that from a calibrated rear light peth. A single photomultiplier surrounded by a r,,echanical light interrupter
sees light alternately from the sample and the rear light path. Photomultiplier output is alternating current, per-
mitting a drift-free A-C amplifier to be used for the first electronic stages. The second stage is a phese-sensitive
detector whose output is either positive or negative, depending on whether there is an excess of light in the forward
(sample) or rear light path, respechvety. Output of the phase detector drives a meter amplif'er which is in turn
connected to a null meter. A balanced condition, i.e., equal light from the sample and from the rear light path, is
ihdicated by the null position of the tarter. The quantity of light required in the rear path to ba'mnce that from the
sample is indicated by the FLUORESCENCE dial. Each of this dial's 100 divisions adds equal increments of light
to the rear path by means of a light cam. Note that polarizing filters are not used for light adjustment.

Light in the rear path may also be operator-adjusted with the BLANK control which sets rear-path light
to be equal to the residual fluorescence of a solvent blank with the FLUORESC,",NC' dial set at zero.

Light-,source variations do not affect the light balance. Such variatio,.s are caused by aging of the ultra-
violet source and by line-voltage and frequency changes. Because these affect both the light on the sample :nd light
in the rear path proportionately, light balance is not changed. Variations in photamultipiler sensitivity canot i for
the same reason.

Dark current is not a problem because the photomultiplier sees interrupted light and the electronic cir-
cuitry detects only the difference in light from the rear path and from the sample.

Persistence of fluorescence does not affect the unit because the light falling on the sample is steady. Only
the Light emitted from the fluorescent sample is interrupted.

11ull-meter sensitivity is always the same, even when high-concentration work is being done wih nettral-
density filters in the secondary-filter hold,-r.

There is no zero-point error, even with a non-fluorescent blank. This desirable feature is provided by an
extra forward light path. Light in the rear path can always be adjusted to be either more or less than that in the for-
ward path, The nul: :neter moves in both directions as the FLUORESCENCE dial is rotated about zero, insuring
positive establishment of a true zero.
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CONTROLS APPLICATION INFORMATION

Operational controls of the Turner Fluoro- We are carrying out a vigorous program of
meter have been human engineered to provide maxi- application research. Our records of pertinent ar-
mum ope-ator convenience. Those controls used dur- titles, proyedures, and uses of fluorescent analysis
ing a single series of analyses are on the top and are expanding continually. A letter detailing your
meter panels of the instrument. The range-selector analysis problem will bring a summary of the refer-
knob and filters, normally changed only when a new ences available in our files. In some cases, we will
analysis is started, are conveniently accessible when make mcasurements of relative fluorescenee on an
the sample holder door is open. The ZERO knob has experimental basis. Write.
a START position to insure positive starling of the
ultreviolet source. In addition, the pointer for the NE PH E LO ME TRY
FLUORESCENCE dial contains a smetll neon lamp to
provide an indication that power is on. Operation of May be used to resolve as little as 0. 01

the ultraviolet source may be checked through the APHA standard turbidity units (about 0. 01 ppm silica).

door-latch opening. Only accessory required is 10 mm . D. x 75 mm.

Althotv:h not immediately apparent to the high square cuvette.
casual observer, the knob used to latch the sample
holder door also de-energizes the photomultiplier as SPECIFICATIONS
the door is opened. Thus the cell cannot be fatigued
because it is prot,, cted automatically from excess Range: About 2 parts per billion quinine sulfate is
light, full scale (100 divisions) on most sensitive range.

Range multiplier has approximately 3:1 steps (1:3: 10:
CONSTR.; CT-ION 30). Additional rp.nge expansion is easily accomplished

through use of neutral density filters.
Long, trouble-free life has been designed in-

to this instrument. Component and material selections Resolution: Linear to 1%, reanable to 0. 5% or better.
have been made with reliability and sturdiness as
prime considerations. S_ it: Line voltage variation of 105 to 130 volts

Highest quality commercial electronic corn- ( line frequency variation from 50 to 60 c. p. a. cause
ponents have been used whbrever suitable. Where less than t 2% of full scale variation. These figures
these would not handle the requirements, •ndustrial- assume consistant sample temperatures.
quality components have been custom made to our
rigid specifications. Cuvette: Normally supplied for use with standard

All circuits have been carefully analyzed and test tubes 10 to 15 mm. in diameter, and 75 to 100

tested to insure reliability, and to eliminate any ne- mm. in height. For all but the most sensitive ranges

cessity for special relection of electronic tubes, with 360 mu filters, ordinary test tubes having no

Cabinet and structural construction is of visible striations or air bubbles are satisfactory cu-

carefully reinforced extra-heavy (16 gauge) steel. Adi vettes. For low concentrations, five cuvettes 12 x 75

critical components, such as the light-interrupter mm., selected and matched for similar residual

housing, light cam, and the optical-mounting blocks fluorescence are supplied.
are precision machined from aluminum. They are
then black-anodized. No detail has been overlooked; Sample Size: 2. 5 cc. in a 10 mm. or 4 cc. in a 12

for example, the latch mechanism is made of stain- mm. 0. D. test tube.
less steel -- and the painted surfaces are solvent-
resistant baked enamel. Filter Holders: Accepts any combination of standard

2 x 2 inch filters up to 3/8 inch thick, in both primary

SERVICE and secondary positions.

This instrument is very straightforward in Finish: Two tones of green baked enamel combine

its electromechanical design ...... and in its opera- with black knobs and meter to provide a pleasing ap-

tion as well. An easy-to-understand operation and pearance. FLUORESCENCE dial of precision photo-

maintenance manual containing schematics and din- etched aluminum.
grams of both the electronic and mechanical assem-
blies is supplied with each unit. Pnwer Requirements: 50-60 cycle, 117-volt AC,

With minor exceptions, standard parts are 100 watts.
used throughout. Those parts not standard are con-
sidered as essentially not subject to wear for the life Size and Weight: 10-1/2 ;rnches deep, 12 inches wide,

t of the instrument. These and all other parts are al- and 12-1/2 inches high. Net weight, 29 pounds, ship-
ways available for same-day Air-Express shipment, ping weight, 34 pounds.

Spare parts kits can be supplied in those
cases where the instrument is to be used in an area Price: $985. 0o, complete with general purpose filters,
where parts availability may be questionable. Such matched cuvettes, dummy cuvette, dust cover, spare
kits are tailored to the specific needs of the user. lamp and Operating and Service Manual.
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